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ABSTRACT 
Recent population and wage increases have forced farmers to grow more food 
without a proportionate increase in work force. Automation is a key factor in 
reducing cost and increasing efficiency. In this paper, we explore our automa-
tion solution that utilizes position manipulation and vision processing to identify, 
pick up, and drop a leaf into a can. Two stepper motors and a linear actuator 
drove the three-dimensional actuation. Leaf and can recognition were accom-
plished through edge detection and machine learning algorithms. Testing proved 
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1.1 Background and Motivation
As the human population grows, many industries need to expand and adapt the tools they need to serve the increasing
population. The agriculture industry, for instance, is beset with a labor shortage and the need to increase food safety.
To solve these problems, the industry is increasingly automating bulk food processing tasks.
Stanislaus Food Products, a tomato-based food provider in Modesto, California, has automated most of its food
processing facilities. One stage of the factory that bottlenecks overall production is the placement of basil leaves into
the sauce cans before they are sealed. Due to the very delicate nature of the process, human fingers are seemingly the
only appendages dexterous enough for this action. Not only is this step a massive inefficiency, requiring as many as
50 workers, but human touch points are introduced, potentially compromising safety. Automating this process would
alleviate production bottlenecks and promote food safety. Furthermore, the displaced workers could then be relocated
to other positions in the industry where labor is much needed. In the case for Stanislaus Food Products, automation of
this task would alleviate this inefficiency and result in other benefits: complete factory automation, an increase in food
safety, and a decrease in production costs. It was Stanislaus Food Product’s need for a solution that led to our team
automating the process of placing a basil leaf into a can of tomato sauce.
The Basil Leaf Robot we designed and prototyped will eventually be developed into a final product that can be
introduced into food processing facilities at Stanislaus Food Products.
1.2 Review of Field
Research needed to be completed to understand the needs of the agricultural industry, specifically the food processing
plants. Data from a review of industry literature was also used to develop benchmarks and goals for the robot.
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1.2.1 Existing Solutions
Robotics and automation have slowly been edging into the broad agricultural industry over the last few years. Some
examples include robotic tractors, automated fruit harvesters, and automated food processing systems.
In Brisbane, Australia, Gerrit Kurstjens has been testing an electric automated tractor on his farm. So far, it has
worked on 24,700 acres of spraying and 12,400 of renovation work. His tractor, the Fendt 936, is equipped with an
autonomous system from Probotiq, which can work in one of two different ways. The first option requires the operator
to drive on the designated path once and the tractor will repeat the same path. The second option requires the operator
to drive on the outside boundary of the farm and program it with different specifications for it to plan its own path.
Both of these methods result in the same benefits. Although at first Kurstjens was worried about the reliability of the
autonomous system, he is now convinced that ”the robot is safer than a tractor with a driver in it, in several ways”
[3]. This automated tractor has also reduced labor, maintenance, and repair costs and also improved overall efficiency
on the farm. In addition, Probotiq has built-in functions that prevent the tractor from traversing off the desired path.
Kurstjens also says that while the robot tractor replaces conventional tractor drivers, it opens a new profession for
highly-skilled people with computer knowledge. Furthermore, not all work can be done with the robotic tractor, so the
labor pool is unaffected or even increases.
Robots are also developing the dexterity needed to pick small fruits, such as berries. Bob Pitzer’s company,
Harvest CROO Robotics, is building a bus-sized contraption capable of picking strawberries from a field [4]. With
powerful computers, high-definition cameras, and advanced robotics, the machine is able to pick around 50% of the
ripe strawberries from the field [4]. Although not up to human standards, this technology is constantly being improved.
One main benefit of this robot is its ability to work through the night without breaks. Gary Wishnatzki, the owner of
Wish Farms, kickstarted the move towards automation because the labor shortage is making it more and more difficult
to find people to pick his berries [4].
Margins are slim in the food industry. As a result, industry leaders have been forced to increase competitiveness
by incorporating automation to improve efficiency, productivity, and cost savings. In a recent poll performed by Food
Engineering Magazine, 22% of respondents reported installing advanced automation systems [5]. These automated
systems mean precision, increased profit margins, flexibility, and efficiency–benefits that have been the key to main-
taining prices while delivering larger volumes of food [5]. As labor becomes scarcer, automation can fill the now
empty roles. Current solutions in the food packaging/processing industry revolve around seven processes [6]:
1. Picking and placing randomly oriented foods







De-panning consists of removing items from their processing molds in bulk and de-nesting consists of separating
stacked items. Many of the processes above involve foods and items much bigger than a basil leaf and do not require
as much delicate handling. Essentially, larger foods with more mass and predetermined shape decrease the need for
higher precision. Some examples of these foods include sausages, lunch meats, leafy greens in bunches, and fruit. The
Basil Leaf Robot, in contrast, requires a great level of precision and accuracy.
1.2.2 ABB Flex Picker
The closest comparison to our robot was the Flex Picker by ABB Robotics. Another solution, the LR Mate 200iC
Series is useful to study, but will not be directly compared. Because it is geared more towards lifting heavy packages
and industrial applications. Other robots, such as the UR5 robot from Universal Robots, are similar solutions to the
problem but do not fulfill the same requirements. The UR5 provides ease in heavy-duty lifting applications and/or
simple grabbing of items that are of the same dimensions. In our case, basil leaves come in different shapes, sizes, and
orientations, thus we needed to design a new mechanism capable of handling dissimilar shapes.
The Flex Picker by ABB Robotics, shown below in Figure 1.1, is able to pick up randomly oriented foods on a
conveyor belt and sort them into plastic trays.
Figure 1.1: Flex Picker Robot by ABB Robotics is capable of high-speed-robotic-picking [1]. This picture was
obtained from a Flickr photostream uploaded by ”Ken C”. This picture is labeled for non-commercial reuse and is
reproduced without permission.
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The robot consists of four precisely controlled pneumatic arms that can extend and contract as needed to fulfill the
process. It has a total of 6 degrees of freedom and weighs up to 145 kg depending on the configuration. The cycle
time, defined by the time taken to start and finish a pick and place operation, varies by the weight of the payload, but
does not exceed 1 second/cycle. Furthermore, the precision of the robot ranges from 1.0-5.0mm, depending on the
speed and type of conveyor belt. Both the cycle time and precision ranges is comparable to a human worker. In total, it
has a power consumption of 477 Watts [7]. No retail price was found online, but Google searches showed that similar
used versions of the robot cost up to $25,000. This option is the most similar to the current design compared to the
other existing solutions, so additional information and specs will be discussed.
1.2.3 Fanuc LR Mate
Another industrial robot is the LR Mate 200iC by Fanuc America Corporation, an electric servo-driven mini-robot
series. It is technical specifications are shown below as another example of comparable performance. It is important
to note that the LR Mate is used for more heavy duty robotic work. A picture can be seen below in Figure 1.2, .
Figure 1.2: Fanuc LR Mate 200iC robot is used for industrial machining purposes [2]. This picture was obtained
from a Flickr photostream uploaded by a boutique research and strategic advisory firm called ”The Waving Cat”. This
picture is labeled for non-commercial reuse and is reproduced without permission.
Its product description page advertises its table-top size, light weight, high dexterity, and fast sustained speed. The
200iC includes 5 to 6 degrees of freedom and offers ±0.02 - 0.03 mm of position accuracy, depending on the model.
With its pneumatic and electrical connections, it is able to support up to 5 kg of payload at the wrist. The base itself
is 19 cm by 24 cm and is able to cover 0.5 m in front and 0.7 m behind it while being able to rotate 360°. With a
1 kg payload, the robot is able to process at least 80 cycles/minute [8]. An exact cost was not found directly, but
refurbished models are selling for approximately $20,000 on online markets. The most important requirements for our
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project include position accuracy and cycle time, which we will discuss in more detail.
1.2.4 Food Safety Requirements
In addition to the technical aspects of these systems, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Department of Health
and Human Services regulates the handling and packing of all food in the United States. When designing the product,
the team ensured these federal regulations were followed as well as possible. A relevant section for this project is Title
21, Chapter I, Subchapter B, Part 110: “Current Good Manufacturing Practice in Manufacturing, Packing, or Holding
Human Food” [9]. This information can be found in Appendix B.
1.3 Statement of Goals
The mission of the project was to create a robot that uses machine learning to screen basil leaves and the delicate
action of picking-and-placing of basil leaves. The functionality was proven through a robot that is integratable with
Stanislaus Food Products’ production environment and can pick-and-place leaves reliably. Ultimately, this proof of
concept could become a full-fledged product in the factory setting. In order to achieve this goal, specific milestones
were established;
1. Create a prototype robot that demonstrates the automated ability to pick-and-place basil leaves.
2. Demonstrate proof-of-concept suction gripper that reliably picks-and-places leaves.
3. Demonstrate functional movement in three dimensions at a speed comparable to a human operator.
4. Apply vision processing to identify individual leaf coordinates and track the moving cans.
5. Integrate machine learning-based computer vision to screen leaves.
6. Meet all constraints including customer needs, budget, and time.
In addition to the above goals, technical and soft goals were included to develop the team members’ individual
engineering careers. This included learning about the automation, manufacturing, and food processing industries and
developing hands-on skills, including product design, robotics, and agriculture automation fields. The main soft goal
was to practice proper project management techniques, including proactive behavior and efficient communication.
Maintaining positive relations within an interdisciplinary team was also key. Table 1.1 provides a summary of the
technical and soft goals for this project.
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Table 1.1: Summary of team goals, split into technical and soft goals.
1.4 Impact
The impact of this project included its improvements to the food industry in a number of key areas. An analysis of our
system determined that there were a number of positive impacts that the robot created through various fields. A few
areas of impact are presented in Table 1.2.
Table 1.2: Summary of Impact
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Technical Goals Soft Goals 
Create a functional prototype . 
Practice proper project management 
techniques. 
Learn more about automation, manufacturing 
Engage in proactive behavior. 
and food processing industries. 
Gain hands-on mechatronics and product 
Maintain positive interdisciplinary relations . 
design experience. 
Area of Impact Impact 
Labor More workers available for other unfilled job s in the sector 
Efficiency Automation allows for no wasted movement 
Health and Safety Decreases human contact with food 
Economic Increases company output/profits 




In order to identify the specific requirements that the Basil Leaf Robot needed to achieve, industry applicable inter-
views were conducted. Chris Lehikainen, the VP of Operations from Stanislaus Food Products, provided the contextual
information about the problem.
Most of the food processing at Stanislaus Food Products is automated, with two exceptions being the separation of
basil leaves from plant stems and the act of placing them in tomato sauce cans. Currently, human workers are manually
involved in these two processes. Leaves are separated from their stems and placed in baskets, from which factory line
workers place the leaves into tomato sauce cans that are moving on a conveyor belt. The company’s biggest need
is for the robot to demonstrate the ability to pick-and-place basil leaves and operate at the same or higher level of
efficiency as the human workers. Furthermore, the robot has to follow strict FDA guidelines. Additional interviews
were conducted with industry robotics experts to gain insight into additional design constraints that could turn into
design requirements. Full transcripts can be found in Appendix C.
As a result of these interviews, customer needs were extrapolated and were gathered into Table 2.1 below. The
needs in bold are considered primary while the rest are secondary. The primary needs of the robot consist of the
essential functions that the robot must carry out to be considered successful. The secondary needs contain additional
functions that will greatly improve the performance of the robot. These needs were further rated on a scale from 1-5,
with 5 being the most important and 1 being the least important.
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Table 2.1: Needs of the robot by the customers. Primary needs are bolded.
Need # The Product Needs... Primary Need Secondary Need
1 Operates at a satisfactory production rate 5
19 Is safe to use 5
18 Meets food processing regulations 5
2 Can pick up the correct number of leaves 4
17 Can identify a single leaf 4
7 Is inexpensive 4
23 Is versatile in picking up different leaves 4
24 Is user-friendly 4
12 Can repeat the operation to high accuracy 3
3 Does not damage leaves upon picking up 3
11 Has a functional canning throughput 3
13 Can sense the correct color of the leaf 3
14 Has the ability to recognize a quality leaf 3
6 Is a functional size 3
10 Can target a range of can opening sizes 3
8 Has a user interface that is easy to use 3
4 Can function with minimal maintenance 2
5 Consumes a reasonable amount of power 2
16 Has an extended lifetime 2
15 Can be easily cleaned 2
9 Is adjustable and re-programmable 2
21 Operates quietly 2
22 Can be improved to perform different tasks 1
20 Has a professional design 1
2.2 System Requirements and Specification
2.2.1 Requirements
Based on the customer needs, a corresponding list of unitized product metrics was created. The metrics served as an
outline of parameters that would be used to achieve what the team defined as a “successful robot”. These metrics along
with their determined ideal values, can be found in Table 2.2. For each metric both an ideal and marginal value was
established in order for us to have a scale on which to grade ourselves, rather than just a binary pass/fail. Additionally,
each item includes an “Importance” ranking. This is ranked on a scale from 1 to 5 with 5’s being the most important
metrics to try to accomplish.
Before reviewing the table, it is important to understand the parameters involved in defining the design specifica-
tions. While forming product requirements from the customer needs that were gathered, for instance, it is important
to note that some requirements are functional and others non-functional. Functional requirements such as operation
speed and accuracy are more easily measured while testing, while non-functional specifications such as ”skills needed
to operate” and ”lifetime of parts” are more subjective and based on the assumptions made about the operating envi-
ronment. Need #19, ”the robot is safe to use,” can mean different things for different users. Difficulties in measuring
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these requirements could interfere with safety regulations and long-term goals. This can be due to not knowing what
skills qualify as ”sufficient,” leaving gray areas up for interpretation. Although this is true, general safety features such
as mitigating pinch points and including emergency stops can be implemented to achieve a general standard of safety.
2.2.2 Benchmarking
As mentioned previously, Table 2.2 includes a benchmark for ideal product requirement values. This was created by
examining the capabilities of the ABB Flexpicker. The Flexpicker served as a good comparison based on its proven
performance and success in the industry. Additionally, the large monetary investment needed for the Flexpicker
provides perspective on the relative performance of the Basil Leaf Robot. Marginal values and ideal values were
generated and served as a guide for the product throughout development.
Table 2.2: Marginal and ideal values for product specifications
Marginal Ideal IRB 360 Flexpicker
Metric # Metric Units Value Value (Benchmark)
1 Motor Speed m/s 0.25 1.0 1.0
2 Cycle Time s 6 3 0.30
3 Number of Leaves per Grip leaves/grip 1-3 1 N/A
4 Degrees of Freedom # 3 6 4
5 Grip/Suction Force bar 0.2 0.50 0.75
6 Lifetime of Parts cycles 1k 100k N/A
7 Power Consumption Watts 800 700 477
8 Overall Robot Size m3 2 2 1
9 Overall Robot Weight kg 20 15 120
10 Capital Cost $ 5000 3000 $$$$$
11 Maintenance Cost $/year 500 300 $$$$
12 Skills Needed to Operate Job Title Technician Supervisor Technician
13 Re-programmability N/A Yes Yes Yes
14 Area of Can (Target Area) cm2 30 20 44
15 Required Canning Quota cans/day 1000 1800 N/A
16 X-axis Repeatability mm 3 1 0.1
17 Y-axis Repeatability mm 3 1 0.4
18 Z-axis Repeatability mm 3 1 0.4
19 Handling Capacity kg 0.5 2 1
20 Working Area m2 1 2 0.44
21 Working Volume m3 1 2 0.902
22 Product Material pH Scale Unitless 5-8 3-9 N/A
23 Product Material Strength GPa TBD TBD N/A
24 FDA Approved Pass/Fail Pass Pass Pass
25 OSHA Approved Pass/Fail Pass Pass Pass
26 Sound Level dB 60 30 70
27 Leaf Recognition Accuracy % 85 95 N/A
28 Can Recognition Accuracy % 85 95 N/A
29 Leaf Classification Accuracy % 85 95 N/A
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2.3 User Scenario and Concept of Operations
Our end product is used to automate the process of basil leaves being placed into cans of tomato sauce. Once the
system is set up, it should ideally be able to run without intervention from an outside user. This will allow a continual
cycle of basil leaves being presented to the robot and placed into cans. To achieve the goal of automation, the robot
was designed to have a simple start/stop control. This process was made possible by connecting a laptop to the same
network as the system microprocessor. Additionally, a degree of fail-safe is good practice in the food processing
industry, thus this was presented to the user as well.
The robot itself is designed to be implemented into a Stanislaus processing facility. Currently, the canning line
exists in the manufacturing plant and people sit beside it to place Basil leaves into the cans. The plan is to add a second
conveyor belt with Basil leaves and have our system straddle the Basil leaf conveyor line. Automation requires a series
of sensors and actuators to continually communicate with each other. Picking up and dropping the basil leaf needs
to be smooth and precise to prove functional. The product’s concept of operations shows how the robot functions
within the factory and is found in Figure 2.1. The design was reiterated to account for unforeseen variables that will
be discussed throughout this thesis.
Figure 2.1: Concept of Operations after implementation on conveyor line in final factory setting. Note the possibility
of parallel operation if needed.
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The team also created a high-level system flowchart in order to visualize the actions taken by the robot during
regular operation. The steps are detailed in Figure 2.2
Figure 2.2: High-level flowchart of automation process.
2.4 Inputs, Outputs, and Constraints
From the high-level concept of operations and customer needs detailed in Section 2.2, the robot’s system-level inputs,
outputs, and constraints were identified. The robot requires a power input, cameras that allow it to find the leaves
and cans, and an additional sensor that confirms whether the leaf has been picked up. These inputs will dictate the
movement of the robot in the X, Y, and Z-directions. Some constraints are how big the robot can be built, how much
lighting is available for the cameras, and the speed/size of the conveyor belts. These inputs, outputs, and constraints
are briefly described in 2.3.
Table 2.3: Inputs, outputs, and constraints.
Inputs Outputs Constraints
Power X-Direction Movement Physical Robot Size
Basil Leaf Position from Camera 1 Y-Direction Movement Camera Lighting
Sauce Can Position from Camera 2 Z-Direction Movement Conveyor Belt Speed and Size
Leaf Pick-up Confirmation Sensor Leaf Pick-Up
2.5 System Description
After identifying the system-level inputs, outputs, and constraints, the team simultaneously developed the mechanical
configuration, electronics block diagram, and software flowchart. Each of these diagrams provide different insights on
how different pieces of the robot interact with each other and the environment. Although developed simultaneously,
the team decided to place the highest importance on the mechanical configuration, followed by the electronics block
11
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diagram, and finally the software flowchart. This is due to the amount of flexibility that software inherently has. The
system operates in a physical space and hardware constraints should be satisfied first. The electronics and software
used can then be hand-picked accordingly to fit the situation.
2.5.1 Mechanical Configuration
Four different subsystems were chosen to fulfill the different requirements of the robot, three mechanical and one
software. Specific solutions to the proposed subsystems were chosen through the use of selection matrices. The scores
are based on the solutions’ ability to achieve their subsystem requirements. In addition to the technical requirements,
the design needed to ensure that cleanliness and durability were achieved, given the factory setting.
Rather than scoring potential overall solutions, we created selection matrices to individually score potential sub-
system solutions. These selection matrices were used to identify the best choice for each of the subsystems. The
scoring is out of 10 points and was averaged based on each of the categories. The highest-scored selections were the
T-slot Aluminum frame, XYZ Cartesian position manipulator, vacuum gripper, and cameras for vision processing.
The scored concept selection matrices and reference figures can be found in Appendix E.
Our final mechanical configuration, along with the identified subsystems, can be seen in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Final configuration of the Basil Leaf Automation robot along with subsystem identification of the Frame,
Position Manipulation, Suction Gripper, and Vision Processing.
The frame serves as the platform on which all other subsystems operate on. The position manipulator provides all








Finally, the vision processing cameras track the leaves and cans. A more detailed description of the subsystems can be
found in the subsequent chapters.
In addition to the four subsystems detailed above, we also included a second conveyor belt, separate from the
tomato sauce can found in the Stanislaus’s processing facility. This extra conveyor extends through our Frame sub-
system and allows allows workers to feed our autonomous system with Basil leaves without directly interacting with
the system. Before COVID-19, the plan was for the Vision Processing board to command the conveyor belt to move
sections of leaves forward in a stop-and-go manner. This allows the Vision Processing subsystem to take stills from
the video feed and compute all locations of leaves in one go, greatly decreasing computation power needed.
2.5.2 Component Block Diagram
With the mechanical configuration in place, the next step was to decide on the electronics and actuators that will allow
the robot to operate. The final component block diagram can be seen in Figure 2.4.
Figure 2.4: Component block diagram with inputs and outputs that match those identified in Section 2.4. The top half,
which pertains to vision processing, is controlled by an NVIDA Jetson Nano board. The bottom half, which pertains
to position manipulation, is controlled by a Raspberry Pi. They are designed to communicate over a serial connection.
From Figure 2.4 we can see that it was decided that the vision processing and position manipulation processes
should be controlled with two separate mini computers. This is due to two reasons. First, the vision processing
requires heavy computation done in short time spans that only specialized boards are capable of. Secondly, the vision
processing and position manipulation occur in parallel. Using two different boards and having them communicate only
when necessary decreases and simplifies the code implemented. The specific actuators chosen are discussed in more
detail in the subsequent chapters.
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The two mini computers are the NVIDIA Jetson Nano board for vision processing and the Raspberry Pi 3 B+ for
the position manipulation. Both of these computers are chosen for their relatively low price points. At $100, the Jetson
Nano provides the necessary computing power needed at a low price. Also, at $35, the Raspberry Pi 3 B+ provides
the necessary GPIO pins to communicate with a plethora of actuators. Furthermore, the likeliness of the Raspberry Pi
to a regular computer allows us to comfortably write more complex code to precisely control the robot.
It’s important to note that the inputs and outputs seen in Figure 2.4 is the same as those identified in Section 2.4.
Additional XYZ limit switches were added as a form of protection against the position manipulator from overshooting
and running into other pieces of hardware.
2.5.3 Software Flowchart
With the hardware and chosen electronics in place, a software communication protocol was created. The order and
location in which commands are issued can be seen in Figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5: Software flowchart of all processes required of the robot. The software is decomposed into movement,
leaf tracking, and can tracking.
As stated before, the vision processing and position manipulation are controlled by the Jetson Nano and Raspberry
Pi respectively. The vision processing processes are split into leaf tracking and can tracking. This means that we
needed hardware that has enough power to run multiple vision processing software and even machine learning algo-
rithms. There are a few other devices that can perform this task, like Intel Neural Compute Sticks, and Jetson TX2, but
after some cost analysis, we determined that Jetson Nano is most cost effective. Intel Neural Compute Sticks are the
cheapest but it requires another computer to be attached to it, so the overall cost is higher than the Jetson Nano. Jetson
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more than enough power to compute advance machine learning algorithms. Because of the advanced capabilities of
the Jetson Nano board, the leaf tracking and can tracking processes can be comfortably computed in parallel.
An operation cycle begins with a query by the Raspberry Pi for leaf coordinates from the Jetson Nano. Once the
leaf is identified and the coordinates are sent, the robot will move the gripper to the correct coordinate and pick up the
leaf. A suction current sensor confirms whether or not the leaf has been picked up. If successful, the arm will move to
a pre-designated drop zone until the drop signal is given by the Jetson. If unsuccessful, the RPi will query for another
leaf location for another attempt. This process is then repeated.
2.5.4 System Level Issues
The main issue with existing devices is that they do not specialize in picking up small, lightweight objects such as
leaves. Consistently controlling these leaves demonstrates the potential for the pick-and-place robot in other applica-
tions. In addition, other solutions are costly and not viable for the customer’s needs. By contrast, we want to provide
a functional and highly accurate system that can sell for a couple hundred dollars or so.
2.6 Team and Project Management
2.6.1 Project Challenges
With the COVID-19 pandemic hindering the ability to meet in person, changes to the project scope and concept of op-
erations were made. The updated flowchart in Figure 2.6 shows a more individualized process that would demonstrate
success of each subsystem.
2.6.2 Budget
The budget of our project was set through funding from both the School of Engineering as well as the Robotics Systems
Lab. The School of Engineering provided $3,500 and the Robotics Systems Lab provided $2,000, for a total combined
budget of $5,500. Our final expenses ended up at $1,611.22. A detailed expenses table can be found in Chapter 9.
2.6.3 Timeline
Work on the project began in the Fall 2019 quarter. The bulk of that quarter was dedicated towards defining our
problem and scope, creating configurations and sketches, and beginning early work on subsystem level purchasing,
tests, and analysis. The Winter 2020 quarter continued subsystem-level testing while beginning system-level design
finalization, parts purchasing, and fabrication. In the Spring 2020 quarter, the project was reassessed, due to the
COVID-19 outbreak. While the original goal was a full integration of the subsystems, the new goal was to obtain
subsystem functionality for demonstration and proof of concept purposes. Full system integration required the team
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members to work in close contact with one another. As a result, subsystems were split up and allocated to different
group members. Timelines can be found in Appendix G.
Figure 2.6: Updated functional flowchart for demonstration purposes.
2.6.4 Design Process
The design process required research on existing pick-and-place robots used in the food and other industries. Inter-
views with the customer and other industry experts allowed a list of customer needs to be formed. These needs were
related to measurable requirements the robot needed to meet and benchmarked to an existing solution. A functional
overview of the product was developed, with specifics regarding inputs, outputs, and user interfaces. This resulted in
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Once the team was well-grounded in the design purpose and high-level architecture, decisions were made for each
subsystem through brainstorming and selection matrices. Generating drawings and CAD models allowed the robot to
take shape, with continual revisions throughout the year. Prototyping and analysis were also a useful tool to support
the design process. The final design was reached after improving individual subsystems while making sure the entire
system could be completed as a whole. Because of COVID-19, the goals had to be reevaluated to ensure success of
the project with the physical limitations in place. Instead of a final round of testing at Stanislaus Food Products, the
team settled for disjointed subsystem testing in separate locations and times. The best combined image of the overall
robot can be seen in Figure 2.7, taken at the conclusion of winter quarter.
Additional sketches and drawings of previous designs can be found in Appendix A.
Figure 2.7: Partially integrated design with frame, position manipulation, gripper, and camera for detection.
2.6.5 Risks and Mitigation
The risks for this project are primarily mechanical. The list of hazards includes power transmission, robotics, stored
energy, metal fabrication, and assembly. Throughout the entire design process, proper safety tactics were utilized to
mitigate any potential harm. This information is summarized in Table 2.4.
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Table 2.4: Potential hazards and corresponding control measures.
Summary of Procedure Hazards Control Measure
Stepper motors drove movement
to a prescribed area, but could be
quick and unpredictable. There
are potential pinch points when
the robot is in operation.
A hand being caught within
the operating area when the
stepper motors are running
will potentially injure or
damage anything in the way.
Engineering Controls – Our final design
incorporated guards and limit switches to
prevent anyone from easily accessing the
XYZ position manipulation operating area,
stopping the motor movement before pinch
points were created.
To grip basil leaves, suction
force provided by a vacuum
pump was used. Unwarranted
interactions increase the chance
of clogging the nozzle and over-
working the pump.
Our robot, or vacuum pump
at least, will be damaged.
Engineering Controls – We installed
guards to prevent unwanted access to the
robot and incorporated an EMERGENCY
STOP button away from the robot.
All movements were coordi-
nated between a Raspberry Pi
3 and Jetson TX2 vision board.
During operation, the processors
become very hot.
Unwarranted and prolonged
interaction with exposed pro-
cessors leads to the possibil-
ity of burns.
Engineering Controls – The electronics are
housed in isolation, with their own ventila-
tion to prevent overheating.
Metal extrusions make up the
frame of the robot. Shaping
these extrusions involved cut-
ting which is a hazard to ex-
posed body parts.
Working with the metal ex-
trusions, being cut by sharp
edges is a possibility.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) –
Proper protection and practice was used
when cutting metal parts. After the cut, the
edges were deburred with a file.
Soldering was used for the
Raspberry Pi 3 connection to the
motor.
Possibility of being burned or
causing a fire.
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) –
Proper clothing was worn for the burn haz-
ard. The soldering station had sufficient
lighting, ventilation, and space to work.
Construction and assembly of
the subsystems was needed near
the end of the design pro-
cess. Different connections were
needed, requiring use of power
tools.




Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
and Administrative Controls – Proper
clothing and practice were used for this pro-
cess. Maker Lab training was attended.
2.6.6 Team Management
Working in a large group requires clear communication means and expectations. Weekly meetings and development
times allowed progress to occur during the Winter quarter. The team split up to tackle the different subsystems, with
tasks divided into constructing of the frame, controlling X-Y-Z movement, picking up and confirming a leaf, optimiz-
ing the vacuum gripper through testing and simulations, implementing machine learning to recognize an acceptable




3.1 Introduction to Subsystem Role
The Frame acts as the support on which all other subsystems eventually rest on. It also serves as the basis of the master
coordinate system of the robot. The goals of this subsystem was to create a platform on which other subsystems could
fulfill their subsystem goals.
3.2 Subsystem Requirements
The Frame subsystem directly supports two other subsystems: the XYZ Cartesian subsystem and the Vision Processing
subsystem. The requirements are generated by considering the requirements and constraints of the XYZ Cartesian
subsystem and Vision Processing subsystem. The requirements are:
1. The Frame must be able to support the weight of the XYZ Cartesian subsystem and the cameras of the Vision
Processing subsystem without deflections greater than 0.1 inches.
2. The Frame must not exhibit vibrations with amplitudes greater than 0.1 inches while the robot is in motion.
3. The Frame must be able to provide mounting points for controlled lighting to the leaves and cans.
4. The Frame must provide a master coordinate system.
5. The Frame must be constructed from food-safe materials.
3.3 Options and Trade-off Analysis
Throughout the design process, there were two main options that were discussed. The first first involved the XYZ-
Cartesian subsystem by itself which can then attached to a separate lighting box for the Vision processing subsystem.
The motivating idea behind this design is its ability to be rapidly disassembled and assembled during transportation.
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It also decreases the overall footprint and weight of the overall system because less materials are needed for its con-
struction. A prototype of this design was created and can be seen in 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Partially integrated design with frame, position manipulation, gripper, and camera for detection.
The second design involved a larger frame that serves as the lighting box mentioned before and also provides a
space where the XYZ-Cartesian subsystem can be securely placed. This design allows the entire system to be lifted
and moved as a singular entity. Ultimately, this design was chosen and is discussed further in the next section.
3.4 Design Description
The build of the Frame subsystem consists of 1” extruded Aluminum T-slot connected by Aluminum corner brackets
and secured with 1/4”-20 fasteners. The boards used to create the controlled lighting are fastened to the extruded
Aluminum using 1/4”-20 fasteners as well. As of this writing, the boards are of Medium-density fibreboard (MDF)
material. This material was chosen for prototyping purposes due to its lightweight nature and ease of fabrication. If
the COVID-19 pandemic hadn’t disrupted supply chain and assembly plans, the final design choice would have been
to use Delrin. Not only is Delrin certified by the FDA, it is also certified by the USDA as well. This makes it the
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material of choice for applications in the food and food packaging industries. Conversion to the Delrin material would
be relatively straightforward, consisting of cutting the boards to size and mounting it to the Aluminum frame.
Figure 3.2: Final design of the Frame. On the left, the coverings used to create controlled lighting are removed to
reveal the interior structure.
Figure 3.3: Side view of the Frame subsystem. In this view, the red line shows that the top of the conveyor belt and
the top of the tomato sauce can is operating at the same level.
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The overall dimensions of each section of the frame was constrained by the requirements of the other subsystems.
The XYZ Cartesian subsystem requires it to be mounted in an open area. Furthermore, the cameras used by the vision
processing subsystem require sufficient height for the cameras to extract an appropriate image. In addition, the heights
and lengths specified by the frame place the basil leaves and sauce cans at the same height. This shortens the distance
that linear actuator of the XYZ Cartesian needs to travel. This design choice can be seen in Figure 3.3. The final outer
dimensions of the frame subsystem measure 52” in length, 22” in width, and 34” in height.
3.5 Testing and Verification
Testing of the Frame would have consisted of mounting the XYZ Cartesian subsystem and and running the motors to
test for structural integrity. However, the COVID-19 pandemic prevented any attempt towards full system integration.
Table 3.1 briefly summarizes the requirements and the design considerations that fulfill them. At its current state, the
frame has been tested for its ability to provide proper lighting.
Figure 3.4: During testing, six leaves were identified and their locations were extrapolated based on pixel space and
camera field of view. The coordinates shown in black are in relation to the master coordinate system.
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Table 3.1: Target system requirements and design considerations that fulfill them
System Requirements Design Considerations Testing Results
Frame must be able to support the weight of the
XYZ Cartesian subsystem and and the cameras
of the Vision Processing subsystem without de-
flections greater than 0.1 inches.
Extruded Aluminum T-Slot
construction.
Unable to be tested.
The frame must not exhibit vibrations with am-




Unable to be tested.
Frame must be able to provide mounting points
for controlled lighting to the leaves and cans.
Delrin Walls with LEDs. MDF Walls provide a surface on which
LEDs can be mounted.
The Frame must provide a master coordinate
system.
All connections in the Frame
are rigid.
Leaves within a picture were identified
with sufficient lighting and their positions
were accurately extrapolated.




Aluminum construction is food safe.





4.1 Introduction to Subsystem Role
The purpose of the XYZ Cartesian subsystem is to precisely move the gripper subsystem to the locations of the Basil
leaves and then to a predesignated drop-off location. All coordinates and timing are queried by the Raspberry Pi and
sent by the Jetson Nano.
4.2 Subsystem Requirements
The main requirement of the XYZ-Cartesian subsystem was to reliably and repeatably navigate the gripper subsystem
to all positions in a 16”x12”x3” area. It was decided to make this movement occur outside of the footprint of the
subsystem so that the overall system can be placed adjacent to the conveyor belts and not directly over the conveyor
belts. A list of the generated requirements include:
1. The X and Y-stage must be able to traverse 24 in/s.
2. The X and Y-stage must be repeatable within 0.25 in/cycle.
3. The overall movement of the X and Y-stages must not cause excessive vibrations to the Frame.
4. The Z-stage must be able to clear the height of a Basil leaf and sauce can in the retracted position.
5. The Z-stage must extend to reach the Basil leaves on the conveyor belt.
6. There should be less than 0.5 inches of drift per cycle.
7. The code controlling the movement should be simple and easy to execute.
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4.3 Options and Trade-off Analysis
All three axes of the XYZ stage required trade-off analysis to determine the best method of motion control that best
achieves the requirements listed above. Several motors were considered for each stage, including DC motors, stepper
motors, and servo motors. Additionally, several methods of power transmission were considered.
Much of our initial testing and prototyping was done on a pre-existing XY-Cartesian robot that was donated by the
Robotics Systems Laboratory. This system had 2 stepper motors driving a 2-stage Cartesian robot using belts. This
system was determined to be a good base for learning and developing our own XYZ position manipulator. Figure 4.1
shows the donated system where the X and Y stage used stepper motors and drive belts for motion.
Figure 4.1: This XY stage position manipulator was donated from the RSL.
The donated system and our final design have several differences. They can be seen in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: XY Donated vs Prototype Differences
Parameter Donated Position Manipulator Prototype
X motor Stepper Motor Stepper Motor
Y Motor Stepper Motor Stepper Motor
Z Motor N/A Linear Actuator
Drive (X) Belt Driven Belt Driven
Drive (Y) Belt Driven Rack and Pinion
Bearings Wheels/Ball Bearings Linear Bearings
A tradeoff analysis was done for each parameter in order to best fulfill the subsystem requirements. Power Trans-
mission for the Y-stage was changed from Belt Drive to Rack and Pinion. Changing this transmission created move-
ment which only required a single gear attached directly to the Y stepper, making movement compact. Linear Bearings
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replaced the wheels of the donated system, in order to make movement more stable and eliminate the original wob-
bling that was present. Finally, we continued to use stepper motors for the X and Y-stages and decided to use a linear
servo motor for the Z-stage. An additional table with pros and cons can be found below.
Table 4.2: DC Motor VS Stepper Motor VS Servo Motor
Motor Type Contrallability Precision Power Torque Code Size Cost
DC Motor Low Low High High Minimal Medium Low
Stepper Motor High High Medium Medium Extensive Large High
Servo Motor Low Low Low Low Minimal Small Low
The X and Y-stages required fast and repeatable movements. DC motors were considered first for their power and
simple implementation, but controlling them proved to be an issue. The amount a DC motor spins varies with the load.
Furthermore, the only way to have the DC motor move precise amounts is through very accurate timing, something
that the team was not comfortable with. The chosen option for the X and Y-stages were stepper motors. Although
harder to implement in code, the stepper motor allows for greater precision in traversing distances regardless of the
load.
The Z-stage was needed to provide vertical movement to pick up the Basil leaves off of the conveyor belt. Since
not much movement was required in the vertical direction, a small linear servo was chosen. The Actuonix L16-R has
a short stroke length resulting in the fastest movement given the options on the market. Additionally, servo motors are
controlled with PWM, which requires no additional drivers or software, and can easily hold specified positions.
Motor control was also a big area of trade-off. The stepper motors required motor drivers in order to function
properly. This was an area that initially came with a few issues. Initial motor drivers purchased turned out to function
rather poorly. After doing more research into existing solutions, it was found that higher quality motor drivers were
required in order to provide better controls.
4.4 Design Description
The final design of the XYZ-Cartesian subsystem is shown in Figure 4.2. The current prototype of the XYZ-Cartesian
subsystem is shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.2: Final design XY Cartesian Robot. Note that the Z-stage is included in Gripper Subsystem.
Figure 4.3: Final Spring Quarter XYZ Build. This platform was used to gather performance data for cycle time and
positional drift. This platform also provided suction gripper performance data, which is discussed in the next chapter.
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The X-stage consists of two parallel pieces of 24” extruded aluminium. A single stepper motor drives two belts.
The Y-stage consists of another two pieces of extruded aluminum, one of which extends out via linear bearings for
Y-stage movement. The Y-stage is mounted to the X-stage via linear bearings where the drive belt from the X-stage
translates the Y-stage to the proper locations. The Y-stage stepper motor is mounted directly to a 3D printed motor
mount and extends the Y-stage arm with a rack and pinion connection. The Z-stage is mounted to the end of the
Y-stage.
Drive belts were chosen for the X- in order to provide stable movement of the Y-stage subsystem. The X-stage
motors drive the entire Y-stage system. Using 2 drive belts, the X-stage stepper motor is attached to the Y-stage at two
points of contact. The X-stage drive-train was largely unmodified from the existing robot.
The Y-stage was redesigned completely as this stage in order to create movement. It was determined to use a
stepper motor mounted to a rack and pinion in order to provide y stage movement. A rack and pinion was used for this
stage as it was determined to be the best way to provide movement outside of footprint of the XY-stage and into the
footprint of the conveyors.
4.4.1 Motors
Each stage in the Cartesian system has its own motor. Two stepper motors control both the X and Y-stage movement.
Z movement is controlled by a linear servo motor. Model names and manufacturers are provided in Table 4.3 below.
Table 4.3: Stage and Corresponding Motor
Stage Manufacturer Model Type
X Lin Engineering 5718M-05E-05 Stepper Motor
Y Lin Engineering 5718M-05E-05 Stepper Motor
Suction Sensor Actuonix L16 Linear Servo
As stated in Table 4.3 above, the X motor is a stepper motor. The motor is capable traversing the X-stage 16”
in length. It is connected to a timing belt system, which is attached to the Y-stage configuration. Through this
configuration, the X-stage motor drives the entire Y stage to provide movement.
The X and Y-stage use the same motor model. However, the Y-stage motor is coupled to the Y-stage with a rack-
and-pinion in order to provide linear movement in the Y direction. The Y-stage can move a total of 13 inches from its
origin.
The Z-stage motor is a linear servo motor. This motor is mounted on the Y-stage arm with an angle 90deg bracket.
The Z-stage linear servo provides 3” of travel in the Z direction. This motor is used to connect to the gripper subsystem
and requires the least precision in movement due to the design of the gripper subsystem. Additionally, the Z-stage is
controlled by basic pulse width modulation through the Raspberry Pi.
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4.4.2 Wiring
The motor driver wiring is included in Figure 4.4
Figure 4.4: Motor Driver Wiring. Note there are two motor drivers, one for the X-stage stepper, and one for the Y-stage
stepper. Additionally, all pins go to the Raspberry Pi GPIO pins.
Figure 4.5: Limit Switch wiring Diagram. Note there are four limit switches, two for each stage (X and Y).
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4.4.3 Code
The team used Python and took advantage of Object Oriented Programming (OOP) to simplify the code needed to
initialize and setup the stepper motors. An example of this is the Motor class that the team wrote in Figure 4.6.
1 class Motor:
2 def __init__(self, stp, dir, MS1, MS2, MS3, EN, switch1, switch2):
3 self._stp = stp
4 self._dir = dir
5 self._MS1 = MS1
6 self._MS2 = MS2
7 self._MS3 = MS3
8 self._EN = EN
9 self._switch1 = switch1











21 GPIO.output(self._MS1, 1) #1 MS1=1, MS2=0 is half step
22 GPIO.output(self._MS2, 0) #0 MS1=0, MS2=1 is quarter step
23 GPIO.output(self._MS3, 0)
Figure 4.6: A portion of the StepperMotor.py code that includes the definition of a Motor class with the init
function.
Separately implementing the code above for two different motors can quickly become confusing. The stepper
motors, which use the same drivers, require to be initiated the same way, but with different values. By taking advantage
of OOP, setting up two stepper motors become as easy as running the two following lines of code:
1 import stepperclass as s
2 motorx = s.Motor(xstp, xdir, MS1, MS2, MS3, EN, xswitch1 , xswitch2)
3 motory = s.Motor(ystp, ydir, MS1, MS2, MS3, EN, yswitch1 , yswitch2)
Stepper motors move by repeated activation and deactivation of separate coils inside the stepper motor. Rather
than implementing a loop whenever the motor needs to be activated, functions were written to prevent clutter in our
main program. This is seen in Figure 4.7.
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1 def stepforward(self, steps):
2 GPIO.output(self._dir, 0)
3 count = 0





9 count += 1
10 self.bounce()
11
12 def stepbackward(self, steps):
13 GPIO.output(self._dir, 1)
14 count = 0





20 count += 1
21 self.bounce()
Figure 4.7: The stepforward and stepbackward functions from the Motor class seen in Figure 4.6.
4.5 Testing and Verification
Tests to measure subsystem performance have been run on the xyz stage system. All performance results are outlined
in Table 4.4.
Table 4.4: XYZ Stage Testing Results
Stage Linear Movement Time (s) Distance (in) Speed (in/s) Positional Drift (in/cycle)
X 2 16 8 0.0125
Y 1.3 12 9.23 0.1125
Z 2.9 N/A 1.26 N/A
Total Cycle Time (s)
12.3
The parameters in Table 4.4 outline individual movement of subsystems as well as overall movement through a
complete cycle. First, linear movement time and distance are given. Linear movement time is defined as the time it
takes for each stage to move its full range of movement. The distance column outlines the range of movement that
the system has over the conveyor belt area. Third, speed is given, and this parameter is split up by individual stage.
Data for the speed column was gathered from the linear movement tests. Overall, the speed of the robot was desired
to be increased. Changes could’ve included using higher torque stepper motors, decreasing the delay between steps,
and increasing motor driver performance by adding heat sinks.
The Positional Drift column shows how far from the origin the system would drift after one cycle. This data
was collected by running 10 complete cycles, moving between the origin and a leaf coordinate, and measuring the
difference between the initial origin and the final origin that the robot returned to. The parameter gives a rough idea
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as to whether the system was skipping steps. It was found that there was occasional step skipping during each cycle.
This indicated that the stepper motors needed further tuning in order to eliminate all skipping. Further work to fix
positional drift issues was proposed by the team. This work included adding heat sinks to motor drivers to eliminate
overheating. Additionally, adding higher torque stepper motors was proposed in order to eliminate any stepper skips
caused by excess friction or resistance.
Total Cycle Time includes the full range of movement of the robot, beginning at the XY origin, moving to a leaf
coordinate and picking the leaf, moving to can coordinates, and returning to XY origin. This data was averaged from
a measure of 10 trials, going to individual leaves at predetermined coordinates. Total Cycle time utilized moving the
X and Y motors synchronously in order to reduce cycle time. One reason that the total cycle time ended up at 12.3
seconds was the presence of vacuum after the leaf was picked up. This made it necessary to include a ’drop time’ of 5
seconds to ensure that the leaf was released after arriving at the can coordinates. The team proposed using a pressure
release valve in order to eliminate drop time, which decreased the cycle time to 7.3 seconds. Further decreases in cycle





5.1 Introduction to Subsystem Role
The suction gripper was a custom-designed solution to fulfill the need of picking up basil leaves and dropping them at
the designated target. This subsystem provided protection for the leaf and better control over the suction.
5.2 Subsystem Requirements
The main goal for the Gripper subsystem was to be able to reliably pick up and place basil leaves without cosmetic
damage to the leaf. This subsystem is attached to the end of the linear actuator used for the Z-stage described in Chapter
4. The following list of requirements were generated in conjunction with the system requirements from Chapter 2 in
mind.
1. The Suction Gripper must pick up a leaf by providing sufficient holding force of 0.02 pounds.
2. The Suction Gripper must be easily implemented to the main system.
3. The Suction Gripper must be minimally damaged upon pickup.
4. The Suction Gripper must have minimal cost.
5. The Suction Gripper must have repeatable functionality greater than 95%.
6. The Suction Gripper must weight less than 4 pounds for better movement performance.
7. The Suction Gripper must be cleanable for frequent maintenance.
Based on our competitive analysis, it was determined that cost was one of the highest priorities for this project.
Therefore every component had to be frugally selected. The ability to grip and repeatability were the other key
requirements that drove the design process of the gripper. Achieving these requirements, the robot’s functionality
could be supported for future integration.
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5.3 Options and Trade-off Analysis
5.3.1 Gripper Type
As mentioned in Chapter 2, the decision to use a vacuum gripper was determined from a selection matrix based on the
requirements. The initial designs included a vacuum gripper, a claw gripper, and the FlexShapeGripper from Festo
Corporate. A summary of the pros and cons is found in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Trade offs of different gripper designs
During the initial design phase of the gripper subsystem, the FlexShapeGripper was the most appealing among
the three designs. Images and videos on Festo Corporation’s website already showcase the gripper’s ability to handle
a wide variety of shapes and sizes. However, it was deemed too costly for our application. The claw gripper scored
relatively similar to the vacuum gripper, but ultimately fell short on its expected repeatability. We believed that if
the leaves were placed in different orientations, it would be extremely difficult to reliably navigate the claw to the
correct positions. It was also determined that the leaf would be excessively damaged by any sort of claw mechanism.
The vacuum gripper became the final design choice for our Gripper subsystem. Its ease of implementation, minimal
potential damage to the leaf, and accuracy were the selling features that motivated its selection for this project.
5.3.2 Hole Pattern Determination
Although a vacuum gripper was chosen, there were still design considerations to be made. Features such as the vacuum
hole size, the number of holes for the vacuum, and overall shape of the vacuum nozzle needed to be designed. In order
to have uniform flow and to reduce complexity, the overall shape of the nozzle was chosen to be circular. No further
testing was done with other shapes.
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Selection Cr iteria 
Concepts 
A: Vacuum B: Claw C: FlexShapeGripper 
Ability to Grip 6 8 10 
Ease of 
9 8 6 
implementation 
Minima l damage to 
9 5 9 
leaf 
Accuracy 9 7 7 
Cost 7 8 1 
Repeatabilit y 7 5 8 
Size 7 7 7 
Cleanability 8 8 7 
Total Average 7.75 7 6.5 
The main tradeoff analysis done for the vacuum gripper was the size of the vacuum holes and the pattern. One
option was to have a ’shower-head’ nozzle design. A mechanical drawing for one of the prototypes can be seen in
Figure 5.1. A clay prototype can be found in Figure 5.2.
Figure 5.1: Multi-hole Nozzle drawing. The diameter of the nozzle was 1.5 inches and the holes were 0.04 inches.
Figure 5.2: Modeling clay gripper for basic flow testing.
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The motivation behind this design is to provide even suction force across the entire vacuum nozzle. Initial testing
with a vacuum cleaner showed that a small single hole with high vacuum pressure would suck the leaf too far into the
nozzle and damage it. Furthermore, some leaves were pulled too far into the nozzle and became stuck. By spreading
out the suction force across multiple holes, the leaf would be gripped more evenly and without damage. On paper, this
multi-hole design made sense for delicate Basil leaves, but performed poorly during practical experimentation.
Our first 3D-printed prototypes experimented with different hole sizes and hole patterns. However, all prototypes
failed to reliably pick up Basil leaves, because not all holes were covered when using different Basil leaf sizes. When
a smaller leaf was used, some holes would be left uncovered and would result in an imperfect vacuum seal.
With our initial experimentation of the multi-hole nozzle finished, the team decided to move forward with a single-
hole nozzle, which ultimately became our final design. Our final design can be seen in Figure 5.3.
Figure 5.3: Final single-hole nozzle design in Solidworks.
The final gripper nozzle has a single hole with a diameter of 0.14 inches. A tapered connection and four small
channels were also implemented in order for the nozzle to attach to the vacuum pump and the rest of the Z-stage. These
design features are discussed in further detail below. Further reliability testing can also be found in the subsequent
sections.
5.4 Design Description
A rendering of the final design for the Suction Gripper subsystem can be seen in Figure 5.4. The constructed assembly
is shown below in Figure 5.5. For specific mechanical drawings, reference Appendix A.
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Figure 5.4: Gripper Subsystem assembled in SOLIDWORKS.
Figure 5.5: Gripper Subsystem assembled for testing.
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5.4.1 Vacuum Pump and Tubing
The vacuum pump used was a Sparkfun 12V pump with a working range of 9-15 LPM which translates to a vacuum of
>350mmHg. Further documentation can be found in Appendix I. This option was inexpensive and provided sufficient
vacuum pressure required to pick up and hold a leaf. The largest drawback is the noise level of the pump, listed at 65
dB and noticeable in operation. This tradeoff was acceptable at just above the marginal specification of 60 dB, but still
lower than the Flexpicker’s 70 dB sound level.
The pump was placed near the electronics configuration for accessible connection. Controlling the release of the
leaf was an essential part of the robot’s functionality. By implementing a MOSFET transistor into the circuitry, the
Raspberry Pi could turn the pump on or off with Python commands. The wiring is pictured below in Figure 5.6 and
the complementary code is in Figure 5.7.
Figure 5.6: Wiring diagram of the MOSFET power control unit. This allows the 12V pump to be turned on and off
easily.
1 pump = 11 # Initialize Pump MOSFET Controller
2 GPIO.setup(pump, GPIO.OUT)
3 ...
4 GPIO.output(pump, GPIO.HIGH) # Turn Pump On
5 ...
6 GPIO.output(pump, GPIO.LOW) # Turn Pump Off
Figure 5.7: Python code required to turn initialize the MOSFET and to turn the pump ON/OFF.
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The tubing ran approximately six feet to give clearance for the XYZ movement and to avoid interfering with any of
the other subsystems. This material was easy to work with and can be altered for connection purposes. The tubing
was also flexible and could easily move with the XYZ movement of the robot.
5.4.2 Subsystem Attachment to Main System
A custom bracket was designed and 3D printed to securely attach the gripper-tubing-pump configuration to the linear
actuator. The custom bracket is seen in white in Figure 5.5. This part allowed the tubing to run through the center
uninterrupted. In addition, it created a connection via screw directly to the linear actuator. To provide robust yet
flexible support, fishing line material was used. The thin thread provided tension to hold the gripper in place but also
was able to provide slack when contact with the leaf and conveyor belt occurred.
Finally, attaching a spring between the underside of the bracket and upper face of the gripper allowed it to be
spring-loaded. Implementing a spring around the tubing provided energy absorption when the gripper made contact
with the leaf and the conveyor belt. This feature reduced the potential for the subsystem to become misaligned or
damaged through its lifetime. Because the entire system was functioning on a master coordinate plane determined by
the Frame subsystem, it was important to keep the gripper true to the specified dimensions.
5.5 Testing and Verification
Throughout the prototyping process, a combination of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and physical testing was
performed to confirm the gripper’s ability to pick up leaves.
5.5.1 CFD Analysis
SOLIDWORKS Flow Simulation was utilized to perform CFD analysis on the nozzle. These tests were done in
three stages: initial pickup confirmation, examining different patterns with increased tubing length, and final design
confirmation. As with all CFD simulations, the results are limited and nowhere close to perfect representations of
real world systems. This held especially true when simulating vacuum conditions, which was represented by the flow
provided by the pump. However, the findings were useful when justifying the selection for the gripper. Additional
detailed analysis figures are located in Appendix H.
The primary equation used for the analysis is in Equation 5.1 where F is the suction force, m is the mass of the
leaf, a is the acceleration due to gravity and movement, P is pressure, and A is cross-sectional area. A factor of safety
of 2 was also implemented.
F = ma = PA (5.1)
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The first test demonstrated the understanding that the gripper-tubing-pump setup would successfully pick up the
leaf with either one larger hole or a pattern of smaller ones. Flow was further examined for the multi hole pattern and
with increased tubing length in the next iterations of the analysis. All results were consistent in showing good flow
patterns and sufficient suction ability.
After obtaining the final gripper design and tubing length, it was subjected to a final simulation. The main differ-
ence was that a ”leaf” was included to approximate the effect of gripping something that size. The velocity distribution
for the multi-hole and single-hole designs can be seen in Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 respectively.



















Figure 5.9: Velocity distribution in inches per second of the multi-hole gripper design. Velocities range from 0 to 615
in/s.
The results confirmed that there was 580 in3/s passing through the suction hole. Compared to the multi-hole design
with 25 openings, the overall velocity of the gripper was lower. However, this higher flow from the many holes would
require every hole to be covered to create vacuum seal. Without this vacuum, the gripper loses significant holding
force. Therefore, six feet of tubing and a single hole has better theoretical flow and grip to hold leaves.
Continuing analysis work would be interesting, especially with a different simulation tool for fluid-solid interac-
tion. This could better simulate the leaf’s pressure after being subjected to a vacuum seal with the gripper base.
5.5.2 Physical Testing
Testing consisted of picking up basil leaves under conditions similar to the operational system. The first tests performed
were to confirm the strength of the vacuum pump. With a simple tubing-pump setup, this was proven. Adding different
nozzle iterations resulted in various levels of consistency when gripping leaves. The result was the decision to use a
single hole rather than the circular pattern of smaller holes.
Another test for this subsystem was the reliability for picking up leaves. By putting the gripper through 150 cycles
of leaf pick-and-drop, there was found to be a 94 percent success rate. These tests were performed with three fresh


















Iteration = 138 
was not accurate, which led to the gripper struggling to pick up leaves consistently.
The final subsystem-level test was to determine drop time after turning off the pump. Some problems occurred
with small leaves that were stuck in the vacuum even after the pump was switched off. The pump we chose was unable
to switch the direction of flow to dislodge the leaves. Figure 5.10 shows the relationship between leaf weight and drop
time. There is a 1-2 second increase in release time when a leaf is 1-2 grams versus 5 grams.
Figure 5.10: Drop time testing results from a cyclical process. This graph displays an inverse correlation between leaf
weight and drop time with the current nozzle setup.
Data for this test was collected by cycling through a Z stage servo cycle, with the pump turning on upon contact
with the leaf. The servo returned to the ’up’ position, and the leaf sat motionless until full release. In all trials, the leaf
was centered for an ideal pickup. The test points to implementation of a pressure release system, such as a valve, to
ensure faster leaf drop.
5.5.3 Verification
Overall, the vacuum gripper performed acceptably in analysis and in limited testing. A summary of the requirements
and findings are summarized in Table 5.2.
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Table 5.2: Target system requirements for gripper and design considerations that fulfill them
Subsystem Requirements Achieved Results
The Suction Gripper must pick up a leaf by providing
sufficient holding force of 0.02 pounds.
Sufficient suction force to grip leaf;resulted in pro-
longed drop time of 3-5 seconds
The Suction Gripper must be easily implemented to
the main system.
Mountable parts (bracket, gripper) within subsystem
and to the main systems
The Suction Gripper must be minimally damaged
upon pickup.
Pump and gripper were chosen/designed to consis-
tently pickup leaves without blemishing them
The Suction Gripper must have minimal cost. Total Cost:
The Suction Gripper must have repeatable function-
ality greater than 95%. Pickup Test Success Rate: 94%
The Suction Gripper must weight less than 4 pounds
for better movement performance. Total Weight: less than 2 pounds
The Suction Gripper must be cleanable for frequent
maintenance. Open, modular design for ease of replacing parts
There are numerous future improvements to this subsystem that would benefit the overall system. Containing the
vacuum pump for noise reduction would improve user experience. Obtaining access to a flexible material like silicone
rather than rigid PLA would also lessen damage to the leaf. This adjustment could also help with forming a perfect
vacuum seal that sometimes did not occur. To reduce the lengthy drop time, a pressure valve would be able to supply




6.1 Introduction to Subsystem Role
The purpose of the Vision Processing subsystem was to recognize and pinpoint tomato sauce cans and Basil leaves
on two separate conveyor belts. These coordinates were then queried by the Raspberry Pi of the XYZ Cartesian
subsystem.
6.2 Subsystem Requirements
The computer vision subsystem served as the main subsystem for the software side of our project. The main goals
for the Computer Vision subsystem were to track the position of empty tomato sauce cans while they are moving on
a conveyor belt and to pinpoint the center of Basil leaves in an image/video. These goals are accomplished by two
separate systems, each with their own camera and programming logic.
The reason why we decided use computer vision is because it allows us to easily modify the system to the client’s
needs. Compared to other sensors like ultrasonic, laser, or pressure sensors, we can easily perform more tasks with a
single camera through different software. We can change our parameters through software updates for new functional-
ity without doing any physical changes to the system. In addition, the team’s previous experience in computer vision
and the available libraries made us confident in vision processing’s ability to meet our needs. The requirements for
this subsystem that we aimed to achieve are below.
1. The Vision Processing subsystem must identify moving cans with 95% accuracy.
2. The Vision Processing subsystem must identify the center of leaves in an image with 95% accuracy.




Before diving into the specifics of each piece of the vision processing system, it is important to give a short introduction
into the overarching technology that was used in both. Python was the clear choice of programming language to attack
all of our problems. This is because Python is a good language for building powerful programs quickly, as there is
much less overhead and fewer barriers to getting to the meat of solving a program. Additionally, Python serves as a
good language for data analysis and has a wide variety of well supported libraries for performing complex tasks. To
address the computer vision needs of our software design, we opted to use the OpenCV library. It is one of the most
common computer vision libraries with many easy-to-use and useful functionalities. OpenCV can be imported as a
Python library, has the ability to recognize lines and shapes, and provides many image manipulation and transformation
functions that allow for customization of our computer vision algorithm.
6.3.2 Can Tracking
The goal of the can tracking system is to locate empty cans, seen in Figure 6.1 below, and notify the vacuum gripper
subsystem when it should drop a basil leaf.
Figure 6.1: Example of the type of can we worked with
Since our system does not have direct control of empty tomato sauce cans’ movement, we used computer vision
to easily adapt our system to the requirements the client needs without doing any physical changes to the system.
This subsystem uses OpenCV’s Python libraries to import frames from a camera located above the can conveyor belt.
Each image is cropped and grey-scaled in order to reduce the overall processing time of the program. After the pre-
processing is completed, the program aims to find all circles or circular like objects in the image/frame. We simplified
the task to finding circular like objects because the top of a can is essentially just a circle. By using OpenCV functions
to look for circles, we were able to easily locate the cans and computing the midpoint of the circle.
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Once all cans in a frame have been found, the program’s goal is to find the can closest to a pre-determined drop
location. To do this, we needed a threshold point that could indicate when a basil leaf could be safely dropped into the
can. This was done by obtaining the location of all the cans in the frame and finding the closest can approaching the
threshold point. After the target can is found, the subsystem tracks it until it reaches the safe threshold point. The can
tracking subsystem then sends a signal the vacuum gripper subsystem to drop the basil leaf.
Unfortunately, we were unable to realize the can tracking portion of our project after we moved to remote work
following the COVID-19 lock down. We have full confidence that the current state of the Vision Processing subsystem
would be able to detect the tomato sauce cans. A still from one of the tests we ran can be seen below in Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2: A still taken from a can tracking demo video
In this particular test, we were using circles drawn on pieces of paper to mimic cans because as mentioned above,
this is essentially how empty cans appear to a computer. In later tests, this algorithm worked for actual cans, but we
did not record any footage from these tests before being forced to leave campus and our whole physical system along
with it.
6.3.3 Leaf Identification
In order to identify leaves, there were many considerations for the best way to go about accomplishing this. In the early
stages we tested using our own mathematical manipulation of pixel data to separate out leaves but quickly realized we
should use more advanced and established ways to perform this leaf detection. After looking at the resources provided
to us inside the OpenCV, we decided this would be our best way to move forward with our algorithm. With OpenCV,
we were able to use some heuristic functions to identify the edges of leaves and then use this information to create
bounding boxes around each leaf. Then, we simply calculated the center of this box to pinpoint the rough center of
each leaf. This algorithm proved to be highly effective in identifying center points of leaves while being relatively
simple and fast to perform. The series of photos in Figure 6.3 illustrate the 5 steps the algorithm performs to find the
center of the leaf. Each step translates into an image manipulation function from the OpenCV library that was used.
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Figure 6.3: Process for finding the center of leaves
Following the move away from on campus work due to COVID-19, we were unable to continue using our own lab
grown basil allow with video feeds of our conveyor belt. To deal with this transition, our team decided to use an online
data set (https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/hb74ynkjcn/4) of leaf images for our leaf analysis. The same algorithm
used in the live environment was tweaked to work on still images and proved to be just as successful.
6.4 Testing and Verification
The two prior programs where tested individually on independent conveyor belts. For the can tracking program, we
performed two tests: one using circular paper during prototyping, as mentioned above, and later with actual cans
from Stanislaus. The test was done by continuously placing circular paper or cans on the conveyor belt. For a test
to be successful, the program should track and display the location of the can/paper and if it is the closest can on
the conveyor belt to the drop zone, then send a drop signal when the can reaches the drop zone. If the program fails
to perform any of the tasked mentioned, then the test was considered to have been a failed case. The test was done
with 150 circular pieces of paper during the prototyping phase in which the program succeeded with close to a 100%
success rate. With Stanislaus’s high production rate, we were satisfied with the high level of success we saw in this
subsystem. Because of COVID-19, the final test was done with only 30 cans. With the 30 cans, 28 cans were detected,
a 93.3% success rate.
For testing the Leaf Identification program, we placed multiple leaves on the conveyor to let the algorithm detect
where the leaves and their centers were. Each time there there were 7 to 9 leaves on the conveyor belt and the algorithm
provided an image of each leaf with their centers marked and the pixel location. Out of 145 leaves tested, the program
was able to locate the center correctly 98.6% of the time, which is better than our ideal goal of 95% accuracy. It is
important to note that out of the 1.4% that failed, the program was still able to detect the leaves, but didn’t frame them
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correctly so it located the center point incorrectly. The leaves were still detected, but without a correct center location,
it was deemed as failure for the sake of our test. These results are summarized in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Computer Vision Testing Results
Requirement Marginal Value Ideal Value Result
Leaf Recognition Accuracy [%] 85 95 98.6
Can Recognition Accuracy [%] 85 95 93.3
The leaf identification performed 3.6% better, but the can tracking performed 2.7% worse than what we hoped
for during our testing. The reason for the failed recognition was because the reflected light from the cans caused the
program to miss the can momentarily. This can be easily fixed by distributing the light more evenly and reduce it’s
intensity. We implemented this fix after running the first test, however, were unable to complete the second test before
leaving school due to the pandemic.
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Chapter 7
Machine Learning and Data Handling
7.1 Introduction to Subsystem Role
Working on the foundations laid by the computer vision subsystem, the machine learning and data handling subsystem
utilizes the camera feed and past training data in order to accurately predict if given basil leaves are healthy, and should
be put into the food product, or if the leaves are unhealthy, and should be discarded. This subsystem was meant to be
a way to automate the leaf handling and the quick, intelligent classification that conveyor line workers have to make
with every incoming basil leaf.
7.2 Subsystem Requirements
An important requirement for food processing is the need to ensure a high level of safety. Under no circumstances do
we want to place rotten or unhealthy basil leaves into the product. Our data handling and machine learning system
therefore serve as a final check to ensure that the selected basil leaves were safe to consume and ready to place into
the cans. The requirements for the Machine Learning subsystem is below.
1. The Machine Learning subsystem must identify healthy basil leaves with 95% accuracy.
2. The Machine Learning subsystem must process the visual information with less than a 0.05 second delay.
7.3 Design Description
7.3.1 Data Handling and Program Design
Before diving into the machine learning aspect of our system, its important to have context for the overall structure of
the software and how each piece works together in order to hit our requirements. While our software design did up
changing when things moved to remote work, our original design was as follows.
The software running on the NVIDIA Jetson Nano board was made up of three parts. These were, the leaf locating
system, the can tracking system, and a communication system. Because we wanted to maximize performance and
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throughput, these three components were each run on their own thread, meaning execution could occur in parallel. In
designing our software, we determined it was best to have the communication system be the main thread and have
the locating and tracking systems be worker threads. This was because the communication system was responsible
for constantly listening and responding to inputs from the Raspberry Pi on board the leaf picker, while the other
systems could run independently in the background. The way the system was built to work was that both the leaf and
can threads were set to start running on system launch and immediately started reading data from our cameras. The
communication system acted as a server listening on an open serial port for queries from the Raspberry Pi asking for
leaf and can position data.
All software sub-systems or threads were able to communicate through a shared resource: a global list protected
by a mutex. The mutex prevents 2 threads from simultaneously trying to write data to shared memory, in this case,
the list. This list contained the coordinates of identified leaves. At the point that the Raspberry Pi asked for a new leaf
coordinate, the communication system would pop the first coordinate from the shared list and send it across a serial
connection using a standardized communication protocol. Similarly, when a leaf was picked up and taken to its drop
zone, the Raspberry Pi would again query the Jetson board for when it was safe to drop the leaf. Upon receiving this
request, the communication system called the can tracking thread for the next available drop time. As soon as a can is
in position, the call returns and the signal is relayed to the leaf picker to drop the current leaf.
At this point the cycle is complete and the process would repeat for a new leaf. One important aspect of our design
is that leaves are not only found when queried for, but can be buffered in the coordinate list so as to introduce no lag
into the system from the software side. In the next section, we cover how in addition to finding leaves in an image, we
were then able to categorize the leaves into healthy and unhealthy, thus allowing us to ignore leaves deemed unhealthy.
7.3.2 Machine Learning Technologies Used for Testing
Our system uses machine learning to identify leaves. After considering various machine learning techniques–linear,
gradient, Bayes, K-means, and other geometric methods–we decided on Python as our programming language of
choice because it offers stable libraries like SciKit-Learn or Keras, with which the team had previous experience.
Using these libraries allowed us to easily implement a handful of different machine learning models. In addition, the
system needs to take in and pre-process the images, which can be easily done with OpenCV, as mentioned in Chapter
6.
7.3.3 Software Description
To identify the status of a leaf, the program takes in a raw image of the leaf (originally 6000x4000 scaled to 600x400).
At first we simply used this pixel data as the data for our machine learning algorithms. Later we moved to using
different color spaces that allowed us to minimize our data further. In our final design, OpenCV reads in an image that
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is then converted to the HSV color system. Normally photos are stored in RGB, meaning each pixel is made up of 3
numbers identifying the amount of red, green, and blue in that pixel on a scale of 0-255. This meant that each image
was comprised of 720,000 numbers. Since we were worried more about pure color data for the sake of our machine
learning algorithms, we tried instead using the HSV (or Hue-Saturation-Value) color system which stores each pixel
as a tuple of Hue, Saturation, and Value. This allowed for us to simply record the hue (color) value of each pixel
and discard the other 2 metrics, thereby reducing our data size by 2/3. At this point, the image is then ’flattened’ and
represented by a 1x240,000 dimensional vector. That is, the image is converted from its original form of a large matrix
of RGB values into a simpler vector of integers from 0 to 255 that represent the color of each pixel. The created vector
is passed into a machine learning model which outputs either a true or false to indicate whether the leaf is healthy. If
it is healthy, then the software tells the gripper to grab the leaf. If the leaf is unhealthy, the system will ignore it and
find the next leaf. The challenging part of this program is finding the correct machine learning model that performs
the best. Or in other words, finding which machine learning algorithm can correctly identify healthy/unhealthy leaves
with the highest accuracy.
7.4 Testing and Verification
Various machine learning models can compute the prediction we need, but they perform differently under different
circumstances. The goal of this software is to predict the status of a leaf quickly to ensure production speed, so
the model had to be lightweight. Also, machine learning algorithms perform drastically better with more data. Due
to the ongoing pandemic of COVID-19, we weren’t able to obtain as many properly formatted pictures to train our
models. The entire system was split into three different parts, so we could not recreate the environment for the leaf
classification. Instead, as stated previously, we transitioned to using an online data set of healthy and unhealthy leaves.
While the specific leaves we used for this part were not basil leaves, we felt they were the closest in appearance to
basil leaves contained in the data set. Still, this online data set was not as large as we would have optimally liked. In
total we used roughly 500 images, half of which were healthy and half of which were not. From here, we split the data
set into 80% for training our models and 20% for testing/verification.
For reference, when we discuss accuracy in this section, we are referring to our algorithm’s ability to accurately
predict the truth value in terms of healthy vs not healthy. In other words, accuracy includes cases when our algorithm
predicts a healthy leaf as healthy and when our algorithm predicts an unhealthy leaf as unhealthy. Our error rates
includes instances where our algorithm incorrectly predicts the category of the leaf (such as identifying an unhealthy
leaf as healthy, or a healthy leaf as unhealthy). These classifications can be seen in Figure 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Leaf Classification
The first model we tried was a neural network. Although neural networks, like convolution neural networks (CNN),
tend to create highly accurate results, they also require a lot of data points. To do a simple test, we inputted the 400
training images we had and tested with the remaining 100 images. The performance was poor, at around 50% accuracy,
which we half expected given the minimal number of data points available to us. We tested other simpler models like
K-means and QDA with the same training and testing data, but they didn’t perform well with accuracy rates of 67%
and 58%. Other models like linear regression performed slightly better with test accuracy of around 75%. All of
various results can be seen in Table 7.1.
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The only model that met our accuracy specification with so few data points we have is Linear Discriminant Analysis
or LDA. The prediction accuracy of LDA came out to be around 88% with test data and it could predict the result within
.044 seconds for all 100 test cases so the system can easily finish identifying leaves and notify the gripper well within
the ideal cycle time of 0.05 sec. From Table 7.2 we can see that the current accuracy is lower than our ideal target goal
of 95% with only 88%, however, this is a prototype to prove the concept and there were not a lot of basil leaf data due
to the pandemic. With more data, we believe that we could increase the accuracy of our system to meet our ideal goal
of 95%.
Table 7.2: Leaf Classification Result
Requirement Marginal Value Ideal Value Test Results
Cycle Time [s] 0.075 0.050 0.044
Accuracy [%] 85 95 88
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Chapter 8
System Integration, Testing, and Results
8.1 System Integration
Throughout our prototyping phase Winter 2020, several of the subsystems were tested together with the purpose of
ensuring our designs work well in conjunction with one another. These subsystems were frequently reconstructed as
we iterated our design concepts. The original plan for Spring 2020 was to fully integrate and test all the subsystems
together to obtain functionality data in Spring 2020. However, the COVID-19 pandemic prevented the team from
physically integrating the subsystems. As a result, our priority changed from full system testing to demonstrating
subsystem capabilities.
8.2 Testing and Results
Individual testing for the separate subsystems were previously discussed in Sections 3.5, 4.5, 5.5, 6.4, and 7.4. They
will be summarized in Table 8.1 with the more important metrics set in Chapter 2 to demonstrate how subsystem level
successes contribute to system level requirements.
Table 8.1: Subsystem test results that most closely pertain to system-level success.
Requirement Marginal Value Ideal Value Test Results
Cycle Time [s] 6 3 12
Overall Robot Size [m3] 2 2 0.75
Positional Drift [mm] 3 1 X-dir: 0.3175 Y-dir: 2.8575
Working Area [m2] 1 2 0.073
Leaf Recognition Accuracy [%] 85 95 98.6
Can Recognition Accuracy [%] 85 95 93.3
Leaf Quality Classification [%] 85 95 88.0
The mechanical subsystems of our robot consisted of the Frame, XYZ Cartesian, and Gripper subsystems and
the testing results were previously discussed in Sections 3.5, 4.5, and 5.5 respectively. Frame subsystem test showed
that the design and construction of the frame sufficiently enabled LEDs to illuminate the region through which basil
leaves pass through. Furthermore, the master coordinate system successfully served as a reference that the XYZ
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Cartesian Subsystem and Vision Processing subsystem communicate on. The XYZ Cartesian Subsystem tests and
Gripper Subsystem tests were performed together. They revealed the reliability and speed of our robot. Out of 150
tests, 96% of leaves were successfully picked up. Unfortunately, cycle times averaged around 12 seconds. Further
steps to mitigate this include a pressure release valve to equalize the pressure in the tube with the environment to aid
in the dropping of the leaf. As result of these tests, the mechanical subsystems successfully showed its capabilities to
match the requirements set in Section 2.2, with the exception of cycle time.
The software subsystems of our robot consisted of the Vision Processing and Machine Learning subsystems.
Their testing results can be found in Sections 6.4 and 7.4. In Section 6.4, the test focused on robot ability to simply
recognize leaves on a black canvas and cans. Out of 30 cans, 28 cans were successfully recognized and out of 145
leaves, 143 leaves were successfully recognized. In Section 7..4, many machine learning models were tested, but the
most successful model was the Linear Discriminant Analysis model which distinguished healthy leaves from diseased
leaves at a success rate of 88%. Both of these tests were done with minimal data collected. As a result of these tests,
the software subsystem showed promise in being able to match the requirements set in Section 2.2. With more data




Funding for the project was approved Fall quarter of 2019. The budget of the project was expected to be 3,743 (MECH)
+ 4,968 (COEN) = $8,000 based on initial design and the expected parts to be purchased. Given this budget, the school
of engineering approved our funding proposals and allotted a total of $3,500 for the project. Additional funding was
awarded from the Robotics Systems Laboratory.
Over the course of Winter 2020, the bill of materials was revised and all items were purchased. Our total costs
ended up lower than the initial estimates, ending up at $1,380. Decreases in final spending were due to some prices
being lower than the estimates, such as the stepper motor drivers (among other components), as well as due to changes
in the design of the robot. The donation of an existing xy position manipulator drove costs down even more. This
structure provided the project with stepper motors, aluminum t slot, and many brackets and bolts that were used for
the final robot design. The final reason the project was under budget was the fact that spring quarter full integration
was cancelled.
Purchases are split into electronics and hardware purchases, listed in Tables 9.1 and 9.2. The final costs of the
prototype ended up at $1,380. If purchases and full scale work had continued during spring quarter, it is expected that
more of the budget would have been used up, as the design was iterated and fully completed. However, all purchases
related to finishing integration were halted at the end of Winter quarter when the team decided not to finish up the
fully integrated system prototype. Overall, a functional robot at the subsystem level was achieved, and the system that
was created was very close to complete. Almost all materials required for a fully integrated system were purchased
and if work at the system level had continued, a fully integrated system would have been created through additional
spending, but not exceeding the original budget.
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Table 9.1: Purchased Electronics for Prototyping
Item Manufacturer Model Cost in USD
Linear Servo Actuonix L16-R 70.00
Big Easy Driver Sparkfun ROB-12859 99.75
3.5mm Screw Terminals DIYhz B07B791NMQ 6.99
5VDC, 2A Power Supply Sparkfun TOL-15312 23.80
DC Barrel Jack Adapter Sparkfun PRT-10288 5.90
12V, 5A Power Supply SHNITPWR B07NR6FPN9 22.99
Electronics Kit LAFVIN LA-004 11.98
DC & Stepper Motor HAT Adafruit 2348 21.11
NEMA17 Stepper Motor MOTOU 17hs3401 24.99
Raspberry Pi 3 B+ Starter Kit CanaKit PI3P-STR32-C4-BLK 84.99
MOTORplate Pi-Plate MOTORR1 69.98
Vacuum Pump - 12V Sparkfun ROB-10398 15.95
USB to TTL Serial Cable EVISWIY PL2303TA 10.99
10-Outlet Heavy Duty Power Strip CRST 3165047 32.99
2835 White High-CRI LED Strip Light SuperBrightLEDs 4NFLS-NWH24-24V-CL 42.33
2.1mm Wide Angle Mjpeg HD Camera ELP USB500W02M-L21 43.00
2MP 1080P Low Light USB Camera Spinel ’UC20MPG ND’ 51.00
5V, 4A Switching Power Supply SMAKN 4330194421 8.99
Dimmable LED Light Strip 6500K Govee B07XHLGSXN 14.99
MOSFET Power Control Kit Sparkfun COM-12959 4.95
Current and Voltage Sensor Zio SEN-15176 7.95
Jetson Nano NVIDIA 945-13450-0000-000 99.00
Table 9.2: Purchased Hardware for Prototyping
Item Manufacturer Model Cost in USD
Corner Bracket 1” long for 1” T-Slot McMaster-Carr 47065T236 197.98
1” Long, 0.6” OD, 0.49” ID Spring McMaster-Carr 9657K314 11.35
T-slotted Framing Side Mount McMaster-Carr 47065T953 87.02
T-slotted Framing End-Feed Single Nut Mcmaster-Carr 47065T905 11.24
T-slotted Framing 3-way Outside Corner Bracket McMaster-Carr 47065T244 42.60
T-slotted Framing Side Mount Bearing McMaster-Carr 47065T778 77.00
T-slotted Framing Four Slot Rail McMaster-Carr 47065T101 122.16
14-1/2 Pressure Angle Plastic Gear Round Bore McMaster-Carr 57655K49 15.16
14-1/2 Degree Pressure Angle Gear Rack, 32 Pitch McMaster-Carr 57655K62 25.92
10-22 AWG Wire Stripper DOWELL HY040730 6.99





The Basil Leaf Robot is an autonomous pick and place robot. It is capable of transporting delicate foods such as basil.
This robot will attempt to penetrate the autonomous food processing industry. This industry is mainly dominated by
the versatile, but expensive, IRB Flexpicker. However, the Basil Leaf Robot will be successful in penetrating the
market due to its simplicity and low price tag. The plan is to sell the two a month at a price of $7500. The project will
break even after 10 units sold.
10.2 Introduction
The Basil Leaf Robot is an autonomous system capable of recognizing basil leaves and transporting them from one
location to another. Currently, the system is built to be implemented specifically in Stanislaus Food Company’s tomato
processing plant. Because the robot is built with flexibility and customization, it is able to perform in a wide range
of scenarios with minimal changes to its structure. Thus, the planned market for this product is the general food
processing and agricultural industry.
The personnel involved in this project are Johnny Goldsberry, Nikolas Abenoja, Andrew Soong, and Kalle Suzuki.
These members have provided their expertise across the different subsystems and functions of the robot. Their ex-
pertise includes a Bachelor of Science degree in Mechanical Engineering at Santa Clara University. The primary
responsibilities during the year-long development process include design of the physical systems of the robot, as well
as the software control systems. This team would continue development on the Basil Leaf Robot as a side company
rather than the primary focus, thus not require compensation.
Direct competitors to this product include the high-end IRB Flexpicker. This robot has a very expensive price
tag but performs at a much higher level than the proposed Basil Leaf Robot. The creators of the Basil Leaf Robot
recognize this and are aiming to compete at the low end of the autonomous food processing robots.
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10.3 Goals and Objectives
The robot is currently in the proof of concept stage for pick-and-place repeated movements. We would continue
development to improve performance and full system integration. COVID-19 was a setback as the project was split
into individual subsystems, but it would be ideal to test the product in a food processing facility.
The short term goal for this robot is to be able to test this robot in a factory setting. Current plants to integrate and
test the robot are at a standstill due to the COVID-19 pandemic. When this resumes, the company plan is to proceed
as a secondary to the team’s primary day-to-day lives. After proving that picking up a leaf is possible, the business
would move in two directions. The first would be to obtain funding and invest in a final design that the business can
sell for profit. The second is to increase the applications of the Basil Leaf Robot to sense, grip, and transport other
amorphous materials.
The long term goal is to produce robots that can be easily implemented into existing conveyor lines. Automation
is a continually growing area in food processing and manufacturing, thus we want our product to be as effective as
other competitors. However, the Basil Leaf Robot should prove to be less expensive than others on the market, even
with upscaling.
10.4 Description of Product
An individual Basil Leaf Robot consists of multiple components resting on an overall frame. This structure is meant to
be placed directly next to two conveyor lines. The other subsystems include the position manipulator, suction gripper,
and vision processing areas. An overall system diagram can be found in Figure 10.1.
The position manipulator allows three-dimensional movement at a respectable speed. Our custom gripping sys-
tem allows basil leaves of various shapes and sizes to be picked up without damage. In addition, our dual camera
accomplishes the identification of quality leaves and the movement of cans. When fully integrated, this results in an
automated process that can be overseen.
As a whole, the system is intended to have a user interface that allows a trained worker to easily make adjustments.
Right now this is achieved via a computer that is connected over the internet to the robot.
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Figure 10.1: Overall system diagram with the four subsystems isolated.
10.5 Potential Markets
We intend to enter the food processing industry that already has a large variety of automation solutions. Our custom
pick-and-place robot will be competitive with other existing products due to its simple design and small price tag.
Because automation is not a new endeavour, the future of the field looks to improve the already existing capabilities
and increase efficiency and longevity of each product.
Although there is a large variety of automated solutions in food processing, many of the units sold are still propri-
etary and not disclosed to the public. This is because these units are not sold, but are actually developed in partnership
between the engineering firm and the customer. No explicit numbers or details are available on these ventures. How-
ever, it is easy to deduce that the future of food processing and agriculture lies with automation.
In its current state, the Basil Leaf Robot is already able to reliably pick and place basil leaves with precision.
With improvements, we will be able to compete with other solutions in terms of throughput, cost, and life expectancy.
Our robot is developed in partnership with Stanislaus Food Products located in Modesto, CA. They will be our first
customer. Through successful demonstrations and performances, we expect news of the Basil Leaf Robot to spread to
the other food processing facilities and growers in the Central Valley.
To expand, we would begin negotiating contacts with other interested parties. These deals would secure customers








The existing competitions that we found through research is the IRB Flexpicker. Their robot hangs from the ceiling
and has multiple appendages that reach down the conveyor belt system below. Their variety of grippers make their
system very versatile in handling different shapes and sizes of foods. From the information we could find, the cost of
1 refurbished IRB Flexpicker, on a 3rd party website, was around $20,000. Actual costs of the IRB Flexpicker could
not be found and sales data directly from IRB could not be found either. This information is usually private to the
company and it would be extremely ill advised to provide such specific information to the public.
One weakness they have is their inability to handle more delicate food products. Their grippers consist of different
“claws” that allow them to grip a multitude of sizes. Although very versatile, it is extremely difficult for them to
penetrate our market, which is the pick-and-place of delicate foods. We are confident that our robot is able to excel in
this market because of our suction gripper. Other companies in the package sorting industry are utilizing this suction
gripper technology, but none have applied it to delicate leaves. Although a niche market, our robot is able to excel
from our specialized ability to handle delicate leaves.
10.7 Sales/Marketing Strategies
The current sales and marketing strategies address our existing customer, Stanislaus Food Products. This company
is our current gateway into the market, and our design is catered to their needs. In Winter 2019, we contacted the
customer, generated a customer needs report, and explained our intentions of working on solving one of their manu-
facturing problems. In Winter and Spring of 2020, we integrated each aspect of the customer’s needs into our initial
prototype.
We plan on marketing our product to the company through a functional demonstration of our prototype. Our
engineering team would function as advertisers and sales representatives, travelling to the Stanislaus’ factory with the
prototype to showcase its functionality, and pitch our design for manufacture. We would then expect to be rewarded
with a manufacturing contract.
Subsequent market strategies will branch off in two directions. We will continue to advertise our services to Stanis-
laus Food Products with the development of new products to further automate the basil production line. The team
would then be able to create a showcase of our success at Stanislaus in order to generate interest at more food produc-
tion facilities. Advertisement to other food production factories would follow a similar trajectory to our approach with
Stanislaus. Additionally, we would utilize online marketplaces for sales advertising and in order to generate continued
interest in the manufacturing markets.
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10.8 Manufacturing Plans
The wrap up of prototype development would finish up by the end of Spring 2020. After a successful product demon-
stration to Stanislaus Food Products, a final CAD model would be iterated by the engineering team, with all parts
and components included. With a finished parts list, CAD assembly, wiring diagram, and software programs, the
manufacture and machining of all hardware and electronics could be accomplished in-house.
The initial manufacturing and assembly of the robot by the future team is estimated to take 4-6 weeks: 1 week for
parts orders and 3D printing of components, 1 week for machining of all ordered components, 1 week for assembly
and electronics integration, and 1 week for testing and calibration of all components, with 2 weeks of buffer time.
Depending on the quantity of robots ordered by the customer, the assembly time could increase by another 4-6 weeks,
for a total manufacture time of 12 weeks.
After the completion and testing of the first model, we would look to expand inventory given the demand. Until
the order requirements exceed our physical capabilities, we would look to minimize manufacturing costs by putting
things together ourselves with given resources and custom specifications for the frame. In the long run, this process
would attempt to be streamlined by providing predetermined range of motion, suction ability, and other factors.
As of May 2020, the team has spent around $1500 out of our $4000 budget. This capital was used solely for the
purpose of research and development of a prototype. The rest of the budget would be used up in order to finish the
iteration of a fully functional robot with the final selection of materials and parts. With an additional investment of
$2,000, we would expect to have adequate capital for continued R&D as well as production of the final product.
At its current stage, the robot can be sent out to the integration site for mounting and final calibration. After this
initial field test, the customer will contact the team in order to ensure adequate performance of the product as well
as to provide feedback on any improvements to the robot. The plan for expansion is to finalize the design of this
version of the product, and include different options for different operating requirements and environments. In order
to penetrate the market, we need to provide a variety of solutions to different problems and ensure that they are priced
competitively.
10.9 Product Cost & Price
The projected cost of building our first robot, including R&D is $3500. Much lower than the refurbished IRB models.
This gives our robot a competitive edge over the industry leaders. With this in mind, a profit still needs to be made,
so we are planning to sell the robot for $7500. This price is much lower than all other robots in the industry, but still
gives a generous margin. After the first robot, a continuous $250 will be reinvested into R&D.
Other important expenses include salaries for the engineering and business development team. When development
grows to exceed the Robotic Systems Lab, we will also need a base of operations, which could be coupled with a
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manufacturing area. Equipment will also be required from time to time. Due to the immense generosity of Santa Clara
University, this total annual cost is $50,000.
With a profit margin of $4000 per unit, we would need to sell 8 units to break even. The robot is intended to work
in parallel with others, thus companies would need to purchase multiple to obtain exceptional functionality. We would
expect to hit this number in our first year of sales.
10.10 Service/Warranties
The life expectancy of our product is 5 years, given proper maintenance. Although we want to market our robot to
have an infinite lifetime, there will always be unexpected bumps that will require a technician to come in and make
physical or software adjustments. This might be one of the team during early stages of the company, but move to a
designated serviceperson as we expand. This would be covered through a mandatory base inspection charge, likely
annually.
One of the benefits of the Basil Leaf Robot is that it will be easily operated and maintained by the user. However,
we could not cover damage inflicted due to negligence and would recommend replacing the part(s) as necessary.
By additionally charging for this new item and installation service, we could have another source of income than
the product itself. Site visits may grow increasingly troublesome given the location of food processing facilities in
California and potentially elsewhere. However, our product’s longevity should minimize the need for the technician
to go to the client.
The plan for warranty is as follows. Standard manufacturer’s warranty for 5 years. In this 10 year period, all
maintenance and fixes will come free of charge. This assumes that the robot is operated with care. After the 5 year
period, the customer has the option to purchase a continued maintenance plan for $300 a year.
10.11 Financial Plan and ROI
Our plan begins with an initial investment of $1500 for R&D for the first robot and $2000 in production costs for the
first robot. Following these investments, the company itself will spend $250 a month towards continued R&D. By
selling two units a month for $7500 per unit, we are able to break even after 10 months and selling 8 units. Our cash
flow is seen in Figure 10.2 below.
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Figure 10.2: Graph of cash flow over 24 months, with blue showing monthly and red showing cumulative.
If this plan does not work due to unforeseen increases in R&D cost or failure to sell units, we will double down
on our idea and spend more money in R&D without trying to sell units. By improving our product to match customer
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Chapter 11
Engineering Standards and Realistic
Constraints
The justification for the Basil Leaf Robot is to increase throughput and improve food safety in a tomato-based food
processing facility, ultimately benefiting the company and the food processing industry, and the overall agricultural
industry in California by automating the previously labor-intensive task of placing basil leaves into cans. Although
workers are displaced, they will improve productivity in different parts of the company and the industry by moving
to where they are needed most, such as in the field or in more involved ares of the conveyor line. An analysis of our
system determined that there were a number of positive impacts that the robot created through various fields. These
impacted areas are presented below in 11.1.
Table 11.1: Summary of Impacted Areas
Area of Impact Impact
Economic Increases company output/profits + More workers available for other unfilled jobs in the sector
Environmental Smaller footprint
Sustainability With proper maintenance, product can operate for a long time
Ethical Increase in food production decreases hunger
Health and Safety Decreases human contact with food
11.1 Economic
If our basil leaf robot were to be implemented into Stanislaus Food Products’ food production line, it has the potential
of eventually “paying for itself.” Although the robot presents as a larger capital investment upfront, the lower mainte-
nance costs compared to the cost for labor will offset the initial capital investment. Additionally, an automated system
can run at all hours of the day and performs very repeatably.
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11.2 Sustainability
In the long run, a well-designed automated product can be maintained and sustained. Routine cleaning and inspection
of parts can lead to a worthwhile investment for certain tasks. Our robot, which is designed to be easily taken apart
and reassembled can be repurposed for other pick-and-place tasks. Furthermore, it is designed to be easily upgradable,
allowing for continuous improvements to be made. This reduces waste by allowing the defective parts to be removed
and replaced, while the other aspects of the robot remain in use without being wasted. Our project does not produce
any waste, and in the future, if we are able to use renewable energy as a power sources, it will leave an even smaller
energy footprint.
11.3 Health & Safety
Automation improves worker physical and mental safety and allows for repeatable machine operation, while improving
food safety. By continually repeating a simple task, workers are limited by a process that can be emotionally draining.
Implementing our proposed automation method would free up those workers from this repeatable menial task to do
other more involved and skilled jobs within the facility.
Because this is an automated robot, those involved in its operation and maintenance could be injured without
proper training. Additionally, all components that touch any food items must be regularly sanitized and be safe for food
contact. By ensuring these parts in contact with the food are clean, our robot minimizes and prevents contamination by
human touch. If the machine is not cleaned and maintained regularly, components can corrode or fall apart, increasing
the risk of contamination to food. The likelihood of parts failing or food being contaminated can be easily minimized
by careful operation and maintenance. Additionally, with food quality tests at the factory, any potential failure could
be caught before getting to the consumer and thus eliminate the risk altogether. With a rising population, food safety
is becoming more and more important. The recent viral and bacterial outbreaks worldwide call for fewer human touch
points along the food processing chain. Our system supports enhanced sanitation and food safety through its design
and operation capabilities.
11.4 Environmental
Through machine learning, the ability to accurately filter good from bad leaves at a greater speed decreases overall
waste. In comparison to human labor, where fatigue and lack of focus can have an impact on the quality of work, our
robot can deliver consistent results. In addition to providing a solution that can improve output, our robot indirectly
reduces crop waste. California currently faces a labor shortage in the agricultural industry (Guthman). By introduc-
ing automation to key sections of the supply chain, workers can be moved to other sections where labor is needed.
Increasing efficiency along the supply chain will allow farmers and suppliers to avoid waste.
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11.5 Ethical
The ethical question still revolves around the fact that our project has the potential to displace 50 workers. As stated
before, increasing efficiency through automation will allow these workers to be productive in other areas of the industry
by moving to where labor is needed most. Advances in automation can create innovations applicable to multiple
industries, allowing further research to be made.
11.6 Political
The political problem of this project also ties to the ethical question that we mentioned above. The automation of any
system has the potential to replace the original worker that it meant to assist. So this system will bring the question
whether it will cause more unemployment to increase profit for big corporations. However, we like to state that the
goal of this system is to increase production and reallocate workers to other production areas that requires more human
intelligence. The food production industry is still running on shortage of workers. By automating repetitive, mundane
work, we can maximize the potential of the original workers by allocating them to different section of the production.
11.7 Manufacturability
Our design uses simple dimensions so the system can be easily reproduced. The mechanisms are industry standards
and the design is well defined in the system description. The cost of the system will not be a problem as our current
total cost is below $3500. The issue is with the time to print the gripper nozzle as current 3D printing is still relatively
slow, but this could easily be fixed through traditional methods to manufacture plastic models. The entire system uses
a simple mechanical design that helps reduce the cost, system complexity, and manufacture cost to a minimum.
11.8 Usability
Our system doesn’t require much human involvement for setup or operation. All the user is required to do is to power
up the system. During operation, the user is required to load the basil leaves and can onto the conveyor belts and the
system will automatically start performing its task. The current design only requires the user to power up or down the
system when required, everything else is automated.
11.9 Lifelong Learning
There are always innovation in technologies, so to be up to date we need to research what are the newest technology
that we can use. In our case there are two critical system that requires research: the gripper and vision system. Since
we had no experience in making a gripper, we had to research the grippers used in industry. After narrowing down
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what types might work for us, we needed to do testing of different gripper methods to determiner the gripper type that
works best for us. We also had to study to create our vision system. We had never programmed for vision system, so
we had to study the different methods of creating computer vision system that fits our need. We needed to do research
on what are the available technologies that allow the system to efficiently perform its task. We then did some testing
of different algorithms and libraries to create the most effective program to tackle this problem. This project inspire us
to research, test, and simulate to ensure our system is up to date and performs to our client’s needs.
11.10 Compassion
From Stanislaus Food Products, we realized that there are currently food prepossessing cannot keep up with the supply.
This means that all the harvested crops will just become food waste if there isn’t a way to increase production. Farmers
will lose more money and we waste food while there are still millions dying of hunger every year. We need to provide
a solution to increase production without putting more burdens on the workers. We can provide a solution to increase
production, to decrease food waste, and help workers do the fast and mundane work of placing leaves. Our solution




12.1 Overall Evaluation of Design
The overarching goal of this project was to create a proof of concept robot that demonstrates the ability to au-
tonomously pick-and-place Basil leaves. This project was motivated by an automation need by Stanislaus Food Prod-
ucts who is based in Modesto, CA. The original goal for the team was to, from start to finish, design and manufacture
a prototype autonomous robot. However, due to physical limitations introduced by the COVID-19 pandemic, the team
scaled back our goals and decided to demonstrate subsystem-level capabilities. The major test results are summarized
in Table 12.1.
Table 12.1: Verification of Requirements
Metric Ideal Value Result Units
Cycle Time 0.5 12 s
Gripper Success Rate 100 94 %
Leaf Recognition 95.0 98.6 %
Leaf Quality Classification 95.0 88.0 %
As a team, we believe that we have sufficiently met our project goals and have successfully demonstrated the
capabilities of our proof of concept prototype. Further improvements to the robot are possible and will be the main
goal of future work.
12.2 Takeaways
Through our basil leaf robot, we were able to meet several goals in an emerging sector of robotics. Although our
final robot was not able to reach our ideal target requirements, we were able to produce a proof of concept and
working prototype. It can be noted that our team was able to overcome the unforeseen circumstances of the COVID-
19 pandemic, forcing verification of results to be distributed by subsystem. Altogether, this senior design capstone
established groundwork for future development of an autonomous pick-and-place robot.
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12.3 Future Work
There are two main areas that future work would address. The first would be system integration. Due to verification
of results being divided by subsystem, full system integration would be the first priority. Only when this integration
is accomplished could testing be run to evaluate actual scenario performance. The integration would include having
the frame, cameras, and XYZ manipulator together, as well as integrating both the can and leaf conveyor belts into the
frame. Additionally, software would be updated in order to accommodate for the completed system and provide a user
interface for the operator. We believe that additional testing will ultimately result in further adjustments and tuning of
the subsystems involved.
The second area of future work would be to improve overall subsystem level performance. The gripper release
time, as well as the stepper speed could be tuned through additional design and troubleshooting work; this would
significantly reduce cycle time. Some ideas to improve these performance parameters have already been discussed.
For the gripper release time, an idea would be to implement a pressure release valve into the pump in order to release
vacuum on command. For the XY speed, ideas about implementing ramping functions in code would be tested.
Future work should also include gathering a wider variety of basil leaves for training of the machine learning
algorithms. Additional data will lead to better performance. Once these changes/improvements are implemented,
performance testing at Stanislaus Food Products would be the final step to ensure effortless integration and system
performance.
After a demo at Stanislaus Food Products, the team would surely get feedback on system performance and how well
the final robot met their company’s vision of a successful basil leaf canning robot. Once feedback from Stanislaus is
recieved, any number of avenues would be opened up. Perhaps Stanislaus would ask SCU for the design of an industry
ready model, or perhaps further solutions might be explored before the integration of an industry ready model.
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Figure A.1: Initial robot concept of operations based on customer needs.
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A.2 Assembly Drawings
Table A.1: Drawings organized by subsystem, part name, and contributor(s).
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Subsystem Part :"l'ame Contributor 
Frame Tall Box Posts (27") Andrew S., Kalle S. 
Short Box Posts (18") Andrew S., Kalle S. 
Platform Legs (5") Andrew S., Kalle S. 
Horizontal Post Connectors Andrew S., Kalle S. 
(14") 
Hanging Posts (22") Andrew S., Kalle S. 
Conveyor Stands (!") Andrew S., Kalle S. 
Depth Post Connector (20") Andrew S., Kalle S. 
Long Horizontal Piece (38') Andrew S., Kalle S. 
Conveyor Constraint ( I ') Andrew S., Kalle S. 
Side MDF I Andrew S., Kalle S. 
Side MDF 2 Andrew S., Kalle S. 
Side MDF 3 Andrew S., Kalle S. 
TopMDF Andrew S., Kalle S. 
Side MDF 4 Andrew S., Kalle S. 
XY Manipulator T-slot Framing (24') Niko A. 
Y-Motor Mount JohnG. 
Suction Gripper Nozzle Tip Kalle S. 
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Appendix B
FDA Code
B.1 Equipment and Utensils (§110.40)
The following standards are relevant to the project:
(a) All plant equipment and utensils shall be so designed and of such material and workmanship as to be adequately
cleanable, and shall be properly maintained. The design, construction, and use of equipment and utensils shall
preclude the adulteration of food with lubricants, fuel, metal fragments, contaminated water, or any other con-
taminants. All equipment should be so installed and maintained as to facilitate the cleaning of the equipment
and of all adjacent spaces. Food-contact surfaces shall be corrosion-resistant when in contact with food. They
shall be made of nontoxic materials and designed to withstand the environment of their intended use and the
action of food, and, if applicable, cleaning compounds and sanitizing agents. Food-contact surfaces shall be
maintained to protect food from being contaminated by any source, including unlawful indirect food additives.
(b) Seams on food-contact surfaces shall be smoothly bonded or maintained so as to minimize accumulation of food
particles, dirt, and organic matter and thus minimize the opportunity for growth of microorganisms.
(c) Equipment that is in the manufacturing or food-handling area and that does not come into contact with food
shall be so constructed that it can be kept in a clean condition.
(d) Holding, conveying, and manufacturing systems, including gravimetric, pneumatic, closed, and automated sys-
tems, shall be of a design and construction that enables them to be maintained in an appropriate sanitary condi-
tion.
(g) Compressed air or other gases mechanically introduced into food or used to clean food-contact surfaces or
equipment shall be treated in such a way that food is not contaminated with unlawful indirect food additives.
B.2 Processes and Controls (§110.80)
The following standards are relevant to the project:
(b) Manufacturing operations.
(1) Equipment and utensils and finished food containers shall be maintained in an acceptable condition through
appropriate cleaning and sanitizing, as necessary. Insofar as necessary, equipment shall be taken apart for
thorough cleaning.
(2) All food manufacturing, including packaging and storage, shall be conducted under such conditions and
controls as are necessary to minimize the potential for the growth of microorganisms, or for the contami-
nation of food. One way to comply with this requirement is careful monitoring of physical factors such as
time, temperature, humidity, aw, pH, pressure, flow rate, and manufacturing operations such as freezing,
dehydration, heat processing, acidification, and refrigeration to ensure that mechanical breakdowns, time
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delays, temperature fluctuations, and other factors do not contribute to the decomposition or contamination
of food.
(3) Food that can support the rapid growth of undesirable microorganisms, particularly those of public health
significance, shall be held in a manner that prevents the food from becoming adulterated within the mean-
ing of the act. Compliance with this requirement may be accomplished by any effective means, including:
(4) Measures such as sterilizing, irradiating, pasteurizing, freezing, refrigerating, controlling pH or controlling
aw that are taken to destroy or prevent the growth of undesirable microorganisms, particularly those of pub-
lic health significance, shall be adequate under the conditions of manufacture, handling, and distribution
to prevent food from being adulterated within the meaning of the act.
(5) Work-in-process shall be handled in a manner that protects against contamination.
(6) Effective measures shall be taken to protect finished food from contamination by raw materials, other in-
gredients, or refuse. When raw materials, other ingredients, or refuse are unprotected, they shall not be
handled simultaneously in a receiving, loading, or shipping area if that handling could result in contami-
nated food. Food transported by conveyor shall be protected against contamination as necessary.
(7) Equipment, containers, and utensils used to convey, hold, or store raw materials, work-in-process, rework,
or food shall be constructed, handled, and maintained during manufacturing or storage in a manner that
protects against contamination.
(8) Effective measures shall be taken to protect against the inclusion of metal or other extraneous material in
food. Compliance with this requirement may be accomplished by using sieves, traps, magnets, electronic
metal detectors, or other suitable effective means.
(10) Mechanical manufacturing steps such as washing, peeling, trimming, cutting, sorting and inspecting,
mashing, dewatering, cooling, shredding, extruding, drying, whipping, defatting, and forming shall be
performed so as to protect food against contamination. Compliance with this requirement may be accom-
plished by providing adequate physical protection of food from contaminants that may drip, drain, or be
drawn into the food. Protection may be provided by adequate cleaning and sanitizing of all food-contact
surfaces, and by using time and temperature controls at and between each manufacturing step.
(12) Batters, breading, sauces, gravies, dressings, and other similar preparations shall be treated or maintained
in such a manner that they are protected against contamination. Compliance with this requirement may be
accomplished by any effective means, including one or more of the following:
(i) Using ingredients free of contamination.
(ii) Employing adequate heat processes where applicable.
(iii) Using adequate time and temperature controls.
(iv) Providing adequate physical protection of components from contaminants that may drip, drain, or be
drawn into them.
(v) Cooling to an adequate temperature during manufacturing.
(vi) Disposing of batters at appropriate intervals to protect against the growth of microorganisms.
(13) Filling, assembling, packaging, and other operations shall be performed in such a way that the food is
protected against contamination. Compliance with this requirement may be accomplished by any effective
means, including:
(i) Use of a quality control operation in which the critical control points are identified and controlled
during manufacturing.
(ii) Adequate cleaning and sanitizing of all food-contact surfaces and food containers.
(iii) Using materials for food containers and food- packaging materials that are safe and suitable, as defined
in §130.3(d) of this chapter.
(iv) Providing physical protection from contamination, particularly airborne contamination.




C.1 Stanislaus Food Products - Chris Lehikainen, VP of Operations
Our direct consumer is Stanislaus Food Products, a tomato processing facility in Modesto, California. Chris Lehikainen,
the Vice President of Operations, is our main contact from the facility. The interview with him yielded the specific
customer needs that will go into the final product. We were able to reach out to Mr. Lehikainen through Dr. Kitts’,
and we learned a great deal of the problem at hand.
What is the current process for placing basil leaves into cans of tomato products?
There are two parts to the process. The basil leaves are presented on a branch to a group of workers, who strip the
leaves off and place them in a basket. The basket of leaves is sent on a conveyor belt to another group of workers, who
place the leaves into cans. The number of basil leaves put into the can is dependent on the type of product.
The leaves are also washed while on the branch, leaving them with some moisture.
For the cans, they are on a cable/belt that is the width of 1-2 cans. It is open to modification.
What is the current output rate by using this process?
The speed that workers can places the leaves into cans varies from 1-2 cans per second. They alternate placing
leaves in every other can, as that is a reasonable rate for them to perform at.
How often is the process running?
The factory runs 24 hours per day, 7 days per week.
What has made the automation process of these tasks so difficult?
Stripping the leaf off the branch mechanically has been the more successful of the two tasks. The basic function
was a machine that could bring a branch through it. This would strip the branch of its leaves, while keeping the leaves
undamaged.
Putting the leaves into the can mechanically was also difficult. A specific number of leaves is needed for each
process, which requires high machine accuracy.
What is the current washing process for the machines?
It depends on the machine, sometimes they are power washed and other times are washed with sanitizer.
What is the power situation currently?
Power will not be a problem. There are plenty of sources for the different machines in the factory, and backup
generators as well.
C.2 Dr. Christopher Kitts
Dr. Christopher Kitts is an associate professor of Mechanical Engineering at Santa Clara University. Dr. Kitts is the
primary advisor for our project, and he is also one of our primary ‘customers’ as the end product. The product that we
wish to create is based around a problem that Dr. Kitts observed at a tomato canning factory. Dr. Kitts took a tour of
the canning factory and was the initial person to ask them if it was possible to automate the process of placing the basil
leaves. It was essential to interview Dr. Kitts in order to come up with the list of customer needs, as Dr. Kitts is also
functioning as our primary customer. This is because the goal of our project is to create a prototype of our machine
that Dr. Kitts could present to the “Canning Factory head.”
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What are the benefits of robotics over a ‘purely’ mechanical system?
As a group, we are interested in California crops, or “Specialty crops”. These crops are harvested in an atypical
way as compared to the traditional harvesting method. For example, in the great plains and other farm heavy states,
the main crops grown might be stalk plants, such as corn, which are uniform when it comes to harvesting. They can
be processed by machinery much easier than most of the crops grown in the area around us. Crops such as artichoke,
lettuce, and many other plants grown in the area are usually handpicked.
In this environment, not every crop is or should be handled the same way in order to get the most out of harvest
time. With robotics, there is much more of a flexible system to work with in crop harvesting.
Additionally, robotics give flexibility in the actual specialized harvesting process for each specialty crop. For
example, a robotic system could institute machine learning to analyze if things are ready
Sorting is also simpler with robotics, with smart systems, analysis of the crop can help to sort items. What we do
pick up might be great or horrible and with a robotic platform, sorting can be simplified.
Additionally, we have an enormous labor shortage right now. One farmer loses 1 million a day because of labor
shortages due to not enough field hands. This is despite the fact that many of these jobs pay $25 per hour plus benefits.
Since things are dying in the field, robotics can help alleviate the burden of needing workers.
Cleanliness is another potential benefit of a robotic system. As workers have to wear gloves and hairnets in the
food processing industry, a robot potentially has the advantage of being cleaner.
There is a higher level of control with a robot over a mechanical ‘traditional’ machine.
Finally, robotics is a very young technology, and the total world market is small because it is so specialized. This
means that large scale production of robotic machines isn’t as common as say large scale production of tools such as
tractors. Because it is an emerging industry, it is beneficial to be working on the technology
Our robot could potentially hold a branch and clip and place basil leaves and automate a process that is entirely
done by hand.
What kind of performance is typical of a prototype?
Each machine has different performances. Our contact in the canning industry can give us performance numbers
of the human workers. The cans are moving at a certain rate, and there is a certain amount of basil leaves that have to
be placed into each can. Our machine would just have to keep that pace.
We should be shooting for a high Reliability of handling in accordance with current factory worker specs.
Additionally, the machine would have to be safe to use with food and not contaminate any food which is to be
canned.
What do you see as major differences between the prototype and the industrial design?
This is a big unknown. There are potentially large differences between the machine you end up building by the
end of the year and the machine that might be implemented in the actual factory. This depends a lot on budget and the
time constraint that we are working with.
e.g. If we did a low-end suction with a syringe it would probably be cheaper than a pneumatic gripper.
Is there a projected budget for a prototype like this?
A prototype would consist of a few standard robotics components. 2 to 3 stepper motors, a motor driver, and
Arduino controller, Aluminium t framing, cables and wires and other more specialized components (eg Gripper arm).
Totaling up the typical price for these components gives a general budget to expect.
Should there be a volume restriction for the prototype?
The final prototype should be something that can fit on a desk. It doesn’t need to be as big as it would be in the
factory. The machine should have enough room to manipulate both the basil leaf and a test can.
Have there been many pick and place robotics in the past?
Pick and place is very common in the agricultural industry
Another factory similar to our vendor was trying to pick up cut tomatoes. When they got cut not all of them were
cut side up which results in mildew. This company was trying to get a robotic system to flip each one up. Other
factories needed robotics for sorting discolored apricots (which is mindless work for people). Robotics is a relief for
the workers who have to do these tasks.
C.3 Shawn Lange
Shawn Lange is the President of Lab2Fab, a Middleby Corporation company. Lab2Fab, or L2F, is a company focused
on using robotics, artificial intelligence, and machine learning to increase throughput and efficiency of automation and
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food processing. Their previous customers include Tesla, SpaceX, and Zume Pizza. Although neither Shawn Lange
nor L2F will be a direct consumer of our prototype Basil Leaf Robot, Shawn is able to share with us his 20+ years of
industry experience. By picking his brain about his experiences, we are able to develop a holistic sense of the entire
automation industry.
How is designing robots for automation different from robots for food processing?
The main differences revolve around the different standards that the two industries must follow. The FDA is the
main organization that creates the set of regulations that food processing plants must follow.
Our project may benefit from one of the standard automation designs for pick and place, the spider robot.
A robot in the food automation would have to be periodically checked by factory supervisor (maybe once every 2
hours), this is called walkaway time
Due to levels of precision required in this industry in addition to the lack of specialized employees and knowledge-
able staff in the company, robotic solutions in the food industry tend to get expensive.
What would a general timeline for developing a prototype be?
3 months of planning the purchases to be made and waiting for them to arrive
2 months to adjust to using the electronics
1 month to assemble the prototype and test basic functions
What are some food-safe materials that you’ve used before?
Generally, stainless steels are used in the food industry
Peak plastics also enables people to 3D print food-safe plastics
To grease up the robot an organic oil can be used.
Additionally, to ensure safety, food must pass through a metal detector before final packaging in order to ensure
no loose screw/item fell into the food from the machine.
What would be the first objective you would tackle first?
The single-most difficult operation in our project is the ability to singulate a basil leaf from a collection of branches.
After being able to detect a single leaf, building the mechanics to pick a single leaf is much easier.
What are the general cleaning practices of a food processing factory?
Some factories use very strong chemicals to wipe down and clean the robots on the assembly line.
Others use pressure hoses to wash down the entire factory.
Due to the daily cleaning of the factories all of the electronics/motors need to be at least IP 67 to makes sure that
the components won’t get damaged.
The equipment might need to be pH balanced or other such tests might need to be performed.
Things on the machine that are from a distance from being dirtied might not need rigorous cleaning.
What electronics, hardware and potential solutions that you have seen might you recommend?
Raspberry Pis are easy to work with and are very robust for different robotics applications
The Intel RealSense is a cheap depth sensing camera that gives the robot the 3D vision it needs to isolate single
leaves. A color sense option may be useful in sorting good and bad basil.
A vacuum suction might be good at handling basil.
Issues may occur when trying to have the robot sense where the basil leaf shows up, a mechanical system in order
to singulate basil leaves for processing might work better than a pick and place application depending on how the raw
basil leaf is presented.
The less sensors, the cheaper the machine will end up.
What are some other projects that you have worked on?
One project was about processing olives (pimientos). Their main issue was with the initial investment the company
needed to make. $1-2 million with a 2 year ROI.
All companies would want an ROI of less than 2 years.
C.4 Jon Borst
Jon Borst was apart of a senior design project focused on the trimming of lettuce heads for immediate packaging in the
field. Considering our mission to automate basil leaf placement, Jon’s project of automating lettuce trimming makes
Jon a great consultant for our project. Inquiring about his lettuce trimmer, we were able to receive essential tips for
improving our project.
What was the hardest part about dealing with lettuce heads?
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Lettuce heads are inconsistent in both size and shape. This affected the shape of the lettuce gripper because it
had to accommodate both the largest and smallest lettuce heads. Finding the mean, standard deviation, maximum and
minimum size of the basil leaves justifies gripper/suction design.
What features did you implement to prevent contamination?
Silicon is one of the best materials to use when handling food because it is highly resistant to damage and extreme
temperatures, will not crack or become brittle over time, cheap due to being made from an abundant natural resource,
and non-toxic (contains no BPA, latex, lead, or phthalates).
Were there any ethical dilemmas associated with the implementation of your trimmer?
There is already a trend showing deep labor decline. With no one wanting to do this menial, grueling job, a robot
will fill the shortage need instead of simply replacing existing workers.
Are there any considerations to be made when handling food?
Tac time (throughput) - the rate at which a machine accomplishes its task
Where did you manufacture your prototypes?
It is recommended to use sheet metal/water jetting route due to the fast turnaround of manufacturing. The machine
shop at SCU is well equipped, but will get very crowded once all groups are assembling their machines.
Any specific buttons/controls that should be implemented?
The lettuce head trimmer used a closed-loop system with motor and encoder. His machine only had an “on” and
“off” button but its speed could be fine-tuned from their computer.
Anything you wish you incorporated in your project?
An automatic stop if a jam were to occur and the robot was consuming too much power to overcome it. This is
important in the case that the operator should accidentally get a limb caught inside. Considering more safety features,
it is recommended to consider a term largely used in manufacturing: poka-yoke. This means mistake proofing and
manufacturing your machine in such a way that an operator has no choice but to use it correctly. This prevents incorrect




Table D.1: Product specifications based on customer needs.
Marginal Ideal IRB 360 Flexpicker
Metric # Metric Units Value Value (Benchmark)
1 Motor Speed m/s 0.25 1.0 1.0
2 Cycle Time s 6 3 0.30
3 Number of Leaves per Grip leaves/grip 1-3 1 N/A
4 Degrees of Freedom # 3 6 4
5 Grip/Suction Force bar 0.2 0.50 0.75
6 Lifetime of Parts cycles 1k 100k N/A
7 Power Consumption Watts 800 700 477
8 Overall Robot Size m3 2 2 1
9 Overall Robot Weight kg 20 15 120
10 Capital Cost $ 5000 3000 $$$$$
11 Maintenance Cost $/year 500 300 $$$$
12 Skills Needed to Operate Job Title Technician Supervisor Technician
13 Re-programmability N/A Yes Yes Yes
14 Area of Can (Target Area) cm2 30 20 44
15 Required Canning Quota cans/day 1000 1800 N/A
16 X-axis Repeatability mm 3 1 0.1
17 Y-axis Repeatability mm 3 1 0.4
18 Z-axis Repeatability mm 3 1 0.4
19 Handling Capacity kg 0.5 2 1
20 Working Area m2 1 2 0.44
21 Working Volume m3 1 2 0.902
22 Product Material pH Scale Unitless 5-8 3-9 N/A
23 Product Material Strength GPa TBD TBD N/A
24 FDA Approved Pass/Fail Pass Pass Pass
25 OSHA Approved Pass/Fail Pass Pass Pass
26 Sound Level dB 60 30 70
27 Leaf Recognition Accuracy % 85 95 N/A
28 Can Recognition Accuracy % 85 95 N/A




E.1 Concept Selection Drawings
Figure E.1: Gripper Concepts
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Figure E.2: Frame Concepts
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b. Chemical Detection 
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Chemical detection sensor on tips of grip to 
detect chemical properties of the basil leaf 
and confirm it is successfully picked up 




i. Touch - suction is lowered onto pin that will ii. Pressure - pressure transducer is used to 
retract if leaf is present. measure change in pressure when a leaf is 
successfully picked up ( 
E.2 Concept Selection Matrices
Table E.1: Selection Matrix for Gripper
Table E.2: Selection Matrix for Frame




A: Vacuum B: Claw C: Flex SbapeGripper 
Ability to Grip 6 8 10 
Ease of 
9 8 6 
implementation 
Minimal damage to 
9 5 9 
leaf 
Accuracy 9 7 7 
Cost 7 8 I 
Repeatability 7 5 8 
Size 7 7 7 
Cleanab ility 8 8 7 
Total Average 7.75 7 6.5 
Selection Criteria 
Concepts 
A: Truss System B : Ceiling Mounted C: Floor Mounted 
Portability 6 4 s 
Flexibility s 4 4 
Weight/Inertial s 6 4 
Characteristics 
Maintenance 7 6 6 
Total Average 5.75 5.0 4.75 
Selection Criteria 
Concepts 
A: Truss System B: Ceiling Mounted C: Floor Mounted 
Portability 6 4 5 
Flexib ility 5 4 4 
Weight/Inertial s 6 4 
Characteristics 
Maintenance 7 6 6 
Total Average 5.75 5.0 4.75 




A: Truss System B: Ceiling Mounted C: Floor Mounted 
Portability 6 4 5 
Flexib ility s 4 4 
Weight/Inertial s 6 4 
Characteristics 
Maintenanc e 7 6 6 
Total Average 5.75 5.0 4.75 
Appendix F
Budget
Table F.1: Funding from the Santa Clara University School of Engineering
Funding Entity Team Amount Awarded
SCU School of Engineering Mechanical Engineering $2,000
SCU School of Engineering Computer Engineering $1,500
Total: $3,500






Table F.3: Purchased Electronics for Prototyping
Item Manufacturer Model Cost in USD
Linear Servo Actuonix L16-R 70.00
Big Easy Driver Sparkfun ROB-12859 99.75
3.5mm Screw Terminals DIYhz B07B791NMQ 6.99
5VDC, 2A Power Supply Sparkfun TOL-15312 23.80
DC Barrel Jack Adapter Sparkfun PRT-10288 5.90
12V, 5A Power Supply SHNITPWR B07NR6FPN9 22.99
Electronics Kit LAFVIN LA-004 11.98
DC & Stepper Motor HAT Adafruit 2348 21.11
NEMA17 Stepper Motor MOTOU 17hs3401 24.99
Raspberry Pi 3 B+ Starter Kit CanaKit PI3P-STR32-C4-BLK 84.99
MOTORplate Pi-Plate MOTORR1 69.98
Vacuum Pump - 12V Sparkfun ROB-10398 15.95
USB to TTL Serial Cable EVISWIY PL2303TA 10.99
10-Outlet Heavy Duty Power Strip CRST 3165047 32.99
2835 White High-CRI LED Strip Light SuperBrightLEDs 4NFLS-NWH24-24V-CL 42.33
2.1mm Wide Angle Mjpeg HD Camera ELP USB500W02M-L21 43.00
2MP 1080P Low Light USB Camera Spinel ’UC20MPG ND’ 51.00
5V, 4A Switching Power Supply SMAKN 4330194421 8.99
Dimmable LED Light Strip 6500K Govee B07XHLGSXN 14.99
MOSFET Power Control Kit Sparkfun COM-12959 4.95
Current and Voltage Sensor Zio SEN-15176 7.95
Jetson Nano NVIDIA 945-13450-0000-000 99.00
Table F.4: Purchased Hardware for Prototyping
Item Manufacturer Model Cost in USD
Corner Bracket 1” long for 1” T-Slot McMaster-Carr 47065T236 197.98
1” Long, 0.6” OD, 0.49” ID Spring McMaster-Carr 9657K314 11.35
T-slotted Framing Side Mount McMaster-Carr 47065T953 87.02
T-slotted Framing End-Feed Single Nut Mcmaster-Carr 47065T905 11.24
T-slotted Framing 3-way Outside Corner Bracket McMaster-Carr 47065T244 42.60
T-slotted Framing Side Mount Bearing McMaster-Carr 47065T778 77.00
T-slotted Framing Four Slot Rail McMaster-Carr 47065T101 122.16
14-1/2 Pressure Angle Plastic Gear Round Bore McMaster-Carr 57655K49 15.16
14-1/2 Degree Pressure Angle Gear Rack, 32 Pitch McMaster-Carr 57655K62 25.92
10-22 AWG Wire Stripper DOWELL HY040730 6.99














Basil Leaf Automation: Gantt Chart 
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Figure G.2: Gantt Chart Winter Quarter
Item Lead / Person of Contact
Planned 
Completion Time Status Date Assigned
Other 
Members Notes / Docs
Parts Pickup MECHS Tues 14th Completed Tues 7th Andrew & Johnny have parts. Work will start on subassemblies
T-slots cut MECHS Tues 14th Completed Tues 7th
Table of contents Introduction MECHS Tues 14th Completed Tues 7th
Current Sensor Mon 27th Completed Tues 7th Johnny Troubleshooting pump power supply issues
Superstructure Build Andrew Mon 20th Completed Mon 13th
Y-Stage Build Johnny Fri 17th Completed Tues 14th complete
Z-Stage Build Johnny Tues 21st Completed Tues 14th
Full Motion Control Johnny Tues 28th Completed Tues 14th Remote Users x and y stage movement demonstrated
Electronics Organization Andrew Fri May 1st Completed Tues 14th Johnny MDF Design Idea, managed underneath/to the side of the robot
CFD/FEA Analysis Kalle Tues 28th Completed Tues 14th Niko Using feedback to redesign problem structure
Update Vision System Chris Tues 14th Completed Tues 7th Sherene Leaf photos from online dataset can be easily recognized by the system
Can Tracking Simon Tues 14th Completed Tues 7th
Meet with Fang about ML COENS Tues 21st Completed Tues 7th
Flowchart Chris Tues 14th Completed Tues 7th
Good/Bad Machine Learning COENS ~End of April Completed Tues 7th We've run 3 models so far with varying results. May have to modify memory use to use more training data
Thesis Ch 2 Draft ALL Tues 28th Completed Tues 14th (User needs, HL desc., Comp-Blk diagram)
High Level Flowchart Chris Tues 21st Completed Tues 14th For presentation audience to get overview of the system
Data for analysis ALL Tues 21st Completed Tues 14th (testing/Verification) (ML Models) Procedures, stretegies, and progress
Inventory check soon! (linear actuater) MECHS Wed 15th Completed Tues 14th Attained Linear Actuator (4/20), no other existing components missing
Demo move xyz to leaf and pickup John Tues 28th Completed Tues 21st
Dry Run Presentation for SDC ALL Fri May 8th Completed Tues 21st Still need to send a test recording in
Angle brackets sent/picked up Andrew Soon Completed Tues 21st
Diffuser Andrew Completed Tues 28th
Decide Coordinate Frame ALL Tues 5th Completed Tues 28th
Outline for presentation (just title of slides)(w/ functional demos) Andrew Thurs 30 Completed Tues 28th
100 leaf pickups John Thurs 6th Completed Tues 28th ALL Nozzle Issues. Reprint another nozzle? 
Electronic Box John Completed
Intro to Presentation ALL Mon 4th Completed
Thesis Subsystem Chapters ALL Tues 5th Completed Thurs 30th
Thesis Ch 1 Revisions ALL Sun May 10th Completed Sun May 3rd Hight and Kitts provided feedback
Thesis Full Draft ALL Wed May 13th Completed Wed May 5th Still sections to be finished
Future Work Larger stage frame Completed
Finish Presentation ALL Thurs 7th (Morning) Completed Tues 5th
Update Slides for Kitts to check ALL Thursday 13? Completed
COEN parts of thesis Chris, SImon, Sherene This Wed/Next Mon Mostly Completed
Figure G.3: Task List Spring Quarter
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Client Site Visit 
Refine Client's Requirements 
Schedule Joint Checkin and Development Meetings 
Finish Ordering Materia ls fo r Development 
Test and Calculate ML Mode l for Image Segementation 
Tu ne Parameters for A ccuracy and for Basil Leaves Specifically 
Recieve Feedback From Des ign Report 
Incorporate Feedback From Design Review and Report 
Finalize Image Segmentation Model and Integrate Output with MECH 
Submit Revised Design Report 
Testing Image Seg mentation with Live Video Feed 
Inte gration of Basil Lea f Pick ing and Placement wit h MECH 
Testing and Handling Errors / Buffer Time 
Operational System 
Dec/Jan Jan 6 Jan 13 Jan 20 Jan 27 Feb 3 Feb 10 Feb 17 Feb 24 Mar 3 Mar 10 




















Figure H.2: Velocity distribution of single-hole gripper design.




















Figure I.1: 12 V pump specifications.
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AIR PUMP SERIES FOREVER 
D2028 Pump Specifications 
Free Flow Range .............. ....... ....... .... ... 12- 1 SLPM 
Vacuum Range ............ ........... .. .............. 0-16''Hg 
Pressure Range ............. ..... ..... . .............. 0-32PSI 
Sta.ndard Motor Voltage Optioos ...... ...... 12VDC 
Powe.r ... ....... ........................... . ..... ......... J 2W 
Motor Construction Option .....• ..... ........ . Iron Core-Oil Bearing 
Diaphragm Material Option ....•.............. EPDM 
Operating Temperature Range ................ 32"-120°F (0°-50") 
12 - -~ 38 . 
1 .. 
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Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+
raspberrypi.org
Overview
The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ is the latest product in the Raspberry Pi 3 range, 
boasting a 64-bit quad core processor running at 1.4GHz, dual-band 2.4GHz 
and 5GHz wireless LAN, Bluetooth 4.2/BLE, faster Ethernet, and PoE capability 
via a separate PoE HAT
The dual-band wireless LAN comes with modular compliance certification, 
allowing the board to be designed into end products with significantly reduced 
wireless LAN compliance testing, improving both cost and time to market.
The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ maintains the same mechanical footprint as both 
the Raspberry Pi 2 Model B and the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B.    
2
Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+
raspberrypi.org
Broadcom BCM2837B0, Cortex-A53 
64-bit SoC @ 1.4GHz
1GB LPDDR2 SDRAM
2.4GHz and 5GHz IEEE 802.11.b/g/n/ac wireless 
LAN, Bluetooth 4.2, BLE
Gigabit Ethernet over USB 2.0 (maximum throughput 
300Mbps) 
4 × USB 2.0 ports
Extended 40-pin GPIO header
1 × full size HDMI 
MIPI DSI display port
MIPI CSI camera port
4 pole stereo output and composite video port
H.264, MPEG-4 decode (1080p30); H.264 encode
(1080p30); OpenGL ES 1.1, 2.0 graphics
Micro SD format for loading operating system and 
data storage
5V/2.5A DC via micro USB connector
5V DC via GPIO header
Power over Ethernet (PoE)–enabled (requires 
separate PoE HAT)
Operating temperature, 0–50°C   
For a full list of local and regional product approvals, 
please visit www.raspberrypi.org/products/raspberry -
pi-3-model-b+
The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ will remain in production 


















This product should only be connected to an external power supply rated at 5V/2.5 A DC. Any external power 
supply used with the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ shall comply with relevant regulations and standards applicable 
in the country of intended use.
This product should be operated in a well-ventilated environment and, if used inside a case, the case should 
not be covered.
Whilst in use, this product should be placed on a stable, flat, non-conductive surface and should not be 
contacted by conductive items.
The connection of incompatible devices to the GPIO connection may affect compliance, result in damage to 
the unit, and invalidate the warranty.
All peripherals used with this product should comply with relevant standards for the country of use and be 
marked accordingly to ensure that safety and performance requirements are met. These articles include but 
are not limited to keyboards, monitors, and mice when used in conjunction with the Raspberry Pi.
The cables and connectors of all peripherals used with this product must have adequate insulation so that 
relevant safety requirements are met.
To avoid malfunction of or damage to this product, please observe the following:
Do not expose to water or moisture, or place on a conductive surface whilst in operation.
Do not expose to heat from any source; the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ is designed for reliable operation at 
normal ambient temperatures.
Take care whilst handling to avoid mechanical or electrical damage to the printed circuit board and connectors.
Whilst it is powered, avoid handling the printed circuit board, or only handle it by the edges to minimise the 
risk of electrostatic discharge damage.
Physical specifications
HDMI is a trademark of HDMI Licensing, LLC 
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DATA SHEET 
NVIDIA Jetson Nano System-on-Module 
Maxwell GPU + ARM Cortex-A57 + 4GB LPDDR4 + 16GB eMMC 
 
Maxwell GPU ◊ 
128-core GPU | End-to-end lossless compression | Tile Caching | 
OpenGL® 4.6 | OpenGL ES 3.2 | Vulkan™ 1.1 | CUDA® | OpenGL 
ES Shader Performance (up to): 512 GFLOPS (FP16) 
Maximum Operating Frequency: 921MHz 
CPU 
ARM® Cortex® -A57 MPCore (Quad-Core) Processor with NEON 
Technology | L1 Cache: 48KB L1 instruction cache (I-cache) per 
core; 32KB L1 data cache (D-cache) per core | L2 Unified Cache: 
2MB | Maximum Operating Frequency: 1.43GHz 
Audio 
Industry standard High Definition Audio (HDA) controller provides a 
multichannel audio path to the HDMI interface. 
Memory 
Dual Channel | System MMU | Memory Type: 4ch x 16-bit LPDDR4 
| Maximum Memory Bus Frequency: 1600MHz | Peak Bandwidth: 
25.6 GB/s | Memory Capacity: 4GB 
Storage 
eMMC 5.1 Flash Storage | Bus Width: 8-bit | Maximum Bus 
Frequency: 200MHz (HS400) | Storage Capacity: 16GB 
Boot Sources 
eMMC and USB (recovery mode) 
Networking 
10/100/1000 BASE-T Ethernet | Media Access Controller (MAC)  
Imaging 
Dedicated RAW to YUV processing engines process up to 
1400Mpix/s (up to 24MP sensor) | MIPI CSI 2.0 up to 1.5Gbps (per 
lane) | Support for x4 and x2 configurations (up to four active 
streams). 
Operating Requirements 
Temperature Range (Tj): -25 – 97C* | Module Power: 5 – 10W |  
Power Input: 5.0V 
Display Controller 
Two independent display controllers support DSI, HDMI, DP, eDP: 
MIPI-DSI (1.5Gbps/lane): Single x2 lane | Maximum Resolution: 
1920x960 at 60Hz (up to 24bpp) 
HDMI 2.0a/b (up to 6Gbps) | DP 1.2a (HBR2 5.4 Gbps) | eDP 
1.4 (HBR2 5.4Gbps) | Maximum Resolution (DP/eDP/HDMI): 
3840 x 2160 at 60Hz (up to 24bpp) 
Clocks 
System clock: 38.4MHz | Sleep clock: 32.768kHz | Dynamic clock 
scaling and clock source selection 
Multi-Stream HD Video and JPEG 
Video Decode 
H.265 (Main, Main 10): 2160p 60fps | 1080p 240fps 
H.264 (BP/MP/HP/Stereo SEI half-res): 2160p 60fps | 1080p 
240fps 
H.264 (MVC Stereo per view): 2160p 30fps | 1080p 120fps 
VP9 (Profile 0, 8-bit): 2160p 60fps | 1080p 240fps 
VP8: 2160p 60fps | 1080p 240fps 
VC-1 (Simple, Main, Advanced): 1080p 120fps | 1080i 240fps 
MPEG-2 (Main): 2160p 60fps | 1080p 240fps | 1080i 240fps 
Video Encode 
H.265:2160p 30fps | 1080p 120fps 
H.264 (BP/MP/HP): 2160p 30fps | 1080p 120fps 
H.264 (MVC Stereo per view): 1440p 30fps | 1080p 60fps 
VP8: 2160p 30fps | 1080p 120fps 
JPEG (Decode and Encode): 600 MP/s 
Peripheral Interfaces 
xHCI host controller with integrated PHY: 1 x USB 3.0, 3 x USB 2.0 
| USB 3.0 device controller with integrated PHY | EHCI controller 
with embedded hub for USB 2.0 | 4-lane PCIe: one x1/2/4 controller 
| single SD/MMC controller (supporting SDIO 4.0, SD HOST 4.0) |  
3 x UART | 2 x SPI | 4 x I2C | 2 x I2S: support I2S, RJM, LJM, PCM, 
TDM (multi-slot mode) | GPIOs 
Mechanical 
Module Size: 69.6 mm x 45 mm | PCB: 8L HDI | Connector: 260 pin 
SO-DIMM 
Note: Refer to the software release feature list for current software support; all features may not be available for a particular OS. 
◊ Product is based on a published Khronos Specification and is expected to pass the Khronos Conformance Process. Current conformance status 
can be found at www.khronos.org/conformance. 
* See the Jetson Nano Thermal Design Guide for details. Listed temperature range is based on module Tj characterization. 
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Revision History 
Version Date Description 
v0.1 JAN 2019 Initial Release 
v0.7 MAY 2019 Description 
• Memory: corrected peak bandwidth 
• Peripheral Interfaces: corrected number of available I2C interfaces 
Functional Overview 
• Removed block diagram; see the Jetson Nano Product Design Guide for these details  
Power and System Management 
• Removed On-Module Internal Power Rails table 
• Updated Power Domains table 
• Updated Programmable Interface Wake Event table 
• Updated Power Up/Down sequence diagrams 
Pin Descriptions 
• Updated throughout to reflect updated pinmux 
• GPIO Pins: updated table to reflect dedicated GPIO pins only (see pinmux for ALL GPIO 
capable pins) 
Interface Descriptions 
• Updated throughout to reflect updated pinmux 
• Embedded DisplayPort (eDP) Interface: clarified DP use/limitations on DP0 
• MIPI Camera Serial Interface (CSI) - Updated CSI description to remove erroneous 
reference to virtual channels 
Physical/Electrical Characteristics 
• Absolute Maximum Ratings - Added reference to Jetson Nano Thermal Design Guide for 
Operating Temperature; extended IDDMAX to 5A 
• Pinout: Updated to reflect updated pinmux 
• Package Drawing and Dimensions – Updated drawing 
v0.8 OCT 2019 Description 
• Operating Requirements: corrected Module Power to reflect power for module only 
(previous stated range included module + IO); updated Temperature Range for clarity, 
included maximum operating temperature and updated note to reflect module 
temperature is based on Tj . 
v1.0 FEB 2020 Pin Descriptions 
• GPIO Pins: corrected pin number listing for GPIO01 
Interface Descriptions 
• High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) and DisplayPort (DP) Interfaces reference to 
YUV output support 
• Gigabit Ethernet – Corrected Realtek Gigabit Ethernet Controller part number 
Physical/Electrical Characteristics 
• Operating and Absolute Maximum Ratings – Added Mounting Force to Absolute 
Maximum Ratings table.  
• Package Drawing and Dimensions – Updated drawing 
• Environmental & Mechanical Screening – Added section 
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1.0  Functional Overview 
Designed for use in power-limited environments, the Jetson Nano squeezes industry-leading compute capabilities, 64-bit 
operating capability, and integrated advanced multi-function audio, video and image processing pipelines into a 260-pin SO-
DIMM. The Maxwell GPU architecture implemented several architectural enhancements designed to extract maximum 
performance per watt consumed. Core components of the Jetson Nano series module include: 
 NVIDIA® Tegra® X1 series SoC 
- NVIDIA Maxwell GPU 
- ARM® quad-core Cortex®-A57 CPU Complex 
 4GB LPDDR4 memory 
 16GB eMMC 5.1 storage 
 Gigabit Ethernet (10/100/1000 Mbps) 
 PMIC, regulators, power and voltage monitors 
 260-pin keyed connector (exposes both high-speed and low-speed industry standard I/O) 
 On-chip temperature sensors 
1.1  Maxwell GPU 
The Graphics Processing Cluster (GPC) is a dedicated hardware block for rasterization, shading, texturing, and compute; 
most of the GPU’s core graphics functions are performed inside the GPC. Within the GPC there are multiple Streaming 
Multiprocessor (SM) units and a Raster Engine. Each SM includes a Polymorph Engine and Texture Units; raster operations 
remain aligned with L2 cache slices and memory controllers 
The Maxwell GPU architecture introduced an all-new design for the SM, redesigned all unit and crossbar structures, optimized 
data flows, and significantly improved power management. The SM scheduler architecture and algorithms were rewritten to 
be more intelligent and avoid unnecessary stalls, while further reducing the energy per instruction required for scheduling. The 
organization of the SM also changed; each Maxwell SM (called SMM) is now partitioned into four separate processing blocks, 
each with its own instruction buffer, scheduler and 32 CUDA cores. 
The SMM CUDA cores perform pixel/vertex/geometry shading and physics/compute calculations. Texture units perform 
texture filtering and load/store units fetch and save data to memory. Special Function Units (SFUs) handle transcendental and 
graphics interpolation instructions. Finally, the Polymorph Engine handles vertex fetch, tessellation, viewport transform, 
attribute setup, and stream output. The SMM geometry and pixel processing performance make it highly suitable for rendering 
advanced user interfaces and complex gaming applications; the power efficiency of the Maxwell GPU enables this 
performance on devices with power-limited environments. 
Features: 
 End-to-end lossless compression 
 Tile Caching 
 Support for OpenGL 4.6, OpenGL ES 3.2, Vulkan 1.1, DirectX 12, CUDA 10 (FP16) 
 Adaptive Scalable Texture Compression (ATSC) LDR profile supported 
 Iterated blend, ROP OpenGL-ES blend modes 
 2D BLIT from 3D class avoids channel switch 
 2D color compression 
 Constant color render SM bypass 
 2x, 4x, 8x MSAA with color and Z compression 
 Non-power-of-2 and 3D textures, FP16 texture filtering 
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 FP16 shader support 
 Geometry and Vertex attribute Instancing 
 Parallel pixel processing 
 Early-z reject: Fast rejection of occluded pixels acts as multiplier on pixel shader and texture performance while saving 
power and bandwidth 
 Video protection region 
 Power saving: Multiple levels of clock gating for linear scaling of power 
GPU frequency and voltage are actively managed by Tegra Power and Thermal Management Software and influenced by 
workload. Frequency may be throttled at higher temperatures (above a specified threshold) resulting in a behavior that 
reduces the GPU operating frequency. Observed chip-to-chip variance is due to NVIDIA ability to maximize performance 
(DVFS) on a per-chip basis, within the available power budget. 
1.2  CPU Complex 
The CPU complex is a high-performance Multi-Core SMP cluster of four ARM Cortex-A57 CPUs with 2MB of L2 cache (shared 
by all cores). Features include: 
 Superscalar, variable-length, out-of-order pipeline 
 Dynamic branch prediction with Branch Target Buffer (BTB) and Global History Buffer RAMs, a return stack, and an 
indirect predictor 
 48-entry fully-associative L1 instruction TLB with native support for 4KB, 64KB, and 1MB page sizes.  
 32-entry fully-associative L1 data TLB with native support for 4KB, 64KB, and 1MB pages sizes.  
 4-way set-associative unified 1024-entry Level 2 (L2) TLB in each processor 
 48Kbyte I-cache and 32Kbyte D-cache for each core. 
 Full implementation of ARMv8 architecture instruction set 
 Embedded Trace Microcell (ETM) based on the ETMv4 architecture 
 Performance Monitor Unit (PMU) based on the PMUv3 architecture 
 Cross Trigger Interface (CTI) for multiprocessor debugging 
 Cryptographic Engine for crypto function support 
 Interface to an external Generic Interrupt Controller (vGIC-400) 
 Power management with multiple power domains 
CPU frequency and voltage are actively managed by Tegra Power and Thermal Management Software and influenced by 
workload. Frequency may be throttled at higher temperatures (above a specified threshold) resulting in a behavior that 
reduces the CPU operating frequency. Observed chip-to-chip variance is due to NVIDIA ability to maximize performance 
(DVFS) on a per-chip basis, within the available power budget. 
1.2.1  Snoop Control Unit and L2 Cache 
The CPU cluster includes an integrated snoop control unit (SCU) that maintains coherency between the CPUs within the 
cluster and a tightly coupled L2 cache that is shared between the CPUs within the cluster. The L2 cache also provides a 128-
bit AXI master interface to access DRAM. L2 cache features include: 
 2MB L2 
 Fixed line length of 64 bytes 
 16-way set-associative cache structure 
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 Duplicate copies of the L1 data cache directories for coherency support 
 Hardware pre-fetch support 
 ECC support 
1.2.2  Performance Monitoring 
The performance monitoring unit (part of MPCore non-CPU logic) provides six counters, each of which can count any of the 
events in the processor. The unit gathers various statistics on the operation of the processor and memory system during 
runtime, based on ARM PMUv3 architecture. 
1.3  High-Definition Audio-Video Subsystem 
The audio-video subsystem off-loads audio and video processing activities from the CPU subsystem resulting in faster, fully 
concurrent, highly efficient operation. 
1.3.1  Multi-Standard Video Decoder 
The video decoder accelerates video decode, supporting low resolution content, Standard Definition (SD), High Definition (HD) 
and UltraHD (2160p, or 4k video) profiles. The video decoder is designed to be extremely power efficient without sacrificing 
performance.  
The video decoder communicates with the memory controller through the video DMA which supports a variety of memory 
format output options. For low power operations, the video decoder can operate at the lowest possible frequency while 
maintaining real-time decoding using dynamic frequency scaling techniques. 
Video standards supported: 
 H.265: Main10, Main 
 WEBM VP9 and VP8 
 H.264: Baseline (no FMO/ASO support), Main, High, Stereo SEI (half-res) 
 VC-1: Simple, Main, Advanced 
 MPEG-4: Simple (with B frames, interlaced; no DP and RVLC) 
 H.263: Profile 0 
 DiVX: 4/5/6 
 XviD Home Theater 
 MPEG-2: MP 
1.3.2  Multi-Standard Video Encoder 
The multi-standard video encoder enables full hardware acceleration of various encoding standards. It performs high-quality 
video encoding operations for applications such as video recording and video conferencing. The encode processor is designed 
to be extremely power-efficient without sacrificing performance. 
Video standards supported: 
 H.265 Main Profile: I-frames and P-frames (No B-frames) 
 H.264 Baseline/Main/High Profiles: IDR/I/P/B-frame support, MVC 
 VP8 
 MPEG4 (ME only) 
 MPEG2 (ME only) 
 VC1 (ME only): No B frame, no interlaced 
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1.3.3  JPEG Processing Block 
The JPEG processing block is responsible for JPEG (de)compression calculations (based on JPEG still image standard), 
image scaling, decoding (YUV420, YUV422H/V, YUV444, YUV400) and color space conversion (RGB to YUV; decode only). 
Input (encode) formats: 
 Pixel width: 8bpc 
 Subsample format: YUV420 
 Resolution up to 16K x 16K 
 Pixel pack format 
- Semi-planar/planar for 420 
Output (decode) formats: 
 Pixel width 8bpc 
 Resolution up to 16K x 16K  
 Pixel pack format 
- Semi-planar/planar for YUV420 
- YUY2/planar for 422H/422V 
- Planar for YUV444 
- Interleave for RGBA 
1.3.4  Video Image Compositor (VIC) 
The Video Image Compositor implements various 2D image and video operations in a power-efficient manner. It handles 
various system UI scaling, blending and rotation operations, video post-processing functions needed during video playback, 
and advanced de-noising functions used for camera capture. 
Features: 
 Color Decompression 
 High-quality Deinterlacing 
 Inverse Teleciné 
 Temporal Noise Reduction 
- High-quality video playback 
- Reduces camera sensor noise 
 Scaling 
 Color Conversion 
 Memory Format Conversion 
 Blend/Composite 
 2D Bit BLIT operation 
 Rotation 
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1.4  Image Signal Processor (ISP) 
The ISP module takes data from the VI/CSI module or memory in raw Bayer format and processes it to YUV output. The 
imaging subsystem supports raw (Bayer) image sensors up to 24 million pixels. Advanced image processing is used to convert 
input to YUV data and remove artifacts introduced by high megapixel CMOS sensors and optics with up to 30-degree CRA. 
Features: 
 Flexible post-processing architecture for supporting custom computer vision and computational imaging operations 
 Bayer domain hardware noise reduction 
 Per-channel black-level compensation 
 High-order lens-shading compensation 
 3 x 3 color transform 
 Bad pixel correction 
 Programmable coefficients for de-mosaic with color artifact reduction 
Color Artifact Reduction: a two-level (horizontal and vertical) low-pass filtering scheme that is used to reduce/remove 
any color artifacts that may result from Bayer signal processing and the effects of sampling an image. 
 Enhanced down scaling quality  
 Edge Enhancement 
 Color and gamma correction  
 Programmable transfer function curve 
 Color-space conversion (RGB to YUV) 
 Image statistics gathering (per-channel) 
- Two 256-bin image histograms  
- Up to 4,096 local region averages 
- AC flicker detection (50Hz and 60Hz) 
- Focus metric block 
1.5  Display Controller Complex 
The Display Controller Complex integrates two independent display controllers. Each display controller is capable of 
interfacing to an external display device and can drive the same or different display contents at different resolutions and 
refresh rates. Each controller supports a cursor and three windows (Window A, B, and C); controller A supports two additional 
simple windows (Window D, T). The display controller reads rendered graphics or video frame buffers in memory, blends them 
and sends them to the display. 
Features: 
 Two heads. Each can be mapped to one of: 
- 1x DSI, 1x eDP/DP (Limited Functionality: No Audio) 
- 1x HDMI/DP (Full Functionality) 
 90, 180, 270-degree image transformation uses both horizontal and vertical flips (controller A only) 
 Byte-swapping options on 16-bit and 32-bit boundary for all color depths 
 NVIDIA Pixel Rendering Intensity and Saturation Management™ (PRISM) 
 256 x 256 cursor size 
 Color Management Unit for color decompression and to enhance color accuracy (compensate for the color error 
specific to the display panel being used) 
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 Scaling and tiling in hardware for lower power operation 
 Full color alpha-blending 
 Captive panels 
- Secure window (Win T) for TrustZone 
- Supports cursor and up to four windows (Win A, B, C, and D) 
- 1x 2-lane MIPI DSI 
- Supports MIPI D-PHY rates up to 1.5Gbps 
- 4-lane eDP with AUX channel 
- Independent resolution and pixel clock 
- Supports display rotation and scaling in hardware 
 External displays 
- Supports cursor and three windows (Window A, B, and C) 
- 1x HDMI (2.0) or DisplayPort (HBR2) interface 
- Supports display scaling in hardware 
1.6  Memory 
The Jetson Nano integrates 4GB of LPDDR4 over a four-channel x 16-bit interface. Memory frequency options are 204MHz 
and 1600MHz; maximum frequency of 1600MHz has a theoretical peak memory bandwidth of 25.6GB/s. 
The Memory Controller (MC) maximizes memory utilization while providing minimum latency access for critical CPU requests. 
An arbiter is used to prioritize requests, optimizing memory access efficiency and utilization and minimizing system power 
consumption. The MC provides access to main memory for all internal devices. It provides an abstract view of memory to its 
clients via standardized interfaces, allowing the clients to ignore details of the memory hierarchy. It optimizes access to shared 
memory resources, balancing latency and efficiency to provide best system performance, based on programmable 
parameters. 
Features: 
 TrustZone (TZ) Secure and OS-protection regions 
 System Memory Management Unit 
 Dual CKE signals for dynamic power down per device 
 Dynamic Entry/Exit from Self -Refresh and Power Down states 
The MC can sustain high utilization over a very diverse mix of requests. For example, the MC is prioritized for bandwidth (BW) 
over latency for all multimedia blocks (the multimedia blocks have been architected to prefetch and pipeline their operations to 
increase latency tolerance); this enables the MC to optimize performance by coalescing, reordering, and grouping requests to 
minimize memory power. DRAM also has modes for saving power when it is either not being used, or during periods of 
specific types of use. 
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2.0  Power and System Management 
The Jetson Nano module operates from a single power source (VDD_IN) with all internal module voltages and I/O voltages 
generated from this input. This enables the on-board power management controller to implement a tiered structure of power 
and clock gating in a complex environment that optimizes power consumption based on workload:  
 Power Management Controller (PMC) and Real Time Clock (RTC): These blocks reside in an Always On (not 
power gated) partition. The PMC provides an interface to an external power manager IC or PMU. It primarily controls 
voltage transitions for the SoC as it transitions to/from different low power modes; it also acts as a slave receiving 
dedicated power/clock request signals as well as wake events from various sources (e.g., SPI, I2C, RTC, USB 
attach) which can wake the system from a deep-sleep state. The RTC maintains the ability to wake the system based 
on either a timer event or an external trigger (e.g., key press). 
 Power Gating: The SoC aggressively employs power-gating (controlled by PMC) to power-off modules which are 
idle. CPU cores are on a separate power rail to allow complete removal of power and eliminate leakage. Each CPU 
can be power gated independently. Software provides context save/restore to/from DRAM. 
 Clock Gating: Used to reduce dynamic power in a variety of power states. 
 Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS): Raises voltages and clock frequencies when demand requires, 
lowers them when less is sufficient, and removes them when none is needed. DVFS is used to change the voltage 
and frequencies in the following power domains: CPU, CORE, and GPU. 
An optional back up battery can be attached to the PMIC_BBAT module input. It is used to maintain the RTC voltage when 
VDD_IN is not present. This pin is connected directly to the onboard PMIC. When a backup cell is connected to the PMIC, the 
RTC will retain its contents and can be configured to charge the backup cell. 
The following backup cells may be attached to the PMIC_BBAT pin: 
 Super Capacitor (gold cap, double layer electrolytic) 
 Standard capacitors (tantalum) 
 Rechargeable Lithium Manganese cells 
The backup cells MUST provide a voltage in the range 2.5V to 3.5V. These is charged with a constant current (CC), constant 
voltage (CV) charger that can be configured between 2.5V and 3.5V CV output and 50µA to 800µA CC. 
Table 1  Power and System Control Pin Descriptions 











VDD_IN Input 5.0V  Power: Main DC input, supplies PMIC and other 
regulators 
235 PMIC_BBAT Bidirectional 1.65V-5.5V  Power: PMIC Battery Back-up. Optionally used to 
provide back-up power for the Real-Time Clock 
(RTC). Connects to lithium cell or super capacitor on 
carrier board.  PMIC is supply when charging cap or 
coin cell. Super cap or coin cell is source when 
system is disconnected from power. 
240 SLEEP/WAKE* Input CMOS – 5.0V PU Sleep / Wake.  Configured as GPIO for optional use 
to place system in sleep mode or wake system from 
sleep. 
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Pin Name Direction Type PoR Description 
214 FORCE_RECOVERY* Input CMOS – 1.8V PU Force Recovery: strap pin 
237 POWER_EN Input CMOS – 5.0V  Module on/off: high = on, low = off. 
233 SHUTDOWN_REQ* Output CMOS – 5.0V z Shutdown Request: used by the module to request a 
shutdown from the carrier board (POWER_EN low). 
100kΩ pull-up to VDD_IN (5V) on the module. 
239 SYS_RESET* Bidirectional Open Drain, 1.8V 1 Module Reset. Reset to the module when driven low 
by the carrier board.  When module power sequence 
is complete used as carrier board supply enable. 
Used to ensure proper power on/off sequencing 
between module and carrier board supplies. 4.7kΩ 
pull-up to 1.8V on the module. 
178 MOD_SLEEP* Output CMOS – 1.8V  Indicates the module sleep status. Low is in sleep 
mode, high is normal operation.  This pin is 
controlled by system software and should not be 
modified. 
2.1  Power Rails 
VDD_IN must be supplied by the carrier board that the Jetson Nano is designed to connect to. It must meet the required 
electrical specifications detailed in Section 5. All Jetson Nano interfaces are referenced to on-module voltage rails; no I/O 
voltage is required to be supplied to the module. See the Jetson Nano Product Design Guide for details of connecting to each 
of the interfaces. 
2.2  Power Domains/Islands 
Power domains and power islands are used to optimize power consumption for various low-power use cases and limiting 
leakage current. The RTC domain is always on, CORE/CPU/GPU domains can be turned on and off. The CPU, CORE and 
GPU power domains also contain power-gated islands which are used to power individual modules (as needed) within each 
domain. Clock-gating is additionally applied during powered-on but idle periods to further reduce unnecessary power 
consumption. Clock-gating can be applied to both power-gated and non-power-gated islands (NPG). 
Table 2  Power Domains 
Power Domain Power Island in Domain Modules in Power Island 
RTC  
(VDD_RTC) 
N/A PMC (Power Management Controller) 
RTC (Real Time Clock) 
CORE 
(VDD_SOC) 
NPG (Non-Power-Gated) AHB, APB Bus, AVP, Memory Controller (MC/EMC), USB 2.0, SDMMC 
VE, VE2 ISPs (image signal processing) A and B, VI (video input), CSI (Camera Serial 
Interface) 
NVENC Video Encode 
NVDEC Video Decode 
NVJPG JPG accelerator and additional Video Decode 
PCX PCIe 
SOR HDMI, DSI, DP 
IRAM IRAM 
DISP-A, DISP-B Display Controllers A and B 
XUSBA, XUSBB, XUSBC USB 3.0 
VIC VIC (Video Image Compositor) 
ADSP APE (Audio Processing Engine)  
DFD Debug logic  
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Power Domain Power Island in Domain Modules in Power Island 
GPU 
(VDD_GPU) 
GPU 3D, FE, PD, PE, RAST, SM, ROP 
CPU 
(VDD_CPU) 
CPU 0 CPU 0 
CPU 1 CPU 1 
CPU 2 CPU 2 
CPU 3 CPU 3 
Non-CPU L2 Cache for Main CPU complex 
TOP Top level logic 
2.3  Power Management Controller (PMC) 
The PMC power management features enable both high-speed operation and very low-power standby states. The PMC 
primarily controls voltage transitions for the SoC as it transitions to/from different low-power modes; it also acts as a slave 
receiving dedicated power/clock request signals as well as wake events from various sources (e.g., SPI, I2C, RTC, USB 
attach) which can wake the system from deep sleep state. The PMC enables aggressive power-gating capabilities on idle 
modules and integrates specific logic to maintain defined states and control power domains during sleep and deep sleep 
modes.  
2.3.1  Resets 
The PMC receives the primary reset event (from SYS_RESET*) and generates various resets for: PMC, RTC, and CAR. From 
the PMC provided reset, the Clock and Reset (CAR) controller generates resets for most of the blocks in the module. In 
addition to reset events, the PMC receives other events (e.g., thermal, WatchDog Timer (WDT), software, wake) which also 
result in variants of system reset. 
The RTC block includes an embedded real-time clock and can wake the system based on either a timer event or an external 
trigger (e.g., key press).  
2.3.2  System Power States and Transitions 
The Jetson module operates in three main power modes: OFF, ON, and SLEEP. The module transitions between these states 
are based on various events from hardware or software. Figure 1 shows the transitions between these states. 












2.3.2.1  ON State 
The ON power state is entered from either OFF or SLEEP states. In this state the Jetson module is fully functional and 
operates normally. An ON event has to occur for a transition between OFF and ON states. The only ON EVENT currently used 
is a low to high transition on the POWER_EN pin. This must occur with VDD_IN connected to a power rail, and POWER_EN is 
asserted (at a logic1). The POWER_EN control is the carrier board indication to the Jetson module that the VDD_VIN power is 
~ ~ ~ 
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good. The Carrier board should assert this high only when VDD_IN has reached its required voltage level and is stable. This 
prevents the Jetson module from powering up until the VDD_IN power is stable. 
NOTE: The Jetson Nano module does include an Auto-Power-On option; a system input that enables the 
module to power on if asserted. For more information on available signals and broader system 
usage, see the Jetson Nano Product Design Guide. 
2.3.2.2  OFF State 
The OFF state is the default state when the system is not powered. It can only be entered from the ON state, through an OFF 
event. OFF Events are listed in the table below. 
Table 3  OFF State Events 
Event Details Preconditions 
HW Shutdown Set POWER_EN pin to zero for at least 100µS, the internal PMIC will 
start shutdown sequence 
In ON State  
SW Shutdown Software initiated shutdown  ON state, Software operational 
Thermal Shutdown If the internal temperature of the Jetson module reaches an unsafe 
temperature, the hardware is designed to initiate a shutdown 
Any power state 
2.3.2.3  SLEEP State 
The Sleep state can only be entered from the ON state. This state allows the Jetson module to quickly resume to an 
operational state without performing a full boot sequence. In this state the Jetson module operates in low power with enough 
circuitry powered to allow the device to resume and re-enter the ON state. During this state the output signals from Jetson 
module are maintained at their logic level prior to entering the state (i.e., they do not change to a 0V level). 
The SLEEP state can only be entered directly by software. For example, operating within an OS, with no operations active for 
a certain time can trigger the OS to initiate a transition to the SLEEP state. 
To Exit the SLEEP state a WAKE event must occur. WAKE events can occur from within the Jetson module or from external 
devices through various pins on the Jetson Nano connector. A full list of Wake enabled pins is available in the pinmux. 
Table 4  SLEEP State Events 
Event Details 
RTC WAKE up Timers within the Jetson module can be programmed, on SLEEP entry. When these expire they 
create a WAKE event to exit the SLEEP state. 
Thermal Condition If the Jetson module internal temperature exceeds programmed hot and cold limits the system is 
forced to wake up, so it can report and take appropriate action (shut down for example) 
USB VBUS detection If VBUS is applied to the system (USB cable attached) then the device can be configured to Wake 
and enumerate 
2.4  Thermal and Power Monitoring 
The Jetson Nano is designed to operate under various workloads and environmental conditions. It has been designed so that 
an active or passive heat sinking solution can be attached. The module contains various methods through hardware and 
software to limit the internal temperature to within operating limits. See the Jetson Nano Thermal Design Guide for more 
details. 
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2.5  Power Sequencing 
The Jetson Nano module is required to be powered on and off in a known sequence. Sequencing is determined through a set 
of control signals; the SYS_RESET* signal (when deasserted) is used to indicate when the carrier board can power on. The 
following sections provide an overview of the power sequencing steps between the carrier board and Jetson Nano module. 
Refer to the Jetson Nano Product Design Guide for system level details on the application of power, power sequencing, and 
monitoring. The Jetson Nano module and the product carrier board must be power sequenced properly to avoid potential 
damage to components on either the module or the carrier board system. 
2.5.1  Power Up 
During power up, the carrier board must wait until the signal SYS_RESET* is deasserted from the Jetson module before 
enabling its power; the Jetson module will deassert the SYS_RESET* signal to enable the complete system to boot.  
NOTE: I/O pins cannot be high (>0.5V) before SYS_RESET* goes high. When SYS_RESET* is low, the 
maximum voltage applied to any I/O pin is 0.5V. For more information, refer to the Jetson Nano 
Product Design Guide. 







2.5.2  Power Down  
In a shutdown event the Jetson module asserts SHUTDOWN_REQ*. The SHUTDOWN_REQ* must be serviced by the carrier 
board to toggle POWER_EN from high to low, even in cases of sudden power loss. The Jetson module starts the power off 
sequence when POWER_EN is deasserted; SYS_RESET* is asserted by the Jetson module, allowing the carrier board to put 
any components into a known state and power down. 




T < 10uS  
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3.0  Pin Descriptions 
The primary interface to Jetson Nano is via a 260-pin SO-DIMM connector. Connector exposes power, ground, high-speed 
and low-speed industry standard I/O connections. See the NVIDIA Jetson Nano Product Design Guide for details on 
integrating the module and mating connector into product designs. 
The I/O pins on the SO-DIMM are comprised of both Single Function I/O (SFIO) and Multi-Purpose digital I/O (MPIO) pins. 
Each MPIO can be configured to act as a GPIO or it can be assigned for use by a particular I/O controller. Though each MPIO 
has up to five functions (GPIO function and up to four SFIO functions), a given MPIO can only act as a single function at a 
given point in time. The functions for each pin on the Jetson module are fixed to a single SFIO function or as a GPIO. The 
different MPIO pins share a similar structure, but there are several varieties of such pins. The varieties are designed to 
minimize the number of on-board components (such as level shifters or pull-up resistors) required in Jetson Nano designs. 
MPIO pin types: 
 ST (standard) pins are the most common pins on the chip. They are used for typical General Purpose I/O. 
 DD (dual-driver) pins are similar to the ST pins. A DD pin can tolerate its I/O pin being pulled up to 3.3V (regardless 
of supply voltage) if the pin’s output-driver is set to open-drain mode.  There are special power-sequencing 
considerations when using this functionality. 
NOTE: The output of DD pins cannot be pulled High during deep-power-down (DPD). 
 CZ (controlled output impedance) pins are optimized for use in applications requiring tightly controlled output 
impedance. They are similar to ST pins except for changes in the drive strength circuitry and in the weak pull-ups/-
downs. CZ pins are included on the VDDIO_SDMMC3 (Module SDMMC pins) power rail; also includes a CZ_COMP 
pin. Circuitry within the Jetson module continually matches the output impedance of the CZ pins to the on-board pull-
up/-down resistors attached to the CZ_COMP pins. 
 LV_CZ (low voltage-controlled impedance) pins are similar to CZ pins but are optimized for use with a 1.2V supply 
voltage (and signaling level).  They support a 1.8V supply voltage (and signaling level) as a secondary mode. The 
Jetson nano uses LV_CZ pins for SPI interfaces operating at 1.8V. 
 DP_AUX pin is used as an Auxiliary control channel for the DisplayPort which needs differential signaling.  Because 
the same I/O block is used for DisplayPort and HDMI to ensure the control path to the display interface is minimized, 
the DP_AUX pins can operate in open-drain mode so that HDMI’s control path (i.e., DDC interface which needs I2C) 
can also be used in the same pin. 
Each MPIO pin consists of: 
 An output driver with tristate capability, drive strength controls and push-pull mode, open-drain mode, or both 
 An input receiver with either Schmitt mode, CMOS mode, or both 
 A weak pull-up and a weak pull-down 
MPIO pins are partitioned into multiple “pin control groups” with controls being configured for the group. During normal 
operation, these per-pin controls are driven by the pinmux controller registers. During deep sleep, the PMC bypasses and then 
resets the pinmux controller registers. Software reprograms these registers as necessary after returning from deep sleep. 
Refer to the Tegra X1 (SoC) Technical Reference Manual for more information on modifying pin controls. 
3.1  MPIO Power-on Reset Behavior 
Each MPIO pin has a deterministic power-on reset (PoR) state. The particular reset state for each pin is chosen to minimize 
the need of on-board components like pull-up resistors in a Jetson Nano-based system.  For example, the on-chip weak pull-
ups are enabled during PoR for pins which are usually used to drive active-low chip selects.  
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3.2  MPIO Deep Sleep Behavior 
Deep Sleep is an ultra-low-power standby state in which the Jetson Nano maintains much of its I/O state while most of the 
chip is powered off. The following lists offer a simplified description of the deep sleep entry and exit concentrating on those 
aspects which relate to the MPIO pins. During deep sleep most of the pins are put in a state called Deep Power Down (DPD). 
The sequence for entering to DPD is same across pins. Specific variations are there in some pins in terms of type of features 
that are available in DPD. 
NOTE: The output of DD pins cannot be pulled High during deep-power-down (DPD). 
OD pins do NOT retain their output during DPD. OD pins should NOT be configured as GPIOs in a platform 
where they are expected to hold a value during DPD. 
ALL MPIO pins do NOT have identical behavior during deep sleep. They differ with regard to: 
 Input buffer behavior during deep sleep 
- Forcibly disabled OR 
- Enabled for use as a “GPIO wake event” OR 
- Enabled for some other purpose (e.g., a “clock request” pin) 
 Output buffer behavior during deep sleep 
- Maintain a static programmable (0, 1, or tristate) constant value OR 
- Capable of changing state (i.e., dynamic while the chip is still in deep sleep) 
 Weak pull-up/pull-down behavior during deep sleep 
- Forcibly disabled OR 
- Can be configured 
 Pins that do not enter deep sleep 
- Some of the pins whose outputs are dynamic during deep sleep are of special type and they do not enter deep 
sleep (e.g., pins that are associated with PMC logic do not enter deep sleep, pins that are associated with JTAG 
do not enter into deep sleep any time. 
Figure 4  DPD Wait Times 
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3.3  GPIO Pins 
The Jetson Nano has multiple dedicated GPIOs. Each GPIO can be individually configurable as an Output, Input, or Interrupt 
source with level/edge controls. The pins listed in the following table are dedicated GPIOs; some with alternate SFIO 
functionality. Many other pins not included in this list are capable of being configured as GPIOs instead of the SFIO 
functionality the pin name suggests (e.g., UART, SPI, I2S, etc.). All pins that can support GPIO functionality have this exposed 
in the Pinmux. 
Table 5  Dedicated GPIO Pin Descriptions 
Pin Name Direction Type PoR Alternate Function 
87 GPIO00 Bidirectional Open-Drain [DD] 0 USB VBUS Enable (USB_VBUS_EN0) 
118 GPIO01 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd Camera MCLK #2 (CLK) 
124 GPIO02 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd  
126 GPIO03 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd  
127 GPIO04 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd  
128 GPIO05 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd  
130 GPIO06 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd  
206 GPIO07 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd Pulse Width Modulation Signal (PWM) 
208 GPIO08 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd SD Card Detect (SDMMC_CD) 
211 GPIO09 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd Audio Clock (AUD_MCLK) 
212 GPIO10 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd  
216 GPIO11 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd Camera MCLK #3 
218 GPIO12 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd  
228 GPIO13 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd Pulse Width Modulation Signal 
230 GPIO14 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd Pulse Width Modulation Signal 
114 CAM0_PWDN Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd  
120 CAM1_PWDN Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] pd  
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4.0  Interface Descriptions 
The following sections outline the interfaces available on the Jetson Nano module and details the module pins used to interact 
with and control each interface. See the Tegra X1 Series SoC Technical Reference Manual for complete functional 
descriptions, programming guidelines and register listings for each of these blocks. 
4.1  USB 
Standard Notes 
Universal Serial Bus Specification Revision 3.0 Refer to specification for related interface timing details. 
Universal Serial Bus Specification Revision 2.0 USB Battery Charging Specification, version 1.0; including Data Contact Detect protocol 
Modes: Host and Device 
Speeds: Low, Full, and High 
Refer to specification for related interface timing details. 
Enhanced Host Controller Interface Specification 
for Universal Serial Bus revision 1.0 
Refer to specification for related interface timing details. 
An xHCI/Device controller (named XUSB) supports the xHCI programming model for scheduling transactions and interface 
managements as a host that natively supports USB 3.0, USB 2.0, and USB 1.1 transactions with its USB 3.0 and USB 2.0 
interfaces. The XUSB controller supports USB 2.0 L1 and L2 (suspend) link power management and USB 3.0 U1, U2, and U3 
(suspend) link power managements. The XUSB controller supports remote wakeup, wake on connect, wake on disconnect, 
and wake on overcurrent in all power states, including sleep mode. 
USB 2.0 Ports 
Each USB 2.0 port operates in USB 2.0 High Speed mode when connecting directly to a USB 2.0 peripheral and operates in 
USB 1.1 Full- and Low-Speed modes when connecting directly to a USB 1.1 peripheral. All USB 2.0 ports operating in High 
Speed mode share one High-Speed Bus Instance, which means 480 Mb/s theoretical bandwidth is distributed across these 
ports. All USB 2.0 ports operating in Full- or Low-Speed modes share one Full/Low-Speed Bus Instance, which means 12 
Mb/s theoretical bandwidth is distributed across these ports. 
USB 3.0 Port 
The USB 3.0 port only operates in USB 3.0 Super Speed mode (5 Gb/s theoretical bandwidth). 
Table 6  USB 2.0 Pin Descriptions 
Pin Name Direction Type Description 
87 GPIO0 Input USB VBUS, 5V USB 0 VBUS Detect (USB_VBUS_EN0). Do not feed 5V 
directly into this pin; see the Jetson Nano Product Design 















Bidirectional USB PHY USB 2.0 Port 2 Data 
Table 7  USB 3.0 Pin Descriptions 





Input USB SS PHY USB 3.0 SS Receive 
----+--------+-~~ ~ 
--,-------------t~ 
11 I I 
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Output USB SS PHY USB 3.0 SS Transmit 
4.2  PCI Express (PCIe) 
Standard Notes 
PCI Express Base Specification Revision 2.0 Jetson Nano meets the timing requirements for the Gen2 (5.0 GT/s) data rates. Refer to 
specification for complete interface timing details. 
Although NVIDIA validates that the Jetson Nano design complies with the PCIe 
specification, PCIe software support may be limited.  
The Jetson module integrates a single PCIe Gen2 controller supporting: 
 Connections to a single (x1/2/4) endpoint 
 Upstream and downstream AXI interfaces that serve as the control path from the Jetson Nano to the external PCIe 
device.  
 Gen1 (2.5 GT/s/lane) and Gen2 (5.0 GT/s/lane) speeds. 
NOTE: Upstream Type 1 Vendor Defined Messages (VDM) should be sent by the Endpoint Port (EP) if the 
Root Port (RP) also belongs to same vendor/partner; otherwise the VDM is silently discarded. 
See the Jetson Nano Product Design Guide for supported USB 3.0/PCIe configuration and connection examples. 
Table 8  PCIe Pin Descriptions 
Pin Name Direction Type PoR Description 
179 PCIE_WAKE* Input Open Drain 3.3V z PCI Express Wake 
This signal is used as the PCI Express defined WAKE# 
signal. When asserted by a PCI Express device, it is a 
request that system power be restored. No interrupt or other 
consequences result from the assertion of this signal. On 





Output PCIe PHY 0 
0 
PCIe Reference Clock 
180 PCIE0_CLKREQ* Bidirectional Open Drain 3.3V z PCIe Reference Clock Request 
This signal is used by a PCIe device to indicate it needs the 
PCIE0_CLK_N and PCIE0_CLK_P to actively drive reference 
clock. On module 47kΩ pull-up to 3.3V 
181 PCIE0_RST* Output Open Drain 3.3V 0 PCIe Reset 
This signal provides a reset signal to all PCIe links. It must be 
asserted 100 ms after the power to the PCIe slots has 

























Output PCIe PHY  PCIe Transmit (Lane 3) 
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Output PCIe PHY  PCIe Transmit (Lane 0) 
4.3  Display Interfaces 
The Jetson Nano Display Controller Complex integrates a MIPI-DSI interface and Serial Output Resource (SOR) to collect 
pixels from the output of the display pipeline, format/encode them to desired format, and then streams to various output 
devices. The SOR consists of several individual resources which can be used to interface with different display devices such 
as HDMI, DP, or eDP. 
4.3.1  MIPI Display Serial Interface (DSI) 
The Display Serial Interface (DSI) is a serial bit-stream replacement for the parallel MIPI DPI and DBI display interface 
standards. DSI reduces package pin-count and I/O power consumption. DSI support enables both display controllers to 
connect to an external display(s) with a MIPI DSI receiver. The DSI transfers pixel data from the internal display controller to 
an external third-party LCD module. 
Features: 
 PHY Layer 
- Start / End of Transmission. Other out-of-band signaling 
- Per DSI interface: one Clock Lane; two Data Lanes 
- Supports link configuration – 1x 2 
- Maximum link rate 1.5Gbps as per MIPI D-PHY 1.1v version 
- Maximum 10MHz LP receive rate 
 Lane Management Layer with Distributor 
 Protocol Layer with Packet Constructor 
 Supports MIPI DSI 1.0.1v version mandatory features 
 Command Mode (One-shot) with Host and/or display controller as master 
 Clocks 
- Bit Clock: Serial data stream bit-rate clock 
- Byte Clock: Lane Management Layer Byte-rate clock 
- Application Clock: Protocol Layer Byte-rate clock. 
 Error Detection / Correction 
- ECC generation for packet Headers 
- Checksum generation for Long Packets 
 Error recovery 
 High-Speed Transmit timer 
 Low-Power Receive timer 
 Turnaround Acknowledge Timeout 
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Table 9  DSI Pin Descriptions 















Bidirectional MIPI D-PHY Differential data lanes for DSI interface. DSI lane can read data 
back from the panel side in low power (LP) mode. 
4.3.2  High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) and DisplayPort (DP) Interfaces 
Standard Notes 
High-Definition Multimedia Interface (HDMI) 
Specification, version 2.0 
> 340MHz pixel clock 
Scrambling support 
Clock/4 support (1/40 bit-rate clock) 
The HDMI and DP interfaces share the same set of interface pins. A new transport mode was introduced in HDMI 2.0 to 
enable link clock frequencies greater than 340MHz and up to 600MHz. For transfer rates above 340MHz, there are two main 
requirements: 
 All link data, including active pixel data, guard bands, data islands and control islands must be scrambled. 
 The TMDS clock lane must toggle at CLK/4 instead of CLK. Below 340MHz, the clock lane toggles as normal 
(independent of the state of scrambling). 
Features: 
 HDMI 
- HDMI 2.0 mode (3.4Gbps < data rate <= 6Gbps) 
- HDMI 1.4 mode (data rate<=3.4Gbps) 
- Multi-channel audio from HDA controller, up to eight channels 192kHz 24-bit. 
- Vendor Specific Info-frame (VSI) packet transmission 
- 24-bit RGB pixel formats 
- Transition Minimized Differential Signaling (TMDS) functional up to 340MHz pixel clock rate 
 DisplayPort  
- Display Port mode: interface is functional up to 540MHz pixel clock rate (i.e., 1.62GHz for RBR, 2.7GHz for HBR, 
and 5.4GHz for HBR2). 
- 8b/10b encoding support 
- External Dual Mode standard support 
- Audio streaming support 
Table 10  HDMI Pin Descriptions 





Differential Output AC-Coupled on Carrier Board 
[DP] 
DP Data lane 3 or HDMI Differential Clock.  AC 
coupling required on carrier board. For HDMI, pull-











Differential Output AC-Coupled on Carrier Board 
[DP] 
HDMI Differential Data lanes 2:0. AC coupling required 
on carrier board. For HDMI, pull-downs (with disable) 
also required on carrier board. 
HDMI: 
DP1_TXD2_[P,N] = HDMI Lane 0 
DP1_TXD1_[P,N] = HDMI Lane 1 
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Pin Name Direction Type Description 
63 DP1_TXD0_N DP1_TXD0_[P,N] = HDMI Lane 2 
96 DP1_HPD Input CMOS – 1.8V [ST] HDMI Hot Plug detection. Level shifter required as this 
pin is not 5V tolerant. 
94 HDMI_CEC Bidirectional Open Drain, 1.8V [DD] Consumer Electronics Control (CEC) one-wire serial 
bus.  
NVIDIA provides low level CEC APIs (read/write). 
These are not supported in earlier Android releases. 
For additional CEC support, 3rd party libraries need to 
be made available. 
100 DP1_AUX_P Bidirectional Open-Drain, 1.8V (3.3V tolerant 
- DDC) [DP_AUX] 
DDC Serial Clock for HDMI. Level shifter required; pin 
is not 5V tolerant. 
98 DP1_AUX_N Bidirectional Open-Drain, 1.8V (3.3V tolerant 
- DDC) 
DDC Serial Data. Level shifter required; pin is not 5V 
tolerant. 
Table 11  DisplayPort on DP1 Pin Descriptions 

















Differential Output AC-Coupled on Carrier Board 
[DP] 
DisplayPort 1 Differential Data lanes 2:0. AC coupling 
required on carrier board. 
DP1_TXD2_[P,N] = DP Lane 2 
DP1_TXD1_[P,N] = DP Lane 1 
DP1_TXD0_[P,N] = DP Lane 0 
96 DP1_HPD Input CMOS – 1.8V [ST] DisplayPort 1 Hot Plug detection. Level shifter required 





Bidirectional Open-Drain, 1.8V [DP_AUX] DisplayPort 1 auxiliary channels. AC coupling required 
on carrier board. 
4.3.3  Embedded DisplayPort (eDP) Interface 
Standard Notes 
Embedded DisplayPort 1.4 Supported eDP 1.4 features: 
 Additional link rates 
 Enhanced framing 
 Power sequencing 
 Reduced aux timing 
 Reduced main voltage swing 
eDP is a mixed-signal interface consisting of four differential serial output lanes and one PLL. This PLL is used to generate a 
high frequency bit-clock from an input pixel clock enabling the ability to handle 10-bit parallel data per lane at the pixel rate for 
the desired mode. Embedded DisplayPort (eDP) modes (1.6GHz for RBR, 2.16GHz, 2.43GHz, 2.7GHz for HBR, 3.42GHz, 
4.32GHz and 5.4GHz for HBR2). 
NOTE: eDP has been tested according to DP1.2b PHY CTS even though eDPv1.4 supports lower swing 
voltages and additional intermediate bit rates. This means the following nominal voltage levels 
(400mV, 600mV, 800mV, 1200mV) and data rates (RBR, HBR, HBR2) are tested. This interface can 
be tuned to drive lower voltage swings below 400mV and can be programmed to other intermediate 
bit rates as per the requirements of the panel and the system designer. 
DisplayPort on DP0 is limited to display functionality only; no HDCP or audio support. 
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Table 12  eDP (or DisplayPort on DP0) Pin Descriptions 

















Differential Output AC-Coupled on Carrier 
Board 
[DP] 
DP0 Differential Data. AC coupling & pull-
downs (with disable) required on carrier board. 
DP0_TXD3_[P,N] = DisplayPort 0 Data Lane 3 
DP0_TXD2_[P,N] = DisplayPort 0 Data Lane 2 
DP0_TXD1_[P,N] = DisplayPort 0 Data Lane 1 
DP0_TXD0_[P,N] = DisplayPort 0 Data Lane 0 
88 DP0_HPD Input CMOS – 1.8V [ST] DP0 Hot Plug detection. Level shifter required 





Bidirectional AC-Coupled on Carrier 
Board [DP_AUX] 
DP0 auxiliary channels. AC coupling required 
on Carrier board. 
4.4  MIPI Camera Serial Interface (CSI) / VI (Video Input) 
Standard 
MIPI CSI 2.0 Receiver specification 
MIPI D-PHY® v1.2 Physical Layer specification 
The Camera Serial Interface (CSI) is based on MIPI CSI 2.0 standard specification and implements the CSI receiver which 
receives data from an external camera module with CSI transmitter. The Video Input (VI) block receives data from the CSI 
receiver and prepares it for presentation to system memory or the dedicated image signal processor (ISP) execution 
resources. 
Features: 
 Supports both x4-lane and x2-lane sensor camera configurations: 
- x4 only configuration (up to three active streams) 
- x4 + x2 configurations (up to four active streams) 
 Supported input data formats: 
- RGB: RGB888, RGB666, RGB565, RGB555, RGB444 
- YUV: YUV422-8b, YUV420-8b (legacy), YUV420-8b, YUV444-8b 
- RAW: RAW6, RAW7, RAW8, RAW10, RAW12, RAW14 
- DPCM: user defined 
- User defined: JPEG8 
- Embedded: Embedded control information 
 Supports single-shot mode 
 Physical Interface (MIPI D-PHY) Modes of Operation 
- High Speed Mode – High-speed differential signaling up to 1.5Gbps; burst transmission for low power 
- Low Power Control – Single-ended 1.2V CMOS level; low-speed signaling for handshaking.  
- Low Power Escape – Low-speed signaling for data, used for escape command entry only.  
If the two streams come from a single source, then the streams are separated using a filter indexed on different data types. In 
case of separation using data types, the normal data type is separated from the embedded data type. 
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Table 13  CSI Pin Descriptions 
Pin Name Direction Type Description 
10 CSI0_CLK_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 0 Clock– 
12 CSI0_CLK_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 0 Clock+ 
4 CSI0_D0_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 0 Data 0– 
6 CSI0_D0_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 0 Data 0+ 
16 CSI0_D1_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 0 Data 1– 
18 CSI0_D1_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 0 Data 1+ 
3 CSI1_D0_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 1 Data 0– 
5 CSI1_D0_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 1 Data 0+ 
15 CSI1_D1_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 1 Data 1– 
17 CSI1_D1_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 1 Data 1+ 
28 CSI2_CLK_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 2 Clock– 
30 CSI2_CLK_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 2 Clock+ 
22 CSI2_D0_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 2 Data 0– 
24 CSI2_D0_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 2 Data 0+ 
34 CSI2_D1_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 2 Data 1– 
36 CSI2_D1_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 2 Data 1+ 
27 CSI3_CLK_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 3 Clock– 
29 CSI3_CLK_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 3 Clock+ 
21 CSI3_D0_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 3 Data 0– 
23 CSI3_D0_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 3 Data 0+ 
33 CSI3_D1_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 3 Data 1– 
35 CSI3_D1_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 3 Data 1+ 
52 CSI4_CLK_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 4 Clock– 
54 CSI4_CLK_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 4 Clock+ 
46 CSI4_D0_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 4 Data 0– 
48 CSI4_D0_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 4 Data 0+ 
58 CSI4_D1_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 4 Data 1– 
60 CSI4_D1_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 4 Data 1+ 
40 CSI4_D2_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 4 Data 2– 
42 CSI4_D2_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 4 Data 2+ 
64 CSI4_D3_N Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 4 Data 3– 
66 CSI4_D3_P Input MIPI D-PHY CSI 4 Data 3+ 
Table 14  Camera Clock and Control Pin Descriptions 
Pin Name I/O Pin Type PoR Description 
213 CAM_I2C_SCL Bidirectional Open Drain – 3.3V [DD] z Camera I2C Clock 
215 CAM_I2C_SDA Bidirectional Open Drain – 3.3V [DD] z Camera I2C Data 
~ A ~ A 
11 I I 11 
11 I I I 
~ ~ ~ 
11 I I I 11 I I I ~r-+-----------+ ~===t===::::!:~--------, 
11 I I I 
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Pin Name I/O Pin Type PoR Description 
116 CAM0_MCLK Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD Camera 1 Reference Clock 
114 CAM0_PWDN Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD Camera 1 Powerdown or GPIO 
122 CAM1_MCLK Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD Camera 2 Reference Clock 
120 CAM1_PWDN Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD Camera 2 Powerdown or GPIO 
4.5  SD / SDIO  
 
Standard Notes 
SD Specifications Part A2 SD Host Controller Standard 
Specification Version 4.00 
 
SD Specifications Part 1 Physical Layer Specification Version 4.00  
SD Specifications Part E1 SDIO Specification Version 4.00 Support for SD 4.0 Specification without UHS-II 
Embedded Multimedia Card (eMMC), Electrical Standard 5.1  
The SecureDigital (SD)/Embedded MultiMediaCard (eMMC) controller is used to support the on-module eMMC and a single 
SDIO interface made available for use with SDIO peripherals; it supports Default and High-Speed modes. 
The SDMMC controller has a direct memory interface and is capable of initiating data transfers between memory and external 
device. The SDMMC controller supports both the SD and eMMC bus protocol and has an APB slave interface to access 
configuration registers. Interface is intended for supporting various compatible peripherals with an SD/MMC interface. 
Table 15  SD/SDIO Controller I/O Capabilities 







SD/SDIO Card 4 1.8 / 3.3 208 104 Available at connector for SDIO or SD Card use 
eMMC 8 1.8 200 400 On-module eMMC 
Table 16  SD/SDIO Pin Descriptions 
Pin Name I/O Pin Type PoR Description 
229 SDMMC_CLK Output CMOS – 1.8V [CZ] PD SDIO/MMC Clock 









Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [CZ] PU SDIO/MMC Data bus 
208 GPIO08 Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD SD Card Detect (SDMMC_CD) 
4.6  Inter-IC Sound (I2S) 
Standard 
Inter-IC Sound (I2S) specification 
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The I2S controller transports streaming audio data between system memory and an audio codec. The I2S controller supports 
I2S format, Left-justified Mode format, Right-justified Mode format, and DSP mode format, as defined in the Philips inter-IC-
sound (I2S) bus specification. 
The I2S and PCM (master and slave modes) interfaces support clock rates up to 24.5760MHz. 
The I2S controller supports point-to-point serial interfaces for the I2S digital audio streams. I2S-compatible products, such as 
compact disc players, digital audio tape devices, digital sound processors, and those with digital TV sound may be directly 
connected to the I2S controller. The controller also supports the PCM and telephony mode of data-transfer. Pulse-Code-
Modulation (PCM) is a standard method used to digitize audio (particularly voice) patterns for transmission over digital 
communication channels. The Telephony mode is used to transmit and receive data to and from an external mono CODEC in 
a slot-based scheme of time-division multiplexing (TDM). The I2S controller supports bidirectional audio streams and can 
operate in half-duplex or full-duplex mode. 
Features: 
 Basic I2S modes to be supported (I2S, RJM, LJM and DSP) in both Master and Slave modes. 
 PCM mode with short (one-bit-clock wide) and long-fsync (two bit-clocks wide) in both master and slave modes. 
 NW-mode with independent slot-selection for both Tx and Rx 
 TDM mode with flexibility in number of slots and slot(s) selection. 
 Capability to drive-out a High-z outside the prescribed slot for transmission 
 Flow control for the external input/output stream.  
Table 17  Audio Pin Descriptions 
Pin Name Direction Type PoR Description 
211 GPIO09 Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD Audio Codec Master Clock (AUD_MCLK) 
195 I2S0_DIN Input CMOS – 1.8V [CZ] PD I2S Audio Port 0 Data In 
193 I2S0_DOUT Output CMOS – 1.8V [CZ] PD I2S Audio Port 0 Data Out 
197 I2S0_FS Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [CZ] PD I2S Audio Port 0 Frame Select (Left/Right Clock) 
199 I2S0_SCLK Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [CZ] PD I2S Audio Port 0 Clock 
222 I2S1_DIN Input CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD I2S Audio Port 1 Data In 
220 I2S1_DOUT Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD I2S Audio Port 1 Data Out 
224 I2S1_FS Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD I2S Audio Port 1 Frame Select (Left/Right Clock) 
226 I2S1_SCLK Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD I2S Audio Port 1 Clock 
4.7  Miscellaneous Interfaces 
4.7.1  Inter-Chip Communication (I2C) 
Standard 
NXP inter-IC-bus (I2C) specification 
This general purpose I2C controller allows system expansion for I2C -based devices as defined in the NXP inter-IC-bus (I2C) 
specification. The I2C bus supports serial device communications to multiple devices; the I2C controller handles clock source 
negotiation, speed negotiation for standard and fast devices, 7-bit slave address support according to the I2C protocol and 
supports master and slave mode of operation. 
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The I2C controller supports the following operating modes: Master – Standard-mode (up to 100Kbit/s), Fast-mode (up to 400 
Kbit/s), Fast-mode plus (Fm+, up to 1Mbit/s); Slave – Standard-mode (up to 100Kbit/s), Fast-mode (up to 400 Kbit/s), Fast-
mode plus (Fm+, up to 1Mbit/s). 
Table 18  I2C Pin Descriptions 





Bidirectional Open Drain – 3.3V [DD] z 
z 
Only 3.3V devices supported without level 
shifter. I2C 0 Clock/Data pins. On module 2.2kΩ 





Bidirectional Open Drain – 3.3V [DD] z 
z 
Only 3.3V devices supported without level 
shifter. I2C 1 Clock/Data pins. On module 2.2kΩ 





Bidirectional Open Drain – 1.8V [DD] z 
z 
Only 1.8V devices supported without level 
shifter. I2C 2 Clock/Data pins. On module 2.2kΩ 





Bidirectional Open Drain – 3.3V [DD] z 
z 
Only 3.3V devices supported without level 
shifter. Camera I2C Clock/Data pins. On module 
4.7kΩ pull-up to 3.3V. 
4.7.2  Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI) 
The SPI controllers operate up to 65Mbps in master mode and 45Mbps in slave mode. It allows a duplex, synchronous, serial 
communication between the controller and external peripheral devices. It consists of four signals, SS_N (Chip select), SCK 
(clock), MOSI (Master data out and Slave data in) and MISO (Slave data out and master data in). The data is transferred on 
MOSI or MISO based on the data transfer direction on every SCK edge. The receiver always receives the data on the other 
edge of SCK.  
Features: 
 Independent Rx FIFO and Tx FIFO. 
 Software controlled bit-length supports packet sizes of 1 to 32 bits. 
 Packed mode support for bit-length of 7 (8-bit packet size) and 15 (16-bit packet size). 
 SS_N can be selected to be controlled by software, or it can be generated automatically by the hardware on packet 
boundaries. 
 Receive compare mode (controller listens for a specified pattern on the incoming data before receiving the data in the 
FIFO). 
 Simultaneous receive and transmit supported 
 Supports Master mode. Slave mode has not been validated 
Table 19  SPI Pin Descriptions 
Pin Name Direction Type PoR Description 
95 SPI0_CS0* Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [LV-CZ] PU SPI 0 Chip Select 0 
97 SPI0_CS1* Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [LV-CZ] PU SPI 0 Chip Select 1 
93 SPI0_MISO Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [LV-CZ] PD SPI 0 Master In / Slave Out 
89 SPI0_MOSI Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [LV-CZ] PD SPI 0 Master Out / Slave In 
91 SPI0_SCK Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [LV-CZ] PD SPI 0 Clock 
110 SPI1_CS0* Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [CZ] PU SPI 1 Chip Select 0 
112 SPI1_CS1* Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [CZ] PU SPI 1 Chip Select 1 
108 SPI1_MISO Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [CZ] PD SPI 1 Master In / Slave Out 
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Pin Name Direction Type PoR Description 
104 SPI1_MOSI Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [CZ] PD SPI 1 Master Out / Slave In 
106 SPI1_SCK Bidirectional CMOS – 1.8V [CZ] PD SPI 1 Clock 










MSB IN LSB IN
tCSS
 
Table 20  SPI Master Timing Parameters 
Symbol Parameter Minimum Maximum Unit 
Fsck SPIx_SCK clock frequency  65 MHz 
Psck SPIx_SCK period 1/Fsck  ns 
tCH SPIx_SCK high time 50%Psck -10% 50%Psck +10% ns 
tCL SPIx_SCK low time 50%Psck -10% 50%Psck +10% ns 
tCRT SPIx_SCK rise time (slew rate) 0.1  V/ns 
tCFT SPIx_SCK fall time (slew rate) 0.1  V/ns 
tSU SPIx_MOSI setup to SPIx_SCK rising edge 2  ns 
tHD SPIx_MOSI hold from SPIx_SCK rising edge 3  ns 
tCSS SPIx_CSx setup time  2  ns 
tCSH SPIx_CSx hold time 3  ns 
tCS SPIx_CSx high time 10  ns 
Note: Polarity of SCLK is programmable.  Data can be driven or input relative to either the rising edge (shown above) or falling edge. 
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Table 21  SPI Slave Timing Parameters 
Symbol Parameter Minimum Maximum Unit 
tSCP SPIx_SCK period 2*(tSDD+ tMSU1)  ns 
tSCH SPIx_SCK high time tSDD + tMSU1  ns 
tSCL SPIx_SCK low time tSDD + tMSU1  ns 
tSCSU SPIx_CSx setup time  1  tSCP 
tSCSH SPIx_CSx high time 1  tSCP 
tSCCS SPIx_SCK rising edge to SPIx_CSx rising edge  1 1 tSCP 
tSDSU SPIx_MOSI setup to SPIx_SCK rising edge 1 1 ns 
tSDH SPIx_MOSI hold from SPIx_SCK rising edge 2 11 ns 
1. tMSU is the setup time required by the external master 
Note:  Polarity of SCLK is programmable.  Data can be driven or input relative to either the rising edge (shown above) or falling edge. 
4.7.3  UART 
UART controller provides serial data synchronization and data conversion (parallel-to-serial and serial-to-parallel) for both 
receiver and transmitter sections. Synchronization for serial data stream is accomplished by adding start and stop bits to the 
transmit data to form a data character. Data integrity is accomplished by attaching a parity bit to the data character. The parity 
bit can be checked by the receiver for any transmission bit errors. 
NOTE: The UART receiver input has low baud rate tolerance in 1-stop bit mode. External devices must use 
2 stop bits. 
In 1-stop bit mode, the Tegra UART receiver can lose sync between Tegra receiver and the external 
transmitter resulting in data errors/corruption. In 2-stop bit mode, the extra stop bit allows the Tegra 
UART receiver logic to align properly with the UART transmitter. 
Features: 
 Synchronization for the serial data stream with start and stop bits to transmit data and form a data character 
 Supports both 16450- and 16550-compatible modes. Default mode is 16450 
 Device clock up to 200MHz, baud rate of 12.5Mbits/second 
 Data integrity by attaching parity bit to the data character 
 Support for word lengths from five to eight bits, an optional parity bit and one or two stop bits 
 Support for modem control inputs 
 DMA capability for both Tx and Rx 
 8-bit x 36 deep Tx FIFO 
 11-bit x 36 deep Rx FIFO. Three bits of 11 bits per entry log the Rx errors in FIFO mode (break, framing, and parity 
errors as bits 10, 9, 8 of FIFO entry) 
 Auto sense baud detection 
 Timeout interrupts to indicate if the incoming stream stopped 
 Priority interrupts mechanism  
 Flow control support on RTS and CTS 
 Internal loopback 
 SIR encoding/decoding (3/16 or 4/16 baud pulse widths to transmit bit zero) 
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Table 22  UART Pin Descriptions 
Pin Name Direction Type PoR Description 
99 UART0_TXD Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD UART 0 Transmit 
101 UART0_RXD Input CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PU UART 0 Receive 
103 UART0_RTS* Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD UART 0 Request to Send 
105 UART0_CTS* Input CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD UART 0 Clear to Send 
203 UART1_TXD Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD UART 1 Transmit 
205 UART1_RXD Input CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD UART 1 Receive 
207 UART1_RTS* Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD UART 1 Request to Send 
209 UART1_CTS* Input CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PU UART 1 Clear to Send 
236 UART2_TXD Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD UART 2 Transmit 
238 UART2_RXD Input CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD UART 2 Receive 
4.7.4  Gigabit Ethernet 
The Jetson Nano integrates a Realtek RTL81119ICG Gigabit Ethernet controller. The on-module Ethernet controller supports: 
 10/100/1000 Mbps Gigabit Ethernet 
 IEEE 802.3u Media Access Controller (MAC) 
Table 23  Gigabit Ethernet Pin Descriptions 
Pin Name Direction Type Description 
194 GBE_LED_ACT Output  Activity LED (yellow) enable 
188 GBE_LED_LINK Output  Link LED (green) enable. Link LED only illuminates if link established is 



























4.7.5  Fan 
The Jetson Nano includes PWM and Tachometer functionality to enable fan control as part of a thermal solution. The Pulse 
Width Modulator (PWM) controller is a frequency divider with a varying pulse width. The PWM runs off a device clock 
~ ~ ~ 
nYIDIA nVIDIA . nVIDIA . 
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programmed in the Clock and Reset controller and can be any frequency up to the device clock maximum speed of 48MHz. 
The PWFM gets divided by 256 before being subdivided based on a programmable value. 
Table 24  Fan Pin Descriptions 
Pin Name Direction Type PoR Description 
230 GPIO14 Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD Fan PWM 
208 GPIO08 Input CMOS – 1.8V [CZ] PD Fan Tachometer 
4.7.6  Debug 
A debug interface is supported via JTAG on-module test points or serial interface over UART1. The JTAG interface can be 
used for SCAN testing or communicating with integrated CPU. See the NVIDIA Jetson Nano Product Design Guide for more 
information. 
Table 25  Debug Pin Descriptions 
Pin Name I/O Pin Type PoR Description 
- JTAG_RTCK Output CMOS – 1.8V [JT_RST] 0 Return Test Clock 
- JTAG_TCK Input CMOS – 1.8V [JT_RST] z Test Clock 
- JTAG_TDI Input CMOS – 1.8V [JT_RST] PU Test Data In 
- JTAG_TDO Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] z Test Data Out 
- JTAG_TMS Input CMOS – 1.8V [JT_RST] PU Test Mode Select 
- JTAG_GP0 Input CMOS – 1.8V [JT_RST] PD Test Reset 
236 UART2_TXD Output CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD Debug UART Transmit 
238 UART2_RXD Input CMOS – 1.8V [ST] PD Debug UART Receive 
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5.0  Physical / Electrical Characteristics 
5.1  Operating and Absolute Maximum Ratings 
The parameters listed in following table are specific to a temperature range and operating voltage. Operating the Jetson Nano 
module beyond these parameters is not recommended. Exceeding these conditions for extended periods may adversely affect 
device reliability. 
WARNING: Exceeding the listed conditions may damage and/or affect long-term reliability of the part.  
The Jetson Nano module should never be subjected to conditions extending beyond the 
ratings listed below. 
Table 26  Recommended Operating Conditions  
Symbol Parameter Minimum Typical Maximum Unit 
VDDDC VDD_IN 4.75 5.0 5.25 V 
PMIC_BBAT 1.65  5.5 V 
 
Absolute maximum ratings describe stress conditions. These parameters do not set minimum and maximum operating 
conditions that will be tolerated over extended periods of time. If the device is exposed to these parameters for extended 
periods of time, no guarantee is made and device reliability may be affected. It is not recommended to operate the Jetson 
Nano module under these conditions. 
Table 27  Absolute Maximum Ratings 
Symbol Parameter Minimum Maximum Unit Notes 
VDDMAX VDD_IN -0.5 5.5 V  
PMIC_BBAT -0.3 6.0 V  
IDDMAX VDD_IN Imax  5 A  
VM_PIN Voltage applied to any powered 
I/O pin 
-0.5 VDD + 0.5 V VDD + 0.5V when CARRIER_PWR_ON high & 
associated I/O rail powered. 
I/O pins cannot be high (>0.5V) before 
CARRIER_PWR_ON goes high. 
When CARRIER_PWR_ON is low, the maximum 
voltage applied to any I/O pin is 0.5V 
DD pins configured as open 
drain 
-0.5 3.63 V The pin’s output-driver must be set to open-drain 
mode 
TOP Operating Temperature -25 97 °C See the Jetson Nano Thermal Design Guide for 
details. 
TSTG Storage Temperature (ambient) -40 80 °C  
MMAX Mounting Force  4.0 kgf kilogram-force (kgf). Maximum force applied to 
PCB. See the Jetson Nano Thermal Design 
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5.2  Digital Logic 
Voltages less than the minimum stated value can be interpreted as an undefined state or logic level low which may result in 
unreliable operation. Voltages exceeding the maximum value can damage and/or adversely affect device reliability. 
Table 28. CMOS Pin Type DC Characteristics 
Symbol Description Minimum Maximum Units 
VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.25 x VDD V 
VIH Input High Voltage 0.75 x VDD 0.5 + VDD V 
VOL Output Low Voltage (IOL = 1mA) --- 0.15 x VDD V 
VOH Output High Voltage (IOH = -1mA) 0.85 x VDD --- V 
Table 29  Open Drain Pin Type DC Characteristics 
Symbol Description Minimum Maximum Units 
VIL Input Low Voltage -0.5 0.25 x VDD V 
VIH Input High Voltage 0.75 x VDD 3.63 V 
VOL Output Low Voltage (IOL = 1mA) --- 0.15 x VDD V 
I2C[1,0] Output Low Voltage (IOL = 2mA) (see note) --- 0.3 x VDD V 
VOH Output High Voltage (IOH = -1mA) 0.85 x VDD --- V 
Note: I2C[1,0]_[SCL, SDA] pins pull-up to 3.3V through on module 2.2kΩ resistor. I2C2_[SCL, SDA] pins pull-up to 1.8V through on module 2.2kΩ resistor. 
 
5.3  Environmental & Mechanical Screening 
Module performance was assessed against a series of industry standard tests designed to evaluate robustness and estimate 
the failure rate of an electronic assembly in the environment in which it will be used. Mean Time Between Failures (MTBF) 
calculations are produced in the design phase to predict a product’s future reliability in the field. 
Table 30  Jetson Nano Reliability Report 
Test Reference Standards / Test Conditions 
Temperature Humidity Biased JESD22-A101 
85°C / 85% RH, 168 hours, Power ON 
Temperature Cycling JESD22-A104, IPC9701 
-40°C to 105°C, 250 cycles, non-operational 
Humidity Steady State NVIDIA Standard 
45°C 90% RH 336hrs, operational 
Mechanical Shock – 140G JESD22-B110 
140G, half sine, 1 shock/orientation, 6 orientations total, non-operational 
Mechanical Shock – 50G IEC600068-2-27 
50G, half sine,1 shock/orientation, 6 orientations total, operational 
Connector Insertion Cycling EIA-364 
400-pin connector, 30 cycles 
Sine Vibration – 3G IEC60068-2-6 
3G, 10-500 Hz, 1 sweep/axis, 3 axes total, non-operational 
Random Vibration – 2G IEC60068-2-64 
10-500 Hz, 2 Grms,1 hour/axis, non-operational 
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Test Reference Standards / Test Conditions 
Random Vibration – 1G IEC60068-2-64 
10-500 Hz, 1 Grms,1 hour/axis, operational 
Hard Boot  NVIDIA Standard 
Power ON/OFF, ON for 150 sec OFF for 30 sec 1000 cycles at 25°C, 1000 cycles at -40°C 
Operational Low Temp NVIDIA Standard 
-5°C, 24 hours, operational 
Operational High Temp NVIDIA Standard 
40°C, 90%RH, 168 hours, operational 
MTBF / Failure Rate: 3,371K Hours Telcordia SR-332, ISSUE 3 Parts Count (Method I) 
Controlled Environment (GB), T = 35°C, CL = 90% 
MTBF / Failure Rate: 1,836K Hours Telcordia SR-332, ISSUE 3 Parts Count (Method I) 
Uncontrolled Environment (GF), T = 35°C, CL = 90% 
MTBF / Failure Rate: 957K Hours Telcordia SR-332, ISSUE 3 Parts Count (Method I) 
Uncontrolled Environment (GM), T = 35°C, CL = 90% 
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5.4  Pinout 
Signal Name Pin # 
Top 
Odd 
 Pin # 
Bottom 
Even 
Signal Name  Signal Name Pin # 
Top 
Odd 




GND 1  2 GND  PCIE0 RX0 P 133  134 PCIE0 TX0 N 
CSI1_D0_N 3  4 CSI0_D0_N  GND 135  136 PCIE0_TX0_P 
CSI1_D0_P 5  6 CSI0_D0_P  PCIE0_RX1_N 137  138 GND 
GND 7  8 GND  PCIE0 RX1 P 139  140 PCIE0 TX1 N 
RSVD 9  10 CSI0 CLK N  GND 141  142 PCIE0 TX1 P 
RSVD 11  12 CSI0_CLK_P  RSVD 143  144 GND 
GND 13  14 GND  KEY KEY  KEY KEY 
CSI1 D1 N 15  16 CSI0 D1 N  RSVD 145  146 GND 
CSI1 D1 P 17  18 CSI0 D1 P  GND 147  148 PCIE0 TX2 N 
GND 19  20 GND  PCIE0_RX2_N 149  150 PCIE0_TX2_P 
CSI3_D0_N 21  22 CSI2_D0_N  PCIE0_RX2_P 151  152 GND 
CSI3 D0 P 23  24 CSI2 D0 P  GND 153  154 PCIE0 TX3 N 
GND 25  26 GND  PCIE0 RX3 N 155  156 PCIE0 TX3 P 
CSI3_CLK_N 27  28 CSI2_CLK_N  PCIE0_RX3_P 157  158 GND 
CSI3 CLK P 29  30 CSI2 CLK P  GND 159  160 PCIE0 CLK N 
GND 31  32 GND  USBSS RX N 161  162 PCIE0 CLK P 
CSI3 D1 N 33  34 CSI2 D1 N  USBSS RX P 163  164 GND 
CSI3_D1_P 35  36 CSI2_D1_P  GND 165  166 USBSS_TX_N 
GND 37  38 GND  RSVD 167  168 USBSS TX P 
DP0 TXD0 N 39  40 CSI4 D2 N  RSVD 169  170 GND 
DP0_TXD0_P 41  42 CSI4_D2_P  GND 171  172 RSVD 
GND 43  44 GND  RSVD 173  174 RSVD 
DP0 TXD1 N 45  46 CSI4 D0 N  RSVD 175  176 GND 
DP0 TXD1 P 47  48 CSI4 D0 P  GND 177  178 MOD SLEEP* 
GND 49  50 GND  PCIE_WAKE* 179  180 PCIE0_CLKREQ* 
DP0_TXD2_N 51  52 CSI4_CLK_N  PCIE0_RST* 181  182 RSVD 
DP0 TXD2 P 53  54 CSI4 CLK P  RSVD 183  184 GBE MDI0 N 
GND 55  56 GND  I2C0 SCL 185  186 GBE MDI0 P 
DP0_TXD3_N 57  58 CSI4_D1_N  I2C0_SDA 187  188 GBE_LED_LINK 
DP0_TXD3_P 59  60 CSI4_D1_P  I2C1_SCL 189  190 GBE_MDI1_N 
GND 61  62 GND  I2C1 SDA 191  192 GBE MDI1 P 
DP1_TXD0_N 63  64 CSI4 D3 N  I2S0_DOUT 193  194 GBE LED ACT 
DP1_TXD0_P 65  66 CSI4_D3_P  I2S0_DIN 195  196 GBE_MDI2_N 
GND 67  68 GND  I2S0 FS 197  198 GBE MDI2 P 
DP1 TXD1 N 69  70 DSI D0 N  I2S0 SCLK 199  200 GND 
DP1_TXD1_P 71  72 DSI_D0_P  GND 201  202 GBE_MDI3_N 
GND 73  74 GND  UART1_TXD 203  204 GBE_MDI3_P 
DP1 TXD2 N 75  76 DSI CLK N  UART1 RXD 205  206 GPIO07 
DP1 TXD2 P 77  78 DSI CLK P  UART1 RTS* 207  208 GPIO08 
GND 79  80 GND  UART1_CTS* 209  210 CLK_32K_OUT 
DP1_TXD3_N 81  82 DSI_D1_N  GPIO09 211  212 GPIO10 
DP1 TXD3 P 83  84 DSI D1 P  CAM I2C SCL 213  214 FORCE RECOVERY* 
GND 85  86 GND  CAM I2C SDA 215  216 GPIO11 
GPIO0 87  88 DP0_HPD  GND 217  218 GPIO12 
SPI0_MOSI 89  90 DP0_AUX_N  SDMMC_DAT0 219  220 I2S1_DOUT 
SPI0 SCK 91  92 DP0 AUX P  SDMMC DAT1 221  222 I2S1 DIN 
SPI0_MISO 93  94 HDMI CEC  SDMMC DAT2 223  224 I2S1 FS 
SPI0_CS0* 95  96 DP1_HPD  SDMMC_DAT3 225  226 I2S1_SCLK 
SPI0_CS1* 97  98 DP1_AUX_N  SDMMC_CMD 227  228 GPIO13 
UART0 TXD 99  100 DP1 AUX P  SDMMC CLK 229  230 GPIO14 
UART0_RXD 101  102 GND  GND 231  232 I2C2 SCL 
UART0_RTS* 103  104 SPI1_MOSI  SHUTDOWN_REQ* 233  234 I2C2_SDA 
UART0 CTS* 105  106 SPI1 SCK  PMIC BBAT 235  236 UART2 TXD 
GND 107  108 SPI1 MISO  POWER EN 237  238 UART2 RXD 
USB0_D_N 109  110 SPI1_CS0*  SYS_RESET* 239  240 SLEEP/WAKE* 
USB0_D_P 111  112 SPI1_CS1*  GND 241  242 GND 
GND 113  114 CAM0 PWDN  GND 243  244 GND 
USB1 D N 115  116 CAM0 MCLK  GND 245  246 GND 
USB1_D_P 117  118 GPIO01  GND 247  248 GND 
GND 119  120 CAM1_PWDN  GND 249  250 GND 
USB2 D N 121  122 CAM1 MCLK  VDD IN 251  252 VDD IN 
USB2 D P 123  124 GPIO02  VDD IN 253  254 VDD IN 
GND 125  126 GPIO03  VDD_IN 255  256 VDD_IN 
GPIO04 127  128 GPIO05  VDD_IN 257  258 VDD_IN 
GND 129  130 GPIO06  VDD IN 259  260 VDD IN 
PCIE0_RX0_N 131  132 GND       
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5.5  Package Drawing and Dimensions 
Figure 7  Module Top and Side View with Cover Outline 
 
Figure 8  Module Bottom with Cover Outline 
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Figure 9  Module Top Showing DRAM Placement and Side View 
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specification. NVIDIA does not accept any liability related to any default, damage, costs or problem which may be based on or attributable 
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rights of NVIDIA. Reproduction of information in this specification is permissible only if reproduction is approved by NVIDIA in writing,  is 
reproduced without alteration,  and is accompanied by all associated conditions, limitations, and notices.  
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8.6.2 Register Details
All INA219 16-bit registers are actually two 8-bit bytes through the I2C interface.
8.6.2.1 Configuration Register (address = 00h) [reset = 399Fh]
Figure 19. Configuration Register
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
BADC BADC BADC BADC SADC SADC SADC SADC MODE MODE MODERST — BRNG PG1 PG0 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 3 2 1
R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-1 R/W-1 R/W-1 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-1 R/W-1 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-1 R/W-1 R/W-1 R/W-1 R/W-1
LEGEND: R/W = Read/Write; R = Read only; -n = value after reset
Table 3. Bit Descriptions
RST: Reset Bit
Bit 15 Setting this bit to '1' generates a system reset that is the same as power-on reset. Resets all registers to default
values; this bit self-clears.
BRNG: Bus Voltage Range
Bit 13 0 = 16V FSR
1 = 32V FSR (default value)
PG: PGA (Shunt Voltage Only)
Bits 11, 12 Sets PGA gain and range. Note that the PGA defaults to ÷8 (320mV range). Table 4 shows the gain and range for
the various product gain settings.
Table 4. PG Bit Settings (1)
PG1 PG0 GAIN Range
0 0 1 ±40 mV
0 1 /2 ±80 mV
1 0 /4 ±160 mV
1 1 /8 ±320 mV
(1) Shaded values are default.
BADC: BADC Bus ADC Resolution/Averaging
Bits 7–10 These bits adjust the Bus ADC resolution (9-, 10-, 11-, or 12-bit) or set the number of samples used when
averaging results for the Bus Voltage Register (02h).
Copyright © 2008–2015, Texas Instruments Incorporated Submit Documentation Feedback 19
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SADC: SADC Shunt ADC Resolution/Averaging
Bits 3–6 These bits adjust the Shunt ADC resolution (9-, 10-, 11-, or 12-bit) or set the number of samples used when
averaging results for the Shunt Voltage Register (01h).
BADC (Bus) and SADC (Shunt) ADC resolution/averaging and conversion time settings are shown in Table 5.
Table 5. ADC Settings (1)
ADC4 ADC3 ADC2 ADC1 Mode/Samples Conversion Time
0 X (2) 0 0 9 bit 84 μs
0 X (2) 0 1 10 bit 148 μs
0 X (2) 1 0 11 bit 276 μs
0 X (2) 1 1 12 bit 532 μs
1 0 0 0 12 bit 532 μs
1 0 0 1 2 1.06 ms
1 0 1 0 4 2.13 ms
1 0 1 1 8 4.26 ms
1 1 0 0 16 8.51 ms
1 1 0 1 32 17.02 ms
1 1 1 0 64 34.05 ms
1 1 1 1 128 68.10 ms
(1) Shaded values are default.
(2) X = Don't care
MODE: Operating Mode
Bits 0–2 Selects continuous, triggered, or power-down mode of operation. These bits default to continuous shunt and bus
measurement mode. The mode settings are shown in Table 6.
Table 6. Mode Settings (1)
MODE3 MODE2 MODE1 MODE
0 0 0 Power-down
0 0 1 Shunt voltage, triggered
0 1 0 Bus voltage, triggered
0 1 1 Shunt and bus, triggered
1 0 0 ADC off (disabled)
1 0 1 Shunt voltage, continuous
1 1 0 Bus voltage, continuous
1 1 1 Shunt and bus, continuous
(1) Shaded values are default.
8.6.3 Data Output Registers
8.6.3.1 Shunt Voltage Register (address = 01h)
The Shunt Voltage register stores the current shunt voltage reading, VSHUNT. Shunt Voltage register bits are
shifted according to the PGA setting selected in the Configuration register (00h). When multiple sign bits are
present, they will all be the same value. Negative numbers are represented in 2's complement format. Generate
the 2's complement of a negative number by complementing the absolute value binary number and adding 1.
Extend the sign, denoting a negative number by setting the MSB = 1. Extend the sign to any additional sign bits
to form the 16-bit word.
Example: For a value of VSHUNT = –320 mV:
1. Take the absolute value (include accuracy to 0.01 mV) → 320.00
2. Translate this number to a whole decimal number → 32000
3. Convert it to binary → 111 1101 0000 0000
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4. Complement the binary result : 000 0010 1111 1111
5. Add 1 to the Complement to create the Two’s Complement formatted result → 000 0011 0000 0000
6. Extend the sign and create the 16-bit word: 1000 0011 0000 0000 = 8300h (Remember to extend the sign to
all sign-bits, as necessary based on the PGA setting.)
At PGA = /8, full-scale range = ±320 mV (decimal = 32000). For VSHUNT = +320 mV, Value = 7D00h; For VSHUNT
= –320 mV, Value = 8300h; and LSB = 10µV.
Figure 20. Shunt Voltage Register at PGA = /8
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
SD14_ SD13_ SD12_ SD11_ SD10_SIGN SD9_8 SD8_8 SD7_8 SD6_8 SD5_8 SD4_8 SD3_8 SD2_8 SD1_8 SD0_88 8 8 8 8
At PGA = /4, full-scale range = ±160 mV (decimal = 16000). For VSHUNT = +160 mV, Value = 3E80h; For VSHUNT
= –160 mV, Value = C180h; and LSB = 10µV.
Figure 21. Shunt Voltage Register at PGA = /4
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
SD13_ SD12_ SD11_ SD10_SIGN SIGN SD9_4 SD8_4 SD7_4 SD6_4 SD5_4 SD4_4 SD3_4 SD2_4 SD1_4 SD0_44 4 4 4
At PGA = /2, full-scale range = ±80 mV (decimal = 8000). For VSHUNT = +80 mV, Value = 1F40h; For VSHUNT =
–80 mV; Value = E0C0h; and LSB = 10µV.
Figure 22. Shunt Voltage Register at PGA = /2
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
SD12_ SD11_ SD10_SIGN SIGN SIGN SD9_2 SD8_2 SD7_2 SD6_2 SD5_2 SD4_2 SD3_2 SD2_2 SD1_2 SD0_22 2 2
At PGA = /1, full-scale range = ±40 mV (decimal = 4000). For VSHUNT = +40 mV, Value = 0FA0h; For VSHUNT =
–40 mV, Value = F060h; and LSB = 10µV.
Figure 23. Shunt Voltage Register at PGA = /1
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
SD11_ SD10_SIGN SIGN SIGN SIGN SD9_1 SD8_1 SD7_1 SD6_1 SD5_1 SD4_1 SD3_1 SD2_1 SD1_1 SD0_11 1
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Table 7. Shunt Voltage Register Format (1)
VSHUNT Decimal PGA = /8 PGA = /4 PGA = /2 PGA = /1
Reading (mV) Value (D15:D0) (D15:D0) (D15:D0) (D15:D0)
320.02 32002 0111 1101 0000 0000 0011 1110 1000 0000 0001 1111 0100 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
320.01 32001 0111 1101 0000 0000 0011 1110 1000 0000 0001 1111 0100 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
320.00 32000 0111 1101 0000 0000 0011 1110 1000 0000 0001 1111 0100 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
319.99 31999 0111 1100 1111 1111 0011 1110 1000 0000 0001 1111 0100 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
319.98 31998 0111 1100 1111 1110 0011 1110 1000 0000 0001 1111 0100 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
160.02 16002 0011 1110 1000 0010 0011 1110 1000 0000 0001 1111 0100 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
160.01 16001 0011 1110 1000 0001 0011 1110 1000 0000 0001 1111 0100 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
160.00 16000 0011 1110 1000 0000 0011 1110 1000 0000 0001 1111 0100 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
159.99 15999 0011 1110 0111 1111 0011 1110 0111 1111 0001 1111 0100 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
159.98 15998 0011 1110 0111 1110 0011 1110 0111 1110 0001 1111 0100 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
80.02 8002 0001 1111 0100 0010 0001 1111 0100 0010 0001 1111 0100 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
80.01 8001 0001 1111 0100 0001 0001 1111 0100 0001 0001 1111 0100 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
80.00 8000 0001 1111 0100 0000 0001 1111 0100 0000 0001 1111 0100 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
79.99 7999 0001 1111 0011 1111 0001 1111 0011 1111 0001 1111 0011 1111 0000 1111 1010 0000
79.98 7998 0001 1111 0011 1110 0001 1111 0011 1110 0001 1111 0011 1110 0000 1111 1010 0000
40.02 4002 0000 1111 1010 0010 0000 1111 1010 0010 0000 1111 1010 0010 0000 1111 1010 0000
40.01 4001 0000 1111 1010 0001 0000 1111 1010 0001 0000 1111 1010 0001 0000 1111 1010 0000
40.00 4000 0000 1111 1010 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000 0000 1111 1010 0000
39.99 3999 0000 1111 1001 1111 0000 1111 1001 1111 0000 1111 1001 1111 0000 1111 1001 1111
39.98 3998 0000 1111 1001 1110 0000 1111 1001 1110 0000 1111 1001 1110 0000 1111 1001 1110
0.02 2 0000 0000 0000 0010 0000 0000 0000 0010 0000 0000 0000 0010 0000 0000 0000 0010
0.01 1 0000 0000 0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 0001 0000 0000 0000 0001
0 0 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000 0000
–0.01 –1 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111 1111
–0.02 –2 1111 1111 1111 1110 1111 1111 1111 1110 1111 1111 1111 1110 1111 1111 1111 1110
–39.98 –3998 1111 0000 0110 0010 1111 0000 0110 0010 1111 0000 0110 0010 1111 0000 0110 0010
–39.99 –3999 1111 0000 0110 0001 1111 0000 0110 0001 1111 0000 0110 0001 1111 0000 0110 0001
–40.00 –4000 1111 0000 0110 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
–40.01 –4001 1111 0000 0101 1111 1111 0000 0101 1111 1111 0000 0101 1111 1111 0000 0110 0000
–40.02 –4002 1111 0000 0101 1110 1111 0000 0101 1110 1111 0000 0101 1110 1111 0000 0110 0000
–79.98 –7998 1110 0000 1100 0010 1110 0000 1100 0010 1110 0000 1100 0010 1111 0000 0110 0000
–79.99 –7999 1110 0000 1100 0001 1110 0000 1100 0001 1110 0000 1100 0001 1111 0000 0110 0000
–80.00 –8000 1110 0000 1100 0000 1110 0000 1100 0000 1110 0000 1100 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
–80.01 –8001 1110 0000 1011 1111 1110 0000 1011 1111 1110 0000 1100 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
–80.02 –8002 1110 0000 1011 1110 1110 0000 1011 1110 1110 0000 1100 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
–159.98 –15998 1100 0001 1000 0010 1100 0001 1000 0010 1110 0000 1100 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
–159.99 –15999 1100 0001 1000 0001 1100 0001 1000 0001 1110 0000 1100 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
–160.00 –16000 1100 0001 1000 0000 1100 0001 1000 0000 1110 0000 1100 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
–160.01 –16001 1100 0001 0111 1111 1100 0001 1000 0000 1110 0000 1100 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
–160.02 –16002 1100 0001 0111 1110 1100 0001 1000 0000 1110 0000 1100 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
–319.98 –31998 1000 0011 0000 0010 1100 0001 1000 0000 1110 0000 1100 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
–319.99 –31999 1000 0011 0000 0001 1100 0001 1000 0000 1110 0000 1100 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
–320.00 –32000 1000 0011 0000 0000 1100 0001 1000 0000 1110 0000 1100 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
–320.01 –32001 1000 0011 0000 0000 1100 0001 1000 0000 1110 0000 1100 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
–320.02 –32002 1000 0011 0000 0000 1100 0001 1000 0000 1110 0000 1100 0000 1111 0000 0110 0000
(1) Out-of-range values are shown in gray shading.
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8.6.3.2 Bus Voltage Register (address = 02h)
The Bus Voltage register stores the most recent bus voltage reading, VBUS.
At full-scale range = 32 V (decimal = 8000, hex = 1F40), and LSB = 4 mV.
Figure 24. Bus Voltage Register
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
BD12 BD11 BD10 BD9 BD8 BD7 BD6 BD5 BD4 BD3 BD2 BD1 BD0 — CNVR OVF
At full-scale range = 16 V (decimal = 4000, hex = 0FA0), and LSB = 4 mV.
CNVR: Conversion Ready
Bit 1 Although the data from the last conversion can be read at any time, the INA219 Conversion Ready bit (CNVR)
indicates when data from a conversion is available in the data output registers. The CNVR bit is set after all
conversions, averaging, and multiplications are complete. CNVR will clear under the following conditions:
1.) Writing a new mode into the Operating Mode bits in the Configuration Register (except for Power-Down or
Disable)
2.) Reading the Power Register
OVF: Math Overflow Flag
Bit 0 The Math Overflow Flag (OVF) is set when the Power or Current calculations are out of range. It indicates that
current and power data may be meaningless.
8.6.3.3 Power Register (address = 03h) [reset = 00h]
Full-scale range and LSB are set by the Calibration register. See the Programming the Calibration Register.
Figure 25. Power Register
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
PD15 PD14 PD13 PD12 PD11 PD10 PD9 PD8 PD7 PD6 PD5 PD4 PD3 PD2 PD1 PD0
R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0
LEGEND: R/W = Read/Write; R = Read only; -n = value after reset
The Power register records power in watts by multiplying the values of the current with the value of the bus
voltage according to the equation Equation 5:
8.6.3.4 Current Register (address = 04h) [reset = 00h]
Full-scale range and LSB depend on the value entered in the Calibration register. See Programming the
Calibration Register for more information. Negative values are stored in 2's complement format.
Figure 26. Current Register
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
CSIGN CD14 CD13 CD12 CD11 CD10 CD9 CD8 CD7 CD6 CD5 CD4 CD3 CD2 CD1 CD0
R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0 R-0
LEGEND: R/W = Read/Write; R = Read only; -n = value after reset
The value of the Current register is calculated by multiplying the value in the Shunt Voltage register with the
value in the Calibration register according to the Equation 4:
8.6.4 Calibration Register
8.6.4.1 Calibration Register (address = 05h) [reset = 00h]
Current and power calibration are set by bits FS15 to FS1 of the Calibration register. Note that bit FS0 is not
used in the calculation. This register sets the current that corresponds to a full-scale drop across the shunt. Full-
scale range and the LSB of the current and power measurement depend on the value entered in this register.
See the Programming the Calibration Register. This register is suitable for use in overall system calibration. Note
that the 0 POR values are all default.
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Figure 27. Calibration Register (1)
15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
FS15 FS14 FS13 FS12 FS11 FS10 FS9 FS8 FS7 FS6 FS5 FS4 FS3 FS2 FS1 FS0
R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R/W-0 R-0
LEGEND: R/W = Read/Write; R = Read only; -n = value after reset
(1) FS0 is a void bit and will always be 0. It is not possible to write a 1 to FS0. CALIBRATION is the value stored in FS15:FS1.
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9 Application and Implementation
NOTE
Information in the following applications sections is not part of the TI component
specification, and TI does not warrant its accuracy or completeness. TI’s customers are
responsible for determining suitability of components for their purposes. Customers should
validate and test their design implementation to confirm system functionality.
9.1 Application Information
The INA219 is a current shunt and power monitor with an I2C- and SMBus-compatible interface. The device
monitors both a shunt voltage drop and bus supply voltage. Programmable calibration value, combined with an
internal multiplier, enable readouts of current and power.
9.2 Typical Application
Figure 28 shows a typical application circuit for the INA219. Use a 0.1-μF ceramic capacitor for power-supply
bypassing, placed as closely as possible to the supply and ground pins.
The input filter circuit consisting of RF1, RF2, and CF is not necessary in most applications. If the need for filtering
is unknown, reserve board space for the components and install 0-Ω resistors for RF1 and RF2 and leave CF
unpopulated, unless a filter is needed (see Filtering and Input Considerations).
The pull-up resistors shown on the SDA and SCL lines are not needed if there are pullup resistors on these
same lines elsewhere in the system. Resistor values shown are typical: consult either the I2C or SMBus
specification to determine the acceptable minimum or maximum values and also refer to the Specifications for
Output Current Limitations.
Figure 28. Typical Application Circuit
9.2.1 Design Requirements
The INA219 measures the voltage across a current-sensing resistor (RSHUNT) when current passes through the
resistor. The device also measures the bus supply voltage, and calculates power when calibrated. This section
goes through the steps to program the device for power measurements, and shows the register results Table 8.
The Conditions for the example circuit is: Maximum expected load current = 15 A, Nominal load current = 10 A,
VCM = 12 V, RSHUNT = 2 mΩ, VSHUNT FSR = 40 mV (PGA = /1), and BRNG = 0 (VBUS range = 16 V).
9.2.2 Detailed Design Procedure
Figure 29 shows a nominal 10-A load that creates a differential voltage of 20 mV across a 2-mΩ shunt resistor.
The common mode is at 12 volts and the voltage present at the IN– pin is equal to the common-mode voltage
minus the differential drop across the resistor.
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Typical Application (continued)
For this example, the minimum-current LSB is calculated to be 457.78 µA/bit, assuming a maximum expected
current of 15 A using Equation 2. This value is rounded up to 1 mA/bit and is chosen for the current LSB. Setting
the current LSB to this value allows for sufficient precision while serving to simplify the math as well. Using
Equation 1 results in a calibration value of 20480 (5000h). This value is then programmed into the Calibration
register.
Figure 29. Example Circuit Configuration
The bus voltage is internally measured at the IN– pin to calculate the voltage level delivered to the load. The Bus
Voltage register bits are not right-aligned; therefore, they must be shifted right by three bits. Multiply the shifted
contents by the 4-mV LSB to compute the bus voltage measured by the device in volts. The shifted value of the
Bus Voltage register contents is equal to BB3h, the decimal equivalent of 2995. This value of 2995 is multiplied
by the 4-mV LSB, and results in a value of 11.98 V. As shown, the voltage at the IN– pin is 11.98 V. For a 40-
mV, full-scale range, this small difference is not a significant deviation from the 12-V common-mode voltage.
However, at larger full-scale ranges, this deviation can be much larger.
The Current register content is internally calculated using Equation 4, and the result of 10000 (2710h) is
automatically loaded into the register. Current in amperes is equal to 1 mA/bit times 10000, and results in a 10-A
load current.
The Power register content is internally calculated using Equation 5 and the result of 5990 (1766h) is
automatically loaded into the register. Multiplying this result by the Power register LSB 20 × 10–3(20 times 1 ×
10–3 current LSB using Equation 3), results in a power calculation of 5990 × 20 mW/bit, and equals 119.8 W.
This result matches what is expected for this register. A calculation for the power delivered to the load uses
11.98 V (12 VCM – 20-mV shunt drop) multiplied by the load current of 10 A to give a 119.8-W result.
9.2.2.1 Register Results for the Example Circuit
Table 8 shows the register readings for the Calibration example.
Table 8. Register Results (1)
REGISTER NAME ADDRESS CONTENTS ADJ DEC LSB VALUE
Configuration 00h 019Fh
Shunt 01h 07D0h 2000 10 µV 20 mV
Bus 02h 5D98h 0BB3 2995 4 mV 11.98 V
Calibration 05h 5000h 20480
Current 04h 2710h 10000 1 mA 10.0 A
Power 03h 1766h 5990 20 mW 119.8 W
(1) Conditions: load = 10 A, VCM = 12 V, RSHUNT = 2 mΩ, VSHUNT FSR = 40 mV, and VBUS = VIN-, BRNG = 0 (VBUS range = 16 V).
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10 Power Supply Recommendations
The input circuitry of the device can accurately measure signals on common-mode voltages beyond its power
supply voltage, VS. For example, the voltage applied to the VS power supply terminal can be 5 V, whereas the
load power-supply voltage being monitored (the common-mode voltage) can be as high as 26 V. Note also that
the device can withstand the full 0-V to 26-V range at the input terminals, regardless of whether the device has
power applied or not.
Place the required power-supply bypass capacitors as close as possible to the supply and ground terminals of
the device to ensure stability. A typical value for this supply bypass capacitor is 0.1 μF. Applications with noisy or
high-impedance power supplies may require additional decoupling capacitors to reject power-supply noise.
11 Layout
11.1 Layout Guidelines
Connect the input pins (IN+ and IN–) to the sensing resistor using a Kelvin connection or a 4-wire connection.
These connection techniques ensure that only the current-sensing resistor impedance is detected between the
input pins. Poor routing of the current-sensing resistor commonly results in additional resistance present between
the input pins. Given the very low ohmic value of the current-sensing resistor, any additional high-current carrying
impedance causes significant measurement errors. Place the power-supply bypass capacitor as close as
possible to the supply and ground pins.
11.2 Layout Example
Figure 30. Recommended Layout
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12 Device and Documentation Support
12.1 Community Resources
The following links connect to TI community resources. Linked contents are provided "AS IS" by the respective
contributors. They do not constitute TI specifications and do not necessarily reflect TI's views; see TI's Terms of
Use.
TI E2E™ Online Community TI's Engineer-to-Engineer (E2E) Community. Created to foster collaboration
among engineers. At e2e.ti.com, you can ask questions, share knowledge, explore ideas and help
solve problems with fellow engineers.
Design Support TI's Design Support Quickly find helpful E2E forums along with design support tools and
contact information for technical support.
12.2 Trademarks
E2E is a trademark of Texas Instruments.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
12.3 Electrostatic Discharge Caution
These devices have limited built-in ESD protection. The leads should be shorted together or the device placed in conductive foam
during storage or handling to prevent electrostatic damage to the MOS gates.
12.4 Glossary
SLYZ022 — TI Glossary.
This glossary lists and explains terms, acronyms, and definitions.
13 Mechanical, Packaging, and Orderable Information
The following pages include mechanical, packaging, and orderable information. This information is the most
current data available for the designated devices. This data is subject to change without notice and revision of
this document. For browser-based versions of this data sheet, refer to the left-hand navigation.
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Op Temp (°C) Device Marking
(4/5)
Samples
INA219AID ACTIVE SOIC D 8 75 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-1-260C-UNLIM -40 to 125 I219A
INA219AIDCNR ACTIVE SOT-23 DCN 8 3000 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-2-260C-1 YEAR -40 to 125 A219
INA219AIDCNT ACTIVE SOT-23 DCN 8 250 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-2-260C-1 YEAR -40 to 125 A219
INA219AIDR ACTIVE SOIC D 8 2500 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-1-260C-UNLIM -40 to 125 I219A
INA219BID ACTIVE SOIC D 8 75 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-1-260C-UNLIM -40 to 125 I219B
INA219BIDCNR ACTIVE SOT-23 DCN 8 3000 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-2-260C-1 YEAR -40 to 125 B219
INA219BIDCNT ACTIVE SOT-23 DCN 8 250 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-2-260C-1 YEAR -40 to 125 B219
INA219BIDR ACTIVE SOIC D 8 2500 Green (RoHS
& no Sb/Br)
CU NIPDAU Level-1-260C-UNLIM -40 to 125 I219B
 
(1) The marketing status values are defined as follows:
ACTIVE: Product device recommended for new designs.
LIFEBUY: TI has announced that the device will be discontinued, and a lifetime-buy period is in effect.
NRND: Not recommended for new designs. Device is in production to support existing customers, but TI does not recommend using this part in a new design.
PREVIEW: Device has been announced but is not in production. Samples may or may not be available.
OBSOLETE: TI has discontinued the production of the device.
 
(2) RoHS:  TI defines "RoHS" to mean semiconductor products that are compliant with the current EU RoHS requirements for all 10 RoHS substances, including the requirement that RoHS substance
do not exceed 0.1% by weight in homogeneous materials. Where designed to be soldered at high temperatures, "RoHS" products are suitable for use in specified lead-free processes. TI may
reference these types of products as "Pb-Free".
RoHS Exempt: TI defines "RoHS Exempt" to mean products that contain lead but are compliant with EU RoHS pursuant to a specific EU RoHS exemption.
Green: TI defines "Green" to mean the content of Chlorine (Cl) and Bromine (Br) based flame retardants meet JS709B low halogen requirements of <=1000ppm threshold. Antimony trioxide based
flame retardants must also meet the <=1000ppm threshold requirement.
 
(3) MSL, Peak Temp. - The Moisture Sensitivity Level rating according to the JEDEC industry standard classifications, and peak solder temperature.
 





(5) Multiple Device Markings will be inside parentheses. Only one Device Marking contained in parentheses and separated by a "~" will appear on a device. If a line is indented then it is a continuation
of the previous line and the two combined represent the entire Device Marking for that device.
 
(6) Lead/Ball Finish - Orderable Devices may have multiple material finish options. Finish options are separated by a vertical ruled line. Lead/Ball Finish values may wrap to two lines if the finish
value exceeds the maximum column width.
 
Important Information and Disclaimer:The information provided on this page represents TI's knowledge and belief as of the date that it is provided. TI bases its knowledge and belief on information
provided by third parties, and makes no representation or warranty as to the accuracy of such information. Efforts are underway to better integrate information from third parties. TI has taken and
continues to take reasonable steps to provide representative and accurate information but may not have conducted destructive testing or chemical analysis on incoming materials and chemicals.
TI and TI suppliers consider certain information to be proprietary, and thus CAS numbers and other limited information may not be available for release.
 
In no event shall TI's liability arising out of such information exceed the total purchase price of the TI part(s) at issue in this document sold by TI to Customer on an annual basis.
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INA219AIDCNR SOT-23 DCN 8 3000 179.0 8.4 3.2 3.2 1.4 4.0 8.0 Q3
INA219AIDCNT SOT-23 DCN 8 250 179.0 8.4 3.2 3.2 1.4 4.0 8.0 Q3
INA219AIDR SOIC D 8 2500 330.0 12.5 6.4 5.2 2.1 8.0 12.0 Q1
INA219BIDCNR SOT-23 DCN 8 3000 179.0 8.4 3.2 3.2 1.4 4.0 8.0 Q3
INA219BIDCNT SOT-23 DCN 8 250 179.0 8.4 3.2 3.2 1.4 4.0 8.0 Q3




*All dimensions are nominal
Device Package Type Package Drawing Pins SPQ Length (mm) Width (mm) Height (mm)
INA219AIDCNR SOT-23 DCN 8 3000 195.0 200.0 45.0
INA219AIDCNT SOT-23 DCN 8 250 195.0 200.0 45.0
INA219AIDR SOIC D 8 2500 340.5 338.1 20.6
INA219BIDCNR SOT-23 DCN 8 3000 195.0 200.0 45.0
INA219BIDCNT SOT-23 DCN 8 250 195.0 200.0 45.0
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Texas Instruments Incorporated (TI) reserves the right to make corrections, enhancements, improvements and other changes to its
semiconductor products and services per JESD46, latest issue, and to discontinue any product or service per JESD48, latest issue. Buyers
should obtain the latest relevant information before placing orders and should verify that such information is current and complete.
TI’s published terms of sale for semiconductor products (http://www.ti.com/sc/docs/stdterms.htm) apply to the sale of packaged integrated
circuit products that TI has qualified and released to market. Additional terms may apply to the use or sale of other types of TI products and
services.
Reproduction of significant portions of TI information in TI data sheets is permissible only if reproduction is without alteration and is
accompanied by all associated warranties, conditions, limitations, and notices. TI is not responsible or liable for such reproduced
documentation. Information of third parties may be subject to additional restrictions. Resale of TI products or services with statements
different from or beyond the parameters stated by TI for that product or service voids all express and any implied warranties for the
associated TI product or service and is an unfair and deceptive business practice. TI is not responsible or liable for any such statements.
Buyers and others who are developing systems that incorporate TI products (collectively, “Designers”) understand and agree that Designers
remain responsible for using their independent analysis, evaluation and judgment in designing their applications and that Designers have
full and exclusive responsibility to assure the safety of Designers' applications and compliance of their applications (and of all TI products
used in or for Designers’ applications) with all applicable regulations, laws and other applicable requirements. Designer represents that, with
respect to their applications, Designer has all the necessary expertise to create and implement safeguards that (1) anticipate dangerous
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• rDS(ON) = 0.047Ω
• 2kV ESD Protected
• Temperature Compensating  PSPICE Model
• Peak Current vs Pulse Width Curve
• UIS Rating Curve
Description
The RFP30N06LE, RF1S30N06LE and RF1S30N06LESM
are N-Channel power MOSFETs manufactured using the
MegaFET process. This process, which uses feature sizes
approaching those of LSI integrated circuits gives optimum
utilization of silicon, resulting in outstanding performance.
They were designed for use in applications such as switch-
ing regulators, switching converters, motor drivers and relay
drivers. These transistors can be operated directly from inte-
grated circuits.
These transistors incorporate ESD protection and are
designed to withstand 2kV (Human Body Model) of ESD.
Formerly developmental type TA49027.
PACKAGE AVAILABILITY




NOTE: When ordering use the entire part number. Add suffix, 9A, to
obtain the TO-263 variant in tape and reel i.e. RF1S30N06LESM9A.
Absolute Maximum Ratings TC = +25oC
RFP30N06LE, RF1S30N06LE,
RF1S30N06LESM UNITS
Drain Source Voltage . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VDSS 60 V
Drain Gate Voltage. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .VDGR 60 V
Gate Source Voltage  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .VGS +10, -8 V
Drain Current
RMS Continuous. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ID
Pulsed Drain Current  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IDM
30
Refer to Peak Current Curve
A
Pulsed Avalanche Rating . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . EAS Refer to UIS Curve
Power Dissipation
TC = +25
oC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .PD





Electrostatic Discharge Rating, MIL-STD-883, Category B(2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ESD 2 kV
Operating and Storage Temperature  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TSTG, TJ -55 to +175
oC





Specifications RFP30N06LE, RF1S30N06LE, RF1S30N06LESM
Electrical Specifications TC = +25oC, Unless Otherwise Specified
PARAMETER SYMBOL TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS
Drain-Source Breakdown Voltage BVDSS ID = 250µA, VGS = 0V 60 - - V
Gate Threshold Voltage VGS(TH) VGS = VDS, ID = 250µA 1 - 2 V
Zero Gate Voltage Drain Current IDSS VDS = 60V,
VGS = 0V
TC = +25
oC - - 1 µA
TC = +150
oC - - 50 µA
Gate-Source Leakage Current IGSS VGS = +10, -8V - - 10 µA
On Resistance rDS(ON) ID = 30A, VGS = 5V - - 0.047 Ω
Turn-On Time tON VDD = 30V, ID = 30A,
RL = 1Ω, VGS = 5V,
RGS = 2.5Ω
- - 140 ns
Turn-On Delay Time tD(ON) - 11 - ns
Rise Time tR - 88 - ns
Turn-Off Delay Time tD(OFF) - 30 - ns
Fall Time tF - 40 - ns
Turn-Off Time tOFF - - 100 ns
Total Gate Charge QG(TOT) VGS = 0V to 10V VDD = 48V,
ID = 30A,
RL = 1.6Ω
- 51 62 nC
Gate Charge at 5V QG(5) VGS = 0V to 5V - 28 34 nC
Threshold Gate Charge QG(TH) VGS = 0V to 1V - 1.8 2.6 nC
Input Capacitance CISS VDS = 25V, VGS = 0V,
f = 1MHz
- 1350 - pF
Output Capacitance COSS - 290 - pF
Reverse Transfer Capacitance CRSS - 85 - pF
Thermal Resistance Junction to Case RθJC - - 1.55
oC/W
Thermal Resistance Junction to Ambient RθJA - - 80
oC/W
Source-Drain Diode Specifications
PARAMETER SYMBOL TEST CONDITIONS MIN TYP MAX UNITS
Forward Voltage VSD ISD = 30A - - 1.5 V




FIGURE 1. SAFE OPERATING AREA CURVE FIGURE  2. NORMALIZED MAXIMUM TRANSIENT THERMAL
IMPEDANCE
FIGURE 3. MAXIMUM CONTINUOUS DRAIN CURRENT vs
TEMPERATURE
FIGURE 4. PEAK CURRENT CAPABILITY
FIGURE 5. TYPICAL SATURATION CHARACTERISTICS FIGURE 6. TYPICAL TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS





























LIMITED BY r DS(ON)
t, RECTANGULAR PULSE DURATION (s)








































DUTY FACTOR: D = t 1/t2
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VGS, GATE-TO-SOURCE VOLTAGE (V)






























PULSE DURATION = 250µs






FIGURE 7. NORMALIZED r DS(ON) vs JUNCTION TEMPERATURE FIGURE 8. NORMALIZED GATE THRESHOLD VOLTAGE vs
TEMPERATURE
FIGURE 9. NORMALIZED DRAIN SOURCE BREAKDOWN
VOLTAGE vs TEMPERATURE
FIGURE  10. NORMALIZED POWER DISSIPATION vs
 TEMPERATURE DERATING CURVE
FIGURE 11. TYPICAL CAPACITANCE vs DRAIN-TO-SOURCE
VOLTAGE
FIGURE 12. NORMALIZED SWITCHING WAVEFORMS FOR
CONSTANT GATE CURRENT. REFER TO HARRIS
APPLICATION NOTES AN7254 AND AN7260
Typical Performance Curves (Continued)
 TJ , JUNCTION TEMPERATURE (
oC)
























 TJ , JUNCTION TEMPERATURE (
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 TJ , JUNCTION TEMPERATURE (
oC) TC, CASE TEMPERATURE (
oC)


























































































































FIGURE 13. UNCLAMPED INDUCTIVE SWITCHING
Test Circuits and Waveforms
FIGURE 14. UNCLAMPED ENERGY TEST CIRCUIT FIGURE 15. UNCLAMPED ENERGY WAVEFORMS
FIGURE 16. RESISTIVE SWITCHING TEST CIRCUIT FIGURE 17. RESISTIVE SWITCHING WAVEFORMS
Typical Performance Curves (Continued)
tAV, TIME IN AVALANCHE (ms)























tAV = (L)(IAS)/(1.3*RATED BVDSS - VDD)
If R = 0
If R ≠ 0
tAV = (L/R)ln[(I AS*R)/(1.3*RATED BVDSS - VDD) +1]
STARTING TJ = +150
oC















































Temperature Compensated PSPICE Model for the RFP30N06LE, RF1S30N06LE,
RF1S30N06LESM
SUBCKT RFP30N06LE  2 1 3; rev 6/2/93
CA 12 8 1 3.34e-9
CB 15 14 3.44e-9
CIN 6 8 0 1.343e-9
DBODY 7  5  DBDMOD
DBREAK 5 11  DBKMOD
DESD1 91 9  DESD1MOD
DESD2 91 7 DESD2MOD
DPLCAP 10  5  DPLCAPMOD
EBREAK 11 7  17 18  75.39
EDS 14 8 5 8 1
EGS 13 8 6 8 1
ESG 6 10 6 8 1
EVTO 20 6 18 8 1
IT 8 17 1
LDRAIN  2  5  1e-9
LGATE 1  9  7.22e-9
LSOURCE 3 7  6.31e-9
MOS1 16 6 8 8 MOSMOD M = 0.99
MOS2 16 21 8 8 MOSMOD M = 0.01
RBREAK 17 18 RBKMOD 1
RDRAIN 50 16 RDSMOD 11.86e-3
RGATE 9 20 2.52
RIN 6 8 1e9
RSCL1  5  51  RSLVCMOD 1e-6
RSCL2  5  50  1e3
RSOURCE 8 7 RDSMOD 26.6e-3
RVTO 18 19 RVTOMOD 1
S1A 6 12 13 8 S1AMOD
S1B 13 12 13 8 S1BMOD
S2A 6 15 14 13 S2AMOD
S2B 13 15 14 13 S2BMOD
VBAT 8 19 DC 1
VTO 21 6  0.5
ESCL  51 50  VALUE = {(V(5,51)/ABS(V(5,51)))*(PWR(V(5,51)*1e6/89,7))
.MODEL DBDMOD D (IS = 3.80e-13 RS = 1.12e-2 TRS1 = 1.61e-3 TRS2 = 6.08e-6 CJO = 1.05e-9 TT = 3.84e-8)
.MODEL DBKMOD D (RS = 1.82e-1 TRS1 = 7.50e-3 TRS2 = -4.0e-5)
.MODEL DESD1MOD D (BV = 13.54  TBV1 = 0  TBV2 = 0  RS = 45.5  TRS1 = 0  TRS2 = 0)
.MODEL DESD2MOD D (BV = 11.46  TBV1 = -7.576e-4  TBV2 = -3.0e-6  RS = 0  TRS1 = 0  TRS2 = 0)
.MODEL DPLCAPMOD D (CJO = 0.591e-9 IS = 1e-30 N = 10)
.MODEL MOSMOD NMOS (VTO = 1.94 KP = 139.2 IS = 1e-30 N = 10 TOX = 1 L = 1u W = 1u)
.MODEL RBKMOD RES (TC1 = 1.07e-3 TC2 = -3.03e-7)
.MODEL RDSMOD RES (TC1 = 5.38e-3 TC2 = 1.64e-5)
.MODEL RSLVCMOD RES (TC1 = 1.75e-3  TC2 = 3.90e-6)
.MODEL RVTOMOD RES (TC1 = -2.15e-3 TC2 = -5.43e-6)
.MODEL S1AMOD VSWITCH (RON = 1e-5 ROFF = 0.1 VON = -4.05 VOFF = -1.5)
.MODEL S1BMOD VSWITCH (RON = 1e-5 ROFF = 0.1 VON = -1.5 VOFF = -4.05)
.MODEL S2AMOD VSWITCH (RON = 1e-5 ROFF = 0.1 VON = -2.2 VOFF = 2.8)
.MODEL S2BMOD VSWITCH (RON = 1e-5 ROFF = 0.1 VON = 2.8 VOFF = -2.2)
.ENDS
NOTE: For further discussion of the PSPICE model, consult A New PSPICE Sub-Circuit for the Power MOSFET Featuring Global
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Features and Benefits
▪ Low RDS(ON) outputs
▪ Automatic current decay mode detection/selection
▪ Mixed and Slow current decay modes
▪ Synchronous rectification for low power dissipation
▪ Internal UVLO
▪ Crossover-current protection
▪ 3.3 and 5 V compatible logic supply
▪ Thermal shutdown circuitry
▪ Short-to-ground protection
▪ Shorted load protection
▪ Five selectable step modes: full, 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, and 1/16
Package:
Description
The A4988 is a complete microstepping motor driver with 
built-in translator for easy operation. It is designed to operate 
bipolar stepper motors in full-, half-, quarter-, eighth-, and 
sixteenth-step modes, with an output drive capacity of up to 
35 V and ±2 A. The A4988 includes a fixed off-time current 
regulator which has the ability to operate in Slow or Mixed 
decay modes.
The translator is the key to the easy implementation of the 
A4988. Simply inputting one pulse on the STEP input drives 
the motor one microstep. There are no phase sequence tables, 
high frequency control lines, or complex interfaces to program. 
The A4988 interface is an ideal fit for applications where a 
complex microprocessor is unavailable or is overburdened.
During stepping operation, the chopping control in the A4988 
automatically selects the current decay mode, Slow or Mixed. 
In Mixed decay mode, the device is set initially to a fast decay 
for a proportion of the fixed off-time, then to a slow decay for 
the remainder of the off-time. Mixed decay current control 
results in reduced audible motor noise, increased step accuracy, 
and reduced power dissipation.
DMOS Microstepping Driver with Translator 
And Overcurrent Protection
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Internal synchronous rectification control circuitry is provided 
to improve power dissipation during PWM operation. Internal 
circuit protection includes: thermal shutdown with hysteresis, 
undervoltage lockout (UVLO), and crossover-current protection. 
Special power-on sequencing is not required.
The A4988 is supplied in a surface mount QFN package (ES), 5 mm 
× 5 mm, with a nominal overall package height of 0.90 mm and an 
exposed pad for enhanced thermal dissipation. It is lead (Pb) free 
(suffix –T), with 100% matte tin plated leadframes.
Description (continued)
Absolute Maximum Ratings
Characteristic Symbol Notes Rating Units
Load Supply Voltage VBB 35 V
Output Current IOUT ±2 A
Logic Input Voltage VIN –0.3 to 5.5 V
Logic Supply Voltage VDD –0.3 to 5.5 V
Motor Outputs Voltage –2.0 to 37 V
Sense Voltage VSENSE –0.5 to 0.5 V
Reference Voltage VREF  5.5 V
Operating Ambient Temperature TA Range S –20 to 85 ºC
Maximum Junction TJ(max) 150 ºC
Storage Temperature Tstg –55 to 150 ºC
Selection Guide
Part Number Package Packing
A4988SETTR-T 28-contact QFN with exposed thermal pad 1500 pieces per 7-in. reel
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS1 at TA = 25°C, VBB = 35 V (unless otherwise noted)
Characteristics Symbol Test Conditions Min. Typ.2 Max. Units
Output Drivers
Load Supply Voltage Range VBB Operating 8 – 35 V
Logic Supply Voltage Range VDD Operating 3.0 – 5.5 V
Output On Resistance RDSON
Source Driver, IOUT = –1.5 A – 320 430 mΩ
Sink Driver, IOUT = 1.5 A – 320 430 mΩ
Body Diode Forward Voltage VF
Source Diode, IF = –1.5 A – – 1.2 V
Sink Diode, IF = 1.5 A – – 1.2 V
Motor Supply Current IBB
fPWM < 50 kHz – – 4 mA
Operating, outputs disabled – – 2 mA
Logic Supply Current IDD
fPWM < 50 kHz – – 8 mA
Outputs off – – 5 mA
Control Logic
Logic Input Voltage
VIN(1) VDD0.7 – – V
VIN(0) – – VDD0.3 V
Logic Input Current
IIN(1) VIN =  VDD0.7 –20 <1.0 20 μA
IIN(0) VIN  =  VDD0.3 –20 <1.0 20 μA
Microstep Select
RMS1 MS1 pin – 100 – kΩ
RMS2 MS2 pin – 50 – kΩ
RMS3 MS3 pin – 100 – kΩ
Logic Input Hysteresis VHYS(IN) As a % of VDD 5 11 19 %
Blank Time tBLANK 0.7 1 1.3 μs
Fixed Off-Time tOFF
OSC = VDD or GND 20 30 40 μs
ROSC = 25 kΩ 23 30 37 μs
Reference Input Voltage Range VREF 0 – 4 V
Reference Input Current IREF –3 0 3 μA
Current Trip-Level Error3 errI
VREF = 2 V, %ITripMAX = 38.27% – – ±15 %
VREF = 2 V, %ITripMAX = 70.71% – – ±5 %
VREF = 2 V, %ITripMAX = 100.00% – – ±5 %
Crossover Dead Time tDT 100 475 800 ns
Protection
Overcurrent Protection Threshold4 IOCPST 2.1 – – A
Thermal Shutdown Temperature TTSD – 165 – °C
Thermal Shutdown Hysteresis TTSDHYS – 15 – °C
VDD Undervoltage Lockout VDDUVLO VDD rising 2.7 2.8 2.9 V
VDD Undervoltage Hysteresis VDDUVLOHYS – 90 – mV
1For input and output current specifications, negative current is defined as coming out of (sourcing) the specified device pin.
2Typical data are for initial design estimations only, and assume optimum manufacturing and application conditions. Performance may vary for individual 
units, within the specified maximum and minimum limits.
3VERR = [(VREF/8) – VSENSE] / (VREF/8).
4Overcurrent protection (OCP) is tested at TA = 25°C in a restricted range and guaranteed by characterization.
JL 
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THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristic Symbol Test Conditions* Value Units
Package Thermal Resistance RθJA Four-layer PCB, based on JEDEC standard 32 ºC/W
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Figure 1. Logic Interface Timing Diagram
STEP 
 t A  
t D t C  
MS1, MS2, MS3,  
RESET, or DIR  
t B
Table 1. Microstepping Resolution Truth Table
Time Duration Symbol Typ. Unit
STEP minimum, HIGH pulse width tA 1 μs
STEP minimum, LOW pulse width tB 1 μs
Setup time, input change to STEP tC 200 ns
Hold time, input change to STEP tD 200 ns
MS1 MS2 MS3 Microstep Resolution Excitation Mode
L L L Full Step 2 Phase
H L L Half Step 1-2 Phase
L H L Quarter Step W1-2 Phase
H H L Eighth Step 2W1-2 Phase
H H H Sixteenth Step 4W1-2 Phase
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Functional Description
Device Operation. The A4988 is a complete microstepping 
motor driver with a built-in translator for easy operation with 
minimal control lines. It is designed to operate bipolar stepper 
motors in full-, half-, quarter-, eighth, and sixteenth-step modes. 
The currents in each of the two output full-bridges and all of the 
N-channel DMOS FETs are regulated with fixed off-time PWM 
(pulse width modulated) control circuitry. At each step, the current 
for each full-bridge is set by the value of its external current-sense 
resistor (RS1 and RS2), a reference voltage (VREF), and the output 
voltage of its DAC (which in turn is controlled by the output of 
the translator).
At power-on or reset, the translator sets the DACs and the phase 
current polarity to the initial Home state (shown in figures 8 
through 12), and the current regulator to Mixed Decay Mode for 
both phases. When a step command signal occurs on the STEP 
input, the translator automatically sequences the DACs to the 
next level and current polarity. (See table 2 for the current-level 
sequence.) The microstep resolution is set by the combined effect 
of the MSx inputs, as shown in table 1. 
When stepping, if the new output levels of the DACs are lower 
than their previous output levels, then the decay mode for the 
active full-bridge is set to Mixed. If the new output levels of the 
DACs are higher than or equal to their previous levels, then the 
decay mode for the active full-bridge is set to Slow. This auto-
matic current decay selection improves microstepping perfor-
mance by reducing the distortion of the current waveform that 
results from the back EMF of the motor.
Microstep Select (MSx). The microstep resolution is set by 
the voltage on logic inputs MSx, as  shown in table 1. The MS1 and 
MS3 pins have a 100 kΩ pull-down resistance, and the MS2 pin 
has a 50 kΩ pull-down resistance. When changing the step mode 
the change does not take effect until the next STEP rising edge.
If the step mode is changed without a translator reset, and abso-
lute position must be maintained, it is important to change the 
step mode at a step position that is common to both step modes in 
order to avoid missing steps. When the device is powered down, 
or reset due to TSD or an over current event the translator is set to 
the home position which is by default common to all step modes.
Mixed Decay Operation. The bridge operates in Mixed 
decay mode, at power-on and reset, and during normal running 
according to the ROSC configuration and the step sequence, as 
shown in figures 8 through 12. During Mixed decay, when the trip 
point is reached, the A4988 initially goes into a fast decay mode 
for 31.25% of the off-time, tOFF . After that, it switches to Slow 
decay mode for the remainder of tOFF. A timing diagram for this 
feature appears on the next page.
Typically, mixed decay is only necessary when the current in the 
winding is going from a higher value to a lower value as determined 
by the state of the translator. For most loads automatically-selected 
mixed decay is convenient because it minimizes ripple when the 
current is rising and prevents missed steps when the current is falling. 
For some applications where microstepping at very low speeds is 
necessary, the lack of back EMF in the winding causes the current to 
increase in the load quickly, resulting in missed steps. This is shown 
in figure 2. By pulling the ROSC pin to ground, mixed decay is set to 
be active 100% of the time, for both rising and falling currents, and 
prevents missed steps as shown in figure 3. If this is not an issue, it 
is recommended that automatically-selected mixed decay be used, 
because it will produce reduced ripple currents. Refer to the Fixed 
Off-Time section for details.
Low Current Microstepping. Intended for applications 
where the minimum on-time prevents the output current from 
regulating to the programmed current level at low current steps. 
To prevent this, the device can be set to operate in Mixed decay 
mode on both rising and falling portions of the current waveform. 
This feature is implemented by shorting the ROSC pin to ground. 
In this state, the off-time is internally set to 30 μs.
Reset Input (R̄̄  ̄Ē  ̄S̄  ̄Ē  ̄T  ).  The R̄̄  Ē  S̄  Ē  T̄   input sets the translator 
to a predefined Home state (shown in figures 8 through 12), and 
turns off all of the FET outputs. All STEP inputs are ignored until 
the R̄̄  Ē  S̄  Ē  T̄   input is set to high. 
Step Input (STEP). A low-to-high transition on the STEP 
input sequences the translator and advances the motor one incre-
ment. The translator controls the input to the DACs and the direc-
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Figure 2. Missed steps in low-speed microstepping
Figure 3. Continuous stepping using automatically-selected mixed stepping (ROSC pin grounded)
t → , 1 s/div.Step input 10 V/div.
Mixed Decay
No Missed
 StepsILOAD 500 mA/div.
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tion of current flow in each winding.  The size of the increment is 
determined by the combined state of the MSx inputs.
Direction Input (DIR). This determines the direction of rota-
tion of the motor. Changes to this input do not take effect until the 
next STEP rising edge.
Internal PWM Current Control. Each full-bridge is con-
trolled by a fixed off-time PWM current control circuit that limits 
the load current to a desired value, ITRIP . Initially, a diagonal pair 
of source and sink FET outputs are enabled and current flows 
through the motor winding and the current sense resistor, RSx. 
When the voltage across RSx equals the DAC output voltage, the 
current sense comparator resets the PWM latch. The latch then 
turns off the appropriate source driver and initiates a fixed off 
time decay mode
The maximum value of current limiting is set by the selection of 
RSx and the voltage at the VREF pin. The transconductance func-
tion is approximated by the maximum value of current limiting, 
ITripMAX  (A), which is set by
ITripMAX = VREF / ( 8  RS)
where RS is the resistance of the sense resistor (Ω) and VREF is 
the input voltage on the REF pin (V). 
The DAC output reduces the VREF output to the current sense 
comparator in precise steps, such that
Itrip = (%ITripMAX / 100) × ITripMAX
(See table 2 for %ITripMAX at each step.)
It is critical that the maximum rating (0.5 V) on the SENSE1 and 
SENSE2 pins is not exceeded.
Fixed Off-Time. The internal PWM current control circuitry 
uses a one-shot circuit to control the duration of time that the 
DMOS FETs remain off. The off-time, tOFF, is determined by the 
ROSC terminal. The ROSC terminal has three settings:
▪ ROSC tied to VDD — off-time internally set to 30 μs, decay 
mode is automatic Mixed decay except when in full step where 
decay mode is set to Slow decay
▪ ROSC tied directly to ground — off-time internally set to 
30 μs, current decay is set to Mixed decay for both increasing 
and decreasing currents for all step modes.
▪ ROSC through a resistor to ground — off-time is determined 
by the following formula, the decay mode is automatic Mixed 
decay for all step modes.
tOFF ≈ ROSC  ⁄  825
Where tOFF is in μs.
Blanking. This function blanks the output of the current sense 
comparators when the outputs are switched by the internal current 
control circuitry. The comparator outputs are blanked to prevent 
false overcurrent detection due to reverse recovery currents of the 
clamp diodes, and switching transients related to the capacitance 
of the load. The blank time, tBLANK (μs), is approximately
tBLANK ≈ 1 μs
Shorted-Load and Short-to-Ground Protection. 
If the motor leads are shorted together, or if one of the leads is 
shorted to ground, the driver will protect itself by sensing the 
overcurrent event and disabling the driver that is shorted, protect-
ing the device from damage. In the case of a short-to-ground, the 
device will remain disabled (latched) until the S̄  L̄  Ē  Ē  P̄   input goes 
high or VDD power is removed. A short-to-ground overcurrent 
event is shown in figure 4.
When the two outputs are shorted together, the current path is 
through the sense resistor. After the blanking time (≈1 μs) expires, 
the sense resistor voltage is exceeding its trip value, due to the 
overcurrent condition that exists. This causes the driver to go into 
a fixed off-time cycle. After the fixed off-time expires the driver 
turns on again and the process repeats. In this condition the driver 
is completely protected against overcurrent events, but the short 
is repetitive with a period equal to the fixed off-time of the driver. 
This condition is shown in figure 5.
During a shorted load event it is normal to observe both a posi-
tive and negative current spike as shown in figure 3, due to the 
direction change implemented by the Mixed decay feature. This 
is shown in figure 6. In both instances the overcurrent circuitry is 
protecting the driver and prevents damage to the device.
Charge Pump (CP1 and CP2). The charge pump is used to 
generate a gate supply greater than that of VBB for driving the 
source-side FET gates. A 0.1 μF ceramic capacitor, should be 
connected between CP1 and CP2. In addition, a 0.1 μF ceramic 
capacitor is required between VCP and VBB, to act as a reservoir 
for operating the high-side FET gates.
Capacitor values should be Class 2 dielectric ±15% maximum, 
or tolerance R, according to EIA (Electronic Industries Alliance) 
specifications.
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VREG (VREG). This internally-generated voltage is used to 
operate the sink-side FET outputs. The nominal output voltage 
of the VREG terminal is 7 V. The VREG pin must be decoupled 
with a 0.22 μF ceramic capacitor to ground. VREG is internally 
monitored. In the case of a fault condition, the FET outputs of the 
A4988 are disabled.
Capacitor values should be Class 2 dielectric ±15% maximum, 
or tolerance R, according to EIA (Electronic Industries Alliance) 
specifications.
Enable Input (Ē̄  ̄N̄  ̄Ā  ̄B̄  ̄L  ̄Ē  ). This input turns on or off all of the 
FET outputs. When set to a logic high, the outputs are disabled. 
When set to a logic low, the internal control enables the outputs 
as required. The translator inputs STEP, DIR, and MSx, as well as 
the internal sequencing logic, all remain active, independent of the 
Ē   ̄N̄   ̄Ā   ̄B̄  L̄   ̄E   input state.
Shutdown. In the event of a fault, overtemperature (excess TJ) 
or an undervoltage (on VCP), the FET outputs of the A4988 are 
disabled until the fault condition is removed. At power-on, the 
UVLO (undervoltage lockout) circuit disables the FET outputs 
and resets the translator to the Home state.
Sleep Mode ( S̄̄  ̄L  ̄Ē  ̄Ē  ̄P̄   ). To minimize power consumption 
when the motor is not in use, this input disables much of the 
internal circuitry including the output FETs, current regulator, 
and charge pump. A logic low on the S̄  L̄  Ē  Ē  P̄   pin puts the A4988 
into Sleep mode. A logic high allows normal operation, as well as 
start-up (at which time the A4988 drives the motor to the Home 
microstep position). When emerging from Sleep mode, in order 
to allow the charge pump to stabilize, provide a delay of 1 ms 
before issuing a Step command.
Mixed Decay Operation. The bridge operates in Mixed 
Decay mode, depending on the step sequence, as shown in fig-
ures 8 through 12. As the trip point is reached, the A4988 initially 
goes into a fast decay mode for 31.25% of the off-time, tOFF. 
After that, it switches to Slow Decay mode for the remainder of 
tOFF. A timing diagram for this feature appears in figure 7.
Synchronous Rectification.  When a PWM-off cycle is 
triggered by an internal fixed-off time cycle, load current recircu-
lates according to the decay mode selected by the control logic. 
This synchronous rectification feature turns on the appropriate 
FETs during current decay, and effectively shorts out the body 
diodes with the low FET RDS(ON). This reduces power dissipation 
significantly, and can eliminate the need for external Schottky 
diodes in many applications. Synchronous rectification turns off 
when the load current approaches zero (0 A), preventing reversal 
of the load current.
t →
Fixed off-time
5 A / div.
t →
5 A / div.
Figure 4. Short-to-ground event
Figure 5. Shorted load (OUTxA → OUTxB) in 
Slow decay mode






5 A / div.
Fault 
latched
























toff Device fixed off-time
IPEAK Maximum output current
tSD Slow decay interval
tFD Fast decay interval
IOUT Device output current
Figure 7. Current Decay Modes Timing Chart
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Application Layout
Layout. The printed circuit board should use a heavy ground-
plane. For optimum electrical and thermal performance, the 
A4988 must be soldered directly onto the board. Pins 3 and 18 
are internally fused, which provides a path for enhanced thermal 
dissipation. Theses pins should be soldered directly to an exposed 
surface on the PCB that connects to thermal vias are used to 
transfer heat to other layers of the PCB.
In order to minimize the effects of ground bounce and offset 
issues, it is important to have a low impedance single-point 
ground, known as a star ground, located very close to the device. 
By making the connection between the pad and the ground plane 
directly under the A4988, that area becomes an ideal location for 
a star ground point. A low impedance ground will prevent ground 
bounce during high current operation and ensure that the supply 
voltage remains stable at the input terminal.
The two input capacitors should be placed in parallel, and as 
close to the device supply pins as possible. The ceramic capaci-
tor (CIN1) should be closer to the pins than the bulk capacitor 
(CIN2). This is necessary because the ceramic capacitor will be 
responsible for delivering the high frequency current components.
The sense resistors, RSx , should have a very low impedance 
path to ground, because they must carry a large current while 
supporting very accurate voltage measurements by the current 
sense comparators. Long ground traces will cause additional 
voltage drops, adversely affecting the ability of the comparators 
to accurately measure the current in the windings. The SENSEx 
pins have very short traces to the RSx resistors and very thick, 
low impedance traces directly to the star ground underneath the 
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*With ROSC pin tied to GND
Figure 10. Decay Modes for Quarter-Step Increments
DIR= H
DIR= H DIR= H
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*With ROSC pin tied to GND
DIR= H
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Table 2. Step Sequencing Settings





















































1 1 2 1 100.00 0.00 0.0 5 9 17 33 –100.00 0.00 180.0
2 99.52 9.80 5.6 34 –99.52 –9.80 185.6
2 3 98.08 19.51 11.3 18 35 –98.08 –19.51 191.3
4 95.69 29.03 16.9 36 –95.69 –29.03 196.9
2 3 5 92.39 38.27 22.5 10 19 37 –92.39 –38.27 202.5
6 88.19 47.14 28.1 38 –88.19 –47.14 208.1
4 7 83.15 55.56 33.8 20 39 –83.15 –55.56 213.8
8 77.30 63.44 39.4 40 –77.30 –63.44 219.4
1 2 3 5 9 70.71 70.71 45.0 3 6 11 21 41 –70.71 –70.71 225.0
10 63.44 77.30 50.6 42 –63.44 –77.30 230.6
6 11 55.56 83.15 56.3 22 43 –55.56 –83.15 236.3
12 47.14 88.19 61.9 44 –47.14 –88.19 241.9
4 7 13 38.27 92.39 67.5 12 23 45 –38.27 –92.39 247.5
14 29.03 95.69 73.1 46 –29.03 –95.69 253.1
8 15 19.51 98.08 78.8 24 47 –19.51 –98.08 258.8
16 9.80 99.52 84.4 48 –9.80 –99.52 264.4
3 5 9 17 0.00 100.00 90.0 7 13 25 49 0.00 –100.00 270.0
18 –9.80 99.52 95.6 50 9.80 –99.52 275.6
10 19 –19.51 98.08 101.3 26 51 19.51 –98.08 281.3
20 –29.03 95.69 106.9 52 29.03 –95.69 286.9
6 11 21 –38.27 92.39 112.5 14 27 53 38.27 –92.39 292.5
22 –47.14 88.19 118.1 54 47.14 –88.19 298.1
12 23 –55.56 83.15 123.8 28 55 55.56 –83.15 303.8
24 –63.44 77.30 129.4 56 63.44 –77.30 309.4
2 4 7 13 25 –70.71 70.71 135.0 4 8 15 29 57 70.71 –70.71 315.0
26 –77.30 63.44 140.6 58 77.30 –63.44 320.6
14 27 –83.15 55.56 146.3 30 59 83.15 –55.56 326.3
28 –88.19 47.14 151.9 60 88.19 –47.14 331.9
8 15 29 –92.39 38.27 157.5 16 31 61 92.39 –38.27 337.5
30 –95.69 29.03 163.1 62 95.69 –29.03 343.1
16 31 –98.08 19.51 168.8 32 63 98.08 –19.51 348.8
32 –99.52 9.80 174.4 64 99.52 –9.80 354.4









CP1 4 Charge pump capacitor terminal
CP2 5 Charge pump capacitor terminal
VCP 6 Reservoir capacitor terminal
VREG 8 Regulator decoupling terminal
MS1 9 Logic input
MS2 10 Logic input
MS3 11 Logic input
 R̄̄  ̄Ē  ̄S̄  ̄Ē  ̄T  12 Logic input
ROSC 13 Timing set
S̄̄  ̄L  ̄Ē  ̄Ē  ̄P̄   14 Logic input
VDD 15 Logic supply 
STEP 16 Logic input 
REF 17 Gm reference voltage input  
GND 3, 18 Ground*
DIR 19 Logic input
OUT1B 21 DMOS Full Bridge 1 Output B
VBB1 22 Load supply
SENSE1 23 Sense resistor terminal for Bridge 1
OUT1A 24 DMOS Full Bridge 1 Output A
OUT2A 26 DMOS Full Bridge 2 Output A
SENSE2 27 Sense resistor terminal for Bridge 2
VBB2 28 Load supply
OUT2B 1 DMOS Full Bridge 2 Output B
 Ē̄  ̄N̄  ̄Ā  ̄B̄  ̄L  ̄Ē  2 Logic input 
NC 7, 20, 25 No connection
PAD – Exposed pad for enhanced thermal dissipation*
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A Terminal #1 mark area
B Exposed thermal pad (reference only, terminal #1 
identifier appearance at supplier discretion) 
For Reference Only; not for tooling use
(reference JEDEC MO-220VHHD-1)
Dimensions in millimeters
Exact case and lead configuration at supplier discretion within limits shown
C Reference land pattern layout (reference IPC7351 
QFN50P500X500X100-29V1M); 
All pads a minimum of 0.20 mm from all adjacent pads; adjust as 
necessary to meet application process requirements and PCB layout 
tolerances; when mounting on a multilayer PCB, thermal vias at the 

























D Coplanarity includes exposed thermal pad and terminals
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Miniature Linear Motion Series ·  L16 
Actuonix Motion Devices’ unique line of Miniature Linear Actuators enables a new 
generation of motion-enabled product designs, with capabilities that have never 
before been combined in a device of this size.  These linear actuators are a 
superior alternative to designing your own push/pull mechanisms.    
The L16 actuators are complete, self contained linear motion devices with position 
feedback for sophisticated position control capabilities, end of stroke limit 
switches for simple two position automation, or RC servo.  Several gear ratios are 
available to give you varied speed/force configurations.   
L16 Specifications 
Gearing Option 35:1 63:1 150:1 
Peak Power Point 50N @16mm/s 75N @10mm/s 175N @4mm/s 
Peak Efficiency Point 24N @24mm/s 38N @15mm/s 75N @7mm/s 
Max Speed (no load) 32mm/s 20mm/s 8mm/s 
Max Force (lifted) 50N 100N 200N 
Back Drive Force 31N 46N 102N 
Stroke Option 50mm 100mm 140mm 
Mass 56g 74g 84g 
Repeatability (-P & LAC) 0.3mm 0.4mm 0.5mm 
Max Side Load (extended) 40N 30N 20N 
Closed Length (hole to hole) 118mm 168mm 208mm 
Feedback Potentiometer 6kΩ50%  11kΩ50% 16kΩ50% 
Feedback Linearity Less than 2.00% 
Input Voltage “P”, “S” Rated at 12VDC. “R” series rated at 6VDC 
Stall Current 650mA @ 12V 
Operating Temperature -10C to +50C 
Audible Noise 60dB @ 45cm 
Ingress Protection IP-54 
Mechanical Backlash 0.25mm 
Limit Switches Max. Current Leakage: 8uA 
Maximum Static Force 250N 
Maximum Duty Cycle 20% 
Basis of Operation 
The L16 is designed to push or pull a load along its full stroke length.  The speed of 
travel is determined by the load applied.  (See the Load Curves).  Actuator speed 
can be reduced by lowering the drive voltage.  When power is removed the 
actuator will hold its position, unless the applied load exceeds the back drive force.  
Repeated stalling or stalling for more than a few seconds will shorten the life of 
the actuator significantly. Stalling is when an actuator is pushing a load that it 
cannot move.  Actuators should be tested in each specific application to determine 
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The L16 has 3 configuration choices: Stroke, Gear Ratio and 
Controller.  L16 options are identified according to the 




SS: Stroke 50, 100, 140 (mm) 
GG: Gear reduction 
ratio (refer to load 
curves above) 
35, 63, 150 
(lower ratios are faster but push 
less force, and vice versa) 
VV: Voltage 12 vdc or 6 vdc (-R only) 
C: Controller P   Potentiometer Feedback 
S   Limit Switches 
R  RC Linear Servo 
 
L16 Controller Options 
 
Option S – End of Stroke Limit Switches 
WIRING: (see last page for pin numbering) 
1 - Red    – Motor V+  
2 – Black – Motor V- (Ground) 
 
-S actuators are ideal for manually controlled applications and 
simple two position automated mechanisms.  The –S actuators 
have limit switches that will turn off power to the motor when 
the actuator reaches within 0.5mm of the end of stroke.  
Internal diodes allow the actuator to reverse away from the 
limit switch.  The limit switches cannot be moved once the 
actuator is manufactured.  While voltage is applied to the 
motor power pins, (1 & 2) the actuator extends.  Reverse the 
polarity and the actuator retracts. This can be accomplished 
manually with a DPDT switch or relay, or using an H-Bridge 
circuit.  The –S model cannot be used with the LAC control 






Option P – Potentiometer Position Feedback 
 
WIRING: (see last page for pin numbering) 
1 - Orange – Feedback Potentiometer negative reference rail 
2 - Purple   – Feedback Potentiometer wiper 
3 - Red         – Motor V+ (6V or 12V) 
4 - Black     – Motor V- (Ground) 
5 - Yellow   – Feedback Potentiometer positive reference rail 
 
-P actuators are suited to automatically controlled positioning 
systems, but they can also be driven manually. The –P 
actuators have no built in controller, but do provide an analog 
position feedback signal that can be input to an external 
controller.  While voltage is applied to the motor power pins, 
(3 & 4) the actuator extends.  Reverse the polarity and the 
actuator retracts.  This can be accomplished manually with a 
DPDT switch or relay, or using an H-Bridge circuit.  Position of 
the actuator stroke can be monitored via the internal linear 
potentiometer.  Provide any stable low and high reference 
voltage on pins 1 & 5, then read the position signal on pin 2.  
The voltage on pin 2 will vary linearly between the two 
reference voltages in proportion to the position of the 
actuator stroke. 
 
The L16 –P actuator can be used as a linear servo by 
connecting the actuator to an external controller such as the 
LAC board offered by Actuonix.  This control board reads the 
position signal from the L16, compares it with your input 
control signal then commands the actuator to move via an on-
board H-bridge circuit.  The LAC allows any one of the 
following control inputs: Analog 0-3.3V or 4-20mA, or Digital 
0-5V PWM, 1-2ms Standard RC, or USB.  The RC input 
effectively transforms your L16 into a linear servo, which is a 
direct replacement for any common hobby servo used in RC 
toys and robotics.  Refer to the LAC datasheet for more 



































































Option R – RC Linear Servo 
 
WIRING: (see last page for pin numbering) 
1 - White –   RC input signal (RC-servo compatible)                                                                              
2 - Red     –   Power (+6 VDC)  
3 - Black   –   Ground 
                                      
Note: Reversing the polarity of pins 2 and 3 may 
permanently damage the actuator 
 
-R actuators are ideally suited to use in robotics and 
radio control models.  The –R actuators or ‘linear servos’ 
are a direct replacement for regular radio controlled 
hobby servos.  The desired actuator position is input to 
the actuator on lead 1 as a positive 5 Volt pulse width 
signal.  A 1.0 ms pulse commands the controller to fully 
retract the actuator, and a 2.0 ms pulse signals it to fully 
extend.  If the motion of the actuator, or of other servos 
in your system, seems erratic, place a 1–4Ω resistor in 
series with the actuator’s red V+ lead wire. 
 
L16 –R Linear Servos are the only 6 volt models in the 
L16 range because they are designed to work with 
typical RC receivers and battery packs.  Consequently 
they also are compatible with Arduino control boards, 
VEX Microcontrollers and many other similar boards 

















Small quantity orders can be placed directly online at 
www.actuonix.com.  Purchase orders, volume quotes, 
and custom requests can be sent to sales@actuonix.com 
.  
 
Each actuator ships with two mounting brackets, #8-32 
mounting hardware and male connector pins.  The cable 
length is approximately 300mm and connector is a 0.1” 
pitch female socket connector.   
Custom Options 
Contact Actuonix for quotes and lead-times on any non-
standard customizations.   Typically we can modify the 
stroke, limit switch positions, cable length and connector 
on a minimum order quantity of 500 pieces.   
 
Any modifications requiring mold changes will involve 
higher MOQ and/or NRE fees. 
 
Accessories 
Visit www.actuonix.com for compatible accessories 
including cable extensions, DPDT switches and relays, 
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1 from time import sleep





7 def __init__(self, stp, dir, MS1, MS2, MS3, EN, switch1, switch2):
8 self._stp = stp
9 self._dir = dir
10 self._MS1 = MS1
11 self._MS2 = MS2
12 self._MS3 = MS3
13 self._EN = EN
14 self._switch1 = switch1











26 GPIO.output(self._MS1, 1) #1 MS1=1, MS2=0 is half step










37 # GPIO.output(self._stp, 0)
38 # GPIO.output(self._dir, 0)
39 # GPIO.output(self._MS1, 1)
40 # GPIO.output(self._MS2, 0)




















60 count = 0
61 GPIO.output(self._dir, 0)






















84 count += 1
85 print(count)
86 print(count, ’total counts’)
87 GPIO.output(self._dir,0)
88 sleep(0.5)






95 def stepforward(self, steps):
96 GPIO.output(self._dir, 0)
97 count = 0
98
99 print(self.switch1(), "\t", self.switch2())
100 while((count < steps) and not(self.switch1()) and not (self.switch2())):





106 count += 1
107 self.bounce()
108
109 def stepbackward(self, steps):
110 GPIO.output(self._dir, 1)
111 count = 0
112
113 while((count < steps) and not(self.switch1()) and not (self.switch2())):










123 from threading import Thread
124 import math
125 import stepperclass as s
126 import RPi.GPIO as GPIO
127 from time import sleep
128 GPIO.setwarnings(False)
129 GPIO.setmode(GPIO.BCM)
130 # Current values
131 x_cur = 0
132 y_cur = 0
133
134 #x dirn specfic pins
135 xstp = 27
136 xdir = 22
137 xswitch1 = 13
138 xswitch2 = 6
139
140 #y dirn specific pins
141 ystp = 23
142 ydir = 24
143 yswitch1 = 16
144 yswitch2 = 12
145
146 #generic shared pins
147 MS1 = 3 #don’t think we need to be microstepping. just step with delay in between to slow down
148 MS2 = 4 #MS pins won’t be wired for now
149 MS3 = 17
150 EN = 2 #enable both motors at the same time
151
152 # Linear Actuator
153
154 GPIO.setup(18, GPIO.OUT)
155 pwm = GPIO.PWM(18,50)
156 pwm.start(5)
157
158 # Pump Controller













172 count = 0
173





179 count += 1
180 """
181
182 motorx = s.Motor(xstp, xdir, MS1, MS2, MS3, EN, xswitch1 , xswitch2)
138
183 motory = s.Motor(ystp, ydir, MS1, MS2, MS3, EN, yswitch1 , yswitch2)
184
185 # Chris wrote this function
186 #Parrallelized x and y movement.
187 def move_x(distance):










198 global x_cur, y_cur





204 x_cur = x








213 #wait for threads to finish before returning
214 t1.join()
215 t2.join()




















236 #make sure limit switches are working
237





242 # Start Chris’s code
243 #----------------------
244 #Calibrate section
245 totalx_steps = motorx.reset()
246 totaly_steps = motory.reset()
247
248 #setting coords to 200,200 due to calibration
249 x_cur = 200
139
250 y_cur = 200
251 # Repeated motion test runs for 10 trials and moves back to origin
252 # To can coordinates.
253 # The error is calculated as new origin/#oftrials
254 input(’You may continue when ready’)
255 import random
256 for _ in range(10): #repeats 10 times
257 test_point = ((totalx_steps -200),(totaly_steps -200))






1 """Basil Leaf Classification.ipynb
2
3 Automatically generated by Colaboratory.
4








13 import numpy as np
14 import sys
15 from google.colab.patches import cv2_imshow
16
17 #ML libraries
18 from sklearn.discriminant_analysis import LinearDiscriminantAnalysis
19 from sklearn.discriminant_analysis import QuadraticDiscriminantAnalysis
20 from sklearn.linear_model import LinearRegression
21 from sklearn.linear_model import LogisticRegression
22 from sklearn import svm
23 from sklearn.decomposition import PCA
24 from sklearn.preprocessing import StandardScaler
25 from sklearn.neighbors import KNeighborsClassifier
26 scaler = StandardScaler()
27
28 #Gloabal Variables
29 training_pics = None
30 training_health = None
31 training_range = (0,0)
32 dim = (0,0)
33
34 testing_pics = None
35 testing_health = None
36 testing_range = (0,0)
37
38 """#Load Image Function
39
40 #### Number of images for each dataset
41 - Healthy Basil: **148**
42 - Healthy Jamun: **279**
43 - Diseased Jamun: **345**
44 """
45
46 #load images from google drive
47 # Function: loadImage
48 # Description:
49 # each call loads one photo from the data set stored in google drive
50 # picNum specifies the image number in the file title on wanted image
51 # leaf_type is either Basil or Jamun (all thats in the drive folder right now)
140
52 # healthy can be either True or False for the Jamun leaves (basil leaves photos are only of
healthy ones)
53 # scaling can be changed but by default images are scaled to 10% (aka 0.1) of original size
(6000x4000 --> 600x400)
54 #
55 def loadImage(picNum=1, leaf_type=’Basil’,healthy=True, scale=0.1, crop=False):
56 if picNum < 10:
57 picNum = f’00{picNum}’
58 elif picNum < 100:
59 picNum = f’0{picNum}’
60
61 #leaf type
62 if leaf_type == ’Basil’:
63 path=f’/content/drive/Shared drives/Senior Design/COEN/Photos/Online_Dataset/Basil (P8)/
healthy/0008_0{picNum}.JPG’
64 elif leaf_type == ’Jamun’:
65 if healthy:
66 path=f’/content/drive/Shared drives/Senior Design/COEN/Photos/Online_Dataset/Jamun (P5)/
healthy/0005_0{picNum}.JPG’
67 else:
68 path=f’/content/drive/Shared drives/Senior Design/COEN/Photos/Online_Dataset/Jamun (P5)/
diseased/0017_0{picNum}.JPG’
69 #read in and rescale
70 #scale factor for each photo
71 img = cv2.imread(path)
72 width = int(img.shape[1] * scale)




77 # resize image
78 if crop:
79
80 temp = cv2.resize(img,dim,interpolation=cv2.INTER_AREA)







88 def pixelsToArm(pixel_x, pixel_y):
89 x = round(pixel_x * 5.0 / 12)





95 def findLeaf(picNum=1, leaf_type=’Basil’, healthy=True):
96 sample = loadImage(picNum, leaf_type , healthy)
97 cv2_imshow(sample)
98 gray = cv2.cvtColor(sample, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
99 cv2_imshow(gray)
100 blurred = cv2.GaussianBlur(gray,(5,5),cv2.BORDER_DEFAULT)
101 cv2_imshow(blurred)
102 canny = cv2.Canny(blurred ,50,100) #50 100
103 cv2_imshow(canny)
104 kernel = np.ones((3,3),np.uint8)
105 dilate = cv2.dilate(canny, kernel, iterations=1)
106 cv2_imshow(dilate)
107 cnts = cv2.findContours(dilate, cv2.RETR_EXTERNAL , cv2.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE)
108 cnts = cnts[0] if len(cnts)==2 else cnts[1] #gets contours from tuple return value (which may
be tuple of 2 or three depending on cv2 version)
109 # print("Number of leaves: ", len(cnts))
110 # LEAF_MUTEX.acquire()
111 display_image = sample #which image to display
112
113 # lower = np.array([0,75,50]) #-- Lower range --
141
114 # upper = np.array([255,255,255]) #-- Upper range --
115 # mask = cv2.inRange(display_image , lower, upper)




119 max_area = 0
120 print(len(cnts))
121 for c in cnts:
122 # c = cnts[0]
123 b_box = cv2.boundingRect(c)
124 #find largest b_box area
125 a = b_box[2]*b_box[3] #current bounding box area
126 if a > max_area:
127 max_area = a
128 x,y,w,h = b_box
129
130
131 cv2.rectangle(display_image , (x,y), (x+w, y+h), (36,255,12), 2) #numbers specify color and
width
132 # ROI = original[y:y+h, x:x+w]
133 r = 5
134 t = 3
135 cx = x + int(w / 2)
136 cy = y + int(h / 2)
137 cv2.circle(display_image , (cx, cy), r, (255, 0, 0), thickness=t)
138
139 # print(pixelsToArm(x+cx, y+cy))
140
141 if len(cnts)>0: #change from 0 to 1 to see potential errors














156 # img = findLeaf(43,’Jamun’,False)
157 # # hsv = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
158 # # hsv.shape
159




164 for i in range(1,20):
165 a = findLeaf(i,’Jamun’,False)
166 print(a.shape)




171 #testing with andrews picture
172 import math
173
174 #camera center in inches
175 camx_center = 11
176 camy_center = 29.5
177
178 #frame size in inches
179 frame_x = 24
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180 frame_y = 24
181 origin = 0
182
183 #camera size in inches
184 cam_x_size = 36*math.tan(77*math.pi/(2*180))
185 cam_y_size = cam_x_size*9/16
186 print(cam_x_size ,cam_y_size)
187
188 #camera corner in inches
189 camx_corner = camx_center - (cam_x_size/2)
190 camy_corner = camy_center - (cam_y_size/2)
191
192 #picture size in pixels
193 pic_x_pixels = 806
194 pic_y_pixels = 453
195
196 #movement space size in inches
197 move_x_origin = 4
198 move_y_origin = 29
199 move_x_size = 16.25
200 move_y_size = 12.75
201 #movement space size in steps
202 move_x_maxsteps = 1501
203 move_y_maxsteps = 846
204
205 #leaf pixel location assuming top left corner of the picture is (0, 0)
206 leaf_x1 = 403
207 leaf_y1 = 226
208
209 def leafLocn2XYsteps(leafx_pix , leafy_pix):
210 print("Leaf in raw camera pixel space is: ", round(leafx_pix ,2), round(leafy_pix ,2))
211 leafx_in = cam_x_size/pic_x_pixels * leafx_pix
212 leafy_in = cam_y_size/pic_y_pixels * leafy_pix
213
214
215 leafx_master = leafx_in + camx_corner
216 leafy_master = leafy_in + camy_corner
217 print("Leaf in master coordinate space in inches is: ", round(leafx_master ,2), round(
leafy_master ,2))
218
219 leafx_nozzle = (leafx_master - move_x_origin)*move_x_maxsteps/move_x_size
220 leafy_nozzle = (leafy_master - move_y_origin)*move_y_maxsteps/move_y_size





226 # leafLocn2XYsteps(leaf_x1, leaf_y1)
227
228 path=f’/content/drive/Shared drives/Senior Design/Demos/Kitts Spring Meeting Demos/5_7 leaves
/20200507_201643.jpg’
229 img = cv2.imread(path)
230 scale = 0.2
231 width = int(img.shape[1] * scale)







239 sample = img[int(height*0.04): int(height),int(width*0.25):int(width*0.9)]
240 # resize image
241 sample = cv2.resize(img,dim,interpolation=cv2.INTER_AREA)
242 gray = cv2.cvtColor(sample, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY)
243 blurred = cv2.GaussianBlur(gray,(5,5),cv2.BORDER_DEFAULT)
244 canny = cv2.Canny(blurred ,50,100)
245 kernel = np.ones((3,3),np.uint8)
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246 dilate = cv2.dilate(canny, kernel, iterations=1)
247 cnts = cv2.findContours(dilate, cv2.RETR_EXTERNAL , cv2.CHAIN_APPROX_SIMPLE)
248 cnts = cnts[0] if len(cnts)==2 else cnts[1] #gets contours from tuple return value (which may be
tuple of 2 or three depending on cv2 version)
249
250 # LEAF_MUTEX.acquire()
251 display_image = sample #which image to display
252
253 # lower = np.array([0,75,50]) #-- Lower range --
254 # upper = np.array([255,255,255]) #-- Upper range --
255 # mask = cv2.inRange(display_image , lower, upper)
256 # res = cv2.bitwise_and(display_image , display_image , mask= mask) #-- Contains pixels having the
gray color--
257
258 num_leaves = 0
259 max_area = 0
260 for c in cnts:
261 # c = cnts[0]
262 b_box = cv2.boundingRect(c)
263 #find largest b_box area
264 # a = b_box[2]*b_box[3] #current bounding box area
265 x,y,w,h = b_box
266 # if a > max_area:
267 # max_area = a
268 if (y>height*0.04 and x>width*0.25 and x+w<width*0.9):
269 num_leaves+=1
270 cv2.rectangle(display_image , (x,y), (x+w, y+h), (36,255,12), 2) #numbers specify color and
width
271 # ROI = original[y:y+h, x:x+w]
272 r = 1
273 t = 5
274 cx = x + int(w / 2)
275 cy = y + int(h / 2)
276 cv2.circle(display_image , (cx, cy), r, (0, 0, 255), thickness=t)
277 leafLocn2XYsteps(cx, cy)
278
279 print("Number of leaves: ", num_leaves)
280 cv2_imshow(display_image)
281
282 for picNum in range(56, 58):
283 sample = loadImage(picNum, ’Jamun’, healthy=False)
284 hsv = cv2.cvtColor(sample, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
285 print(hsv)
286 cv2_imshow(hsv)
287 # res = np.where(hsv[:,:,0]>150)
288 # print(res)
289 show = cv2.cvtColor(sample, cv2.COLOR_HSV2BGR)
290 cv2_imshow(show)
291 # sample2[res]=(0,0,0)
292 # sample3 = cv2.cvtColor(sample2, cv2.COLOR_HSV2BGR)
293 # cv2_imshow(sample3)
J.3 Machine Learning
1 """# Machine Learning Notes
2 Scaling it to the same size
3
4 CNN (images as input)
5










15 #loads images into training_pics and T/F into trraining_health
16 def loadTraining(start, end):
17 global training_pics , training_health , training_range
18 if training_range == (start,end):
19 print("Training images already loaded")
20 return
21 training_range = (start,end)
22 rows = (end-start)*2
23 training_pics = np.empty([rows ,240000],dtype=np.uint8)




28 for N in range(start,end):
29 img = loadImage(picNum=N,leaf_type=’Jamun’,healthy=True,crop=False)
30 hsv = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
31 hue = hsv[:,:,0] # gets first column
32 # hsv = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
33 # res = np.where(((hsv[:,:,0]>100) & (hsv[:,:,0]<160) & (hsv[:,:,2]<128)) | (hsv[:,:,1]<25))
34 # hsv[res] = [0,0,0]
35 # bgr = cv2.cvtColor(hsv, cv2.COLOR_HSV2BGR)
36
37 training_pics[index] = hue.flatten()
38 training_health[index] = True
39 index+=1
40
41 img = loadImage(picNum=N,leaf_type=’Jamun’,healthy=False,crop=False)
42 hsv = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
43 hue = hsv[:,:,0]
44 # hsv = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
45 # res = np.where(((hsv[:,:,0]>100) & (hsv[:,:,0]<160) & (hsv[:,:,2]<128)) | (hsv[:,:,1]<25))
46 # hsv[res] = [0,0,0]
47 # bgr = cv2.cvtColor(hsv, cv2.COLOR_HSV2BGR)
48
49 training_pics[index] = hue.flatten()
50 training_health[index] = False
51 index+=1





57 #loads images into testing_pics and T/F into testing_health
58 def loadTesting(start, end):
59 global testing_pics , testing_health , testing_range
60 if testing_range == (start,end):
61 print("Testing images already loaded")
62 return
63 testing_range = (start,end)
64 rows = (end-start)*2
65 testing_pics = np.empty([rows ,240000],dtype=np.uint8)




70 for N in range(start,end):
71 img = loadImage(picNum=N,leaf_type=’Jamun’,healthy=True,crop=False)
72 hsv = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
73 hue = hsv[:,:,0]
74 # hsv = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
75 # res = np.where(((hsv[:,:,0]>100) & (hsv[:,:,0]<160) & (hsv[:,:,2]<128)) | (hsv[:,:,1]<25))
76 # hsv[res] = [0,0,0]
77 # bgr = cv2.cvtColor(hsv, cv2.COLOR_HSV2BGR)
78
79 testing_pics[index] = hue.flatten()





84 img = loadImage(picNum=N,leaf_type=’Jamun’,healthy=False,crop=False)
85 hsv = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
86 hue = hsv[:,:,0]
87 # hsv = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
88 # res = np.where(((hsv[:,:,0]>100) & (hsv[:,:,0]<160) & (hsv[:,:,2]<128)) | (hsv[:,:,1]<25))
89 # hsv[res] = [0,0,0]
90 # bgr = cv2.cvtColor(hsv, cv2.COLOR_HSV2BGR)
91
92 testing_pics[index] = hue.flatten()
93 testing_health[index] = False
94 index+=1






101 """# Clear ML Data arrays"""
102
103 training_range = (0,0)
104 testing_range = (0,0)
105 # for i in range(1,100):
106 # img = loadImage(picNum=i,leaf_type=’Jamun’,healthy=False,crop=False)
107 # cv2_imshow(img)
108 # hsv = cv2.cvtColor(img, cv2.COLOR_BGR2HSV)
109 # res = np.where(((hsv[:,:,0]>100) & (hsv[:,:,0]<160) & (hsv[:,:,2]<128)) | (hsv[:,:,1]<25))
110 # hsv[res] = [0,0,0]









120 lda = LinearDiscriminantAnalysis(solver="svd", store_covariance=False)
121 clf = svm.SVC(decision_function_shape=’ovr’)







129 train_transform = scaler.transform(training_pics)
130 test_transform = scaler.transform(testing_pics)
131
132 #pca testing
133 for i in range(85,100):
134 p = i/100
135 pca = PCA()
136 pca.fit(train_transform)
137 pca_training_pics = pca.transform(train_transform)
138 pca_testing_pics = pca.transform(test_transform)
139
140 lda.fit(pca_training_pics , training_health)
141 print(p,"LDA train: ", lda.score(pca_training_pics ,training_health))
142 print(p,"LDA test: ", lda.score(pca_testing_pics , testing_health))
143
144
145 clf.fit(pca_training_pics , training_health)
146 print(p,"SVM Train:",clf.score(pca_training_pics , training_health))













159 lda = LinearDiscriminantAnalysis(solver="svd", store_covariance=False)
160
161 lda.fit(training_pics , training_health)




166 start_time = time.time()
167 print("Testing:",lda.score(testing_pics , testing_health))














182 logregress = LogisticRegression(solver=’lbfgs’, max_iter=1000)
183 logregress.fit(training_pics , training_health)
184
185 print("\nLogistic Regression Model Created\n-")
186
187 print("Results\n-------")
188 print("Training:",logregress.score(training_pics , training_health))










199 neigh = KNeighborsClassifier(n_neighbors=2)
200 neigh.fit(training_pics , training_health)
201
202 print("Results\n-------")
203 print("Training:",neigh.score(training_pics , training_health))
204 print("Testing:",neigh.score(testing_pics , testing_health))
205
206 """<br>
207 # QDA Code
208 """
209






216 qda = QuadraticDiscriminantAnalysis()
217 qda.fit(training_pics , training_health)
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218 print("QDA Model Created")
219
220 print("Results:")
221 print("Training:", qda.score(training_pics ,training_health))







229 clf = svm.SVC(decision_function_shape=’ovr’)
230 clf.fit(training_pics , training_health)
231 loadTesting(201,251)
232 print(clf.score(training_pics , training_health))
233 print(clf.score(testing_pics , testing_health))
234
235 # clf = svm.SVC(decision_function_shape=’ovr’)
236 # # clf = svm.LinearSVC()
237
238 # clf.fit(training_pics , training_health)
239 # total = 30
240 # count = 0
241 # for j in range(250,281):
242 # x = loadImage(picNum=j,leaf_type=’Jamun’,healthy=False)
243 # x = cv2.cvtColor(x, cv2.COLOR_BGR2GRAY).flatten()
244 # if clf.predict([x])[0] == ’diseased’:
245 # count += 1
246 # print(count/total)
247 # # print(clf.score(training_pics , training_health))
248 # # print(clf.score(testing_pics , testing_health))
249
250 """# Deep Learning
251
252 might overfit since don’t have a lot of data samples
253
254 CNN,
255 VGG Neural Net
256 """
257
258 from keras.models import Sequential
259 from keras.layers import Dense, Dropout, Conv2D, MaxPool2D , Flatten










270 training_pics = training_pics.reshape((2*(training_range[1]-training_range[0]),dim[0],dim[1],1))
271 testing_pics = testing_pics = testing_pics.reshape((2*(testing_range[1]-testing_range[0]),dim[0],
dim[1],1))
272
273 # convolutional layer
274 model.add(Conv2D(50, kernel_size=(3,3), strides=(1,1), padding=’same’, activation=’relu’,
input_shape=(dim[0],dim[1],1)))
275
276 # convolutional layer
















292 # output layer
293 model.add(Dense(1, activation=’softmax’))
294
295 # compiling the sequential model
296 model.compile(loss=’binary_crossentropy’, metrics=[’accuracy’], optimizer=’adam’)
297
298 # training the model for 10 epochs
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Why Automation in Agriculture?
Growing Population Labor Shortages
Food Safety Hardware and Software R&D
4
Review of Field Research
● Intelligent Robotics in Automation
● Automated Tractors, Berry Picking
● Current solutions in the food processing industry
5
(1) Picking and placing (2) Raw food packaging 
(3) Depanning   (4) Denesting    (5) Boxing
(6) Palletizing (7) Warehousing
● Automation of leaf pick-and-place
○ Isolation of a single leaf
○ Ability to pick up and place a leaf
● Acceptable speed of 1-2 leaves per second








FOO D PRODUCTS 
Project Objective
Achieve Proof of Concept of a robot capable of 
picking and placing basil leaves by combining 
robotics and machine learning.
● Develop a ML Algorithm that detects & classifies leaves
● Prototype a robot capable of 3D movement
● Create a gripper system capable of picking and placing leaves
● *Modified due to unforeseen events related to COVID-19
7
System Requirements
Metric Ideal Value Units






Leaf Recognition 100% accurately recognized N/A
Leaf Quality 
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Platform on which other subsystems 
fulfill their goals.
● Support XYZ movement and Vision 
Processing cameras
● Withstand vibrations from XYZ movement
















● Synchronized operating plane
● Camera height provides ideal 




● MDF used for walls instead of 
Delrin
● LED lights line inner MDF 
walls to provide consistent 
lighting for cameras
152
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Contributions to Vision Processing
● Provides consistent lighting for leaves with 
minimal to no shadows




Maneuver gripper to specified locations
● Movement in 3 axes 
● Controlled by Raspberry Pi
● Communicates with Vision Processing subsystem










Efficient transfer of power
Rack & Pinion








● Custom Rack & Pinion bracket
● Horizontally Mounted
● Provides Test Data
Position Manipulation Testing
24






X Stepper: Belt Drive 8.00 0.0125
12Y Stepper: Rack and Pinion 9.23 0.1125
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Provides suction force and 
stability to pick up and drop 
leaves.
● 3D printed prototyping process













Tradeoff: Multi-hole VS. Single-hole 
● Suction ability
● Vacuum seal
● Minimal leaf damage
29




Success Rate 94% N/A
Drop Time 3-5 s
30
Best Design: 1 Hole Design
Success rate compiled from pick and 
drop trials using multiple fresh leaves *Timelapse x10 speed
154
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● 12 s cycle time
● Acceptable 
positional accuracy
● Drop time is the 




● Can Tracking 
○ Objective: Provide gripper system with location and 
timing to place leaves into moving cans
● Leaf Identification
○ Objective: Develop and test a ML model that detects 





Read camera frames in grayscale
Locate:
Find circles/cans in each 
frame near drop point
Signal:
Send drop signal to gripper
Leaf Identification
● Originally captured video and highlighted leaves 
● Edge detection with OpenCV
● Transitioned to online dataset due to COVID-19
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● Objective: Determine which 
leaves are healthy / “good” 
and which are not
● Tested many models and 











System Integration and Testing
● Initially planned to bring all parts together
● Challenges because of the COVID-19 situation
● Distributed functionality across subsystems
40
Verification of Requirements
Metric Ideal Value Result Units
















Determination 95% accuracy 85% accuracy N/A
41
Future Work
● Full system integration
● Additional quality tuning of subsystems
● Larger dataset for machine learning
● Performance testing at Stanislaus Food Products
42
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Engineering Standards & Constraints
Area Impact
Economic More workers available for unfilled jobs in sector
Environmental Smaller footprint
Ethical Increase in food production
Health and Safety Decrease human contact with food
Sustainability Lasting product (with maintenance)
43
Takeaway
● Met several goals in an emerging sector of robotics
● Accomplished proof of concept and working prototype
● Progress and verification results via distributed system
● Team tackled and overcame unforeseen circumstances
● Established groundwork for future development
44
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